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Kentuckians have seats on 
influential panels in Congress 
LOUISVILLE (AP) - Ken- program in the budget. . -
tucky lawmakers will occupy Rogers also is chairman of hcan _from Northern Kentucky 
seats on .powerful committees the appropriation panel's sub- :,Vh? is to become the state's 
dealing with spending and committee on commerce, jus- Jumor senator. 
taxation in the new Congress, tice, state, the judiciary and As a mell!ber ?f ways and 
and the state's new senior related agencies means, Lewis said after his 
senator will assume an influ- Rogers and Northup have appointment_, "! ha_ve the 
ential role. shown that the Appropria- chan~e to we1g~ 1!1,on some of 
Sen. Mitch McConnell will tions Committee is a good my highest pnon~ies: tax :e-
become chairman of the Sen- place for helping their own form, saymg Social Secunty 
ate Rules and Administration districts, too. and ,paymg off the natwnal 
Committee, which sets the Rogers, whose 5th District debt. 
guidelines for handling every covers much of Southeastern R~p._ Ed. Whitfield, a Re-
bill introduced in the Senate. Kentucky won millions of do!- pubhcan from Western Ken-
The Republican senator Jars last year for several local tucky, is keeping his se~t on 
has additional clout as a projects in Eastern Kentucky, the. Commer~e Committee, 
member of the Senate Appro- including roads and environ- which _deals with a vast array 
priations Committee, which mental cleanup. of subJe~ts, from national en-
puts together the spending Northup, who represents e_rgy policy to telecommunica-
bills in that body, and then most of Jefferson County, twns an~ trade. 
works out final versions with worked with McConnell to Bu~mg, a former invest-
its House counterpart. push through federal help to ment broker, was !l!ven seats 
McConnell also is chairman study the possibility of build- ~n the Senate Banking, Haus-
of a subcommittee that han- ing two more Ohio River mil' and Urban Affairs Com-
dies all manner of U.S. over- bridges in the county. mittee and the Energy and 
seas activities, from foreign Meanwhile, Kentucky Rep. Natural Resources Commit-
aid to international drug con- Ron Lewis is giving up his te~; 
trol to the Interriational Mon- seats on the Agriculture Com- . I spent my first four years 
etary Fund. mittee and the National Secu- m the_ Ho~~e on ~he banking 
McConnell is not the only rity Committee to join the committee, he said. 
Kentuckian who will play an Ways and Means Committee, Reps.-elect KeI_J- Lucas, the 
important role in the 106th which holds almost equal Democrat who will r<;preseni 
Congress. sway with the appropriations Ken_tucky's 4th D1stnct, and 
In the House, Kentucky Re- panel because it writes tax Ernie Fletcher, the Republi-
publican Reps. Harold Rogers laws and deals with Social Se- c13:n from the 6th District, both 
and Anne Northup serve on curity. .. •· will serve «:m t~e House Agri-
the )louse . Appropriations Lewis, who represents culture Committee and the 
Committee, which, like the West-Central Kentucky's ·2nd House Budget Committee. 
Senate 'i5anel; wields. influ- District,:takes the ·committee Fletcher also will sit on the 
ence over nearly every federal spot of Jim Bunning ·a Repub- House Education and the 
' Workforce Committee. 
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Police won't urge dropping 
charges in donn fire 
Investigation 
is continuing . 
in Murray death 
By JAMES MALONE 
The Courier-Journal 
Kentucky State Police are 
looking at "some confusing is-
sues" m the investigation of a 
Sept. 18 fatal fire at a Murray 
State University dormitory but 
"will not recommend one way 
or another" that charges be 
dismissed against anyone 
charged in the case, Capt. John 
Vance said yesterday. 
--'fhe Courier-journal report-
ed last week that attorneys for 
some of. the defendants are 
seeking disJDissals, claiming a 
-lack-of evidence. 
Seven young ·men and wom-
en with links to the school's 
rugby club - six of them cur-
rent or former Murray students 
- were indicted Oct. 28. All 
have pleaded innocent. 
Also, Commonwealth's Attor-
ney Mike Ward said last week 
that there may be another sus-
pect who could steer the inves-
tigation away from links to the' 
rugby club. Ward said he 
would ask for more time to col-
lect and prepare evidence to 
turn over to the defendants. 
Vance, commander of the 
Mayfield state police post, said 
detectives are again working 
full time on the investigation, 
b_ut he declined to say whether 
it had changed direction. "We 
have- other - information we 
have to investigate," he said. 
Vance said Ward had re-
quested a meeting to discuss 
the case, and Vance was trying 
to schedule one. 
Meanwhile, Vance said he 
doesn't see any immediate ac-
tion. "We don't plan to arrest 
anybody today ... or tomor-
row." 
Ward's request to meet and 
discuss the case is not unusual, 
Vance said. 
"I feel good about what 
we've done so far," he said, 
"and I feel we made the right 
decision, based on the evidence 
we have." 
State police used numerous 
interviews, telephone records 
and records of after-hours arri-
vals in Hester Hall, the dorm 
where the fire occurred, to 
piece together their case. 
Michael Minger, 19, of Nice-
ville, Fla., was killed in the fire 
and Michael Priddy of Paducah 
was seriously injured. Police 
said the fire was set after a 
flammable liquid was splashed 
in a hallway. 
Frederick McGrath, 23, a 
former Murray State sopho-
more, is charged with murder 
and arson; the other six defen-
dants face lesser charges. 
Ward has said the fire may 
~a".e stemmed from a hazing 
mc1dent directed at a rookie 
member of the rugbv club who 
lived on the dorm fioor where 
the fire started. 
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"-By"'JOHN FI.AVJ!U,/OF THE DAILY INDe'ENDEN 
The grand-nephews of Dr. Louisa Caiudlll place her Cll&kat Into the haairsa following Sundll)''s funeral at MONlhead 'State • 
• a Ill 
By TOM LEwls 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - "Did I 
have a mountain to climb? 
No. I was lucky. I simply set 
out to do what I wanted to 
do, and it was fun." 
Those were the words of 
Dr. C. Louise Caudill - as 
read by former Morehead 
State University speech pro-
fessor Shirley Gish - as 
about 800 people gathered 
on a chilly Sunday afternoon 
at MSU's Academic-Athletic 
Center to pay their final re-
spects to the founder of St. 
Claire Medical Center and 
one of Northeastern Ken-
tucky's most beloved family 
physicians and health care Wlffl'.Dr.'.Cmldlll's cmket·lli-front of-him, Dr.James Raeder LucilleCsudlll Littleexitsfo 
pioneers. _-,conducts.11 rellding in MSU's AClldami~Athletlc Canter. lowing her sister's funeral. 
Dr. Caudill died early First Christian Church, hurt," he added. "None ofus tuckian who best exempli 
Thursday at the University where Dr. Caudill was a dea- really had the chance to say fled the words of Jesus i 
of Kentucky Chandler Med- coness., good-bye," because not even Matthew's gospel read SUil 
ical Center of complications Watson said Dr. Caudill Dr. Caudill knew she would day by Dr. J.D. Reeder, a fo1 
from surgery. She was 86. - -left-a "legacy of-healing and need surgery when she went mer school administrate 
"We come here .today to compassion that will_ live ta Lexington last Monday. and friend of Dr. Caudill's -
celebrate a life well-lived, a long after you and I are Sunday's funeral, he said, - "Iwas'sick and-you to-ok car 
life that has touched literal- -gone," and the tears shed gave mourners the chance to ofme ... Just as you did it t 
ly thousands, all for the pos, Sunday were mixed withjoy · say "a final good-bye." one of the least of these wh 
itive," said-theil.ev.:Bill Wat- and sorrow. Dr. -Caudill may have 
son, .pastor .of:-the Morehead "We're numb and we been the Northeast Ken- SEE CAUDILL 
~ first name - in 1963, filling a Desmond Tutu and Pope Paul ~audill void in the region's health II. But Dr. Caudill was "the 
~'I care sector, and was its first most significant person" he 
-Y chief of staff. She confinued- !fad encountered. --
are members of my family, her private practice until her Watson noted that many 
you did it to me." death and delivered 8,000 ba- area residents are asking, 
After earning her medical hies during her career. "What am I going to do now? 
degree from the University of "As for me and Susie, all we She is the only doctor I ·have 
Louisville in 1946 and com- really wanted was for every- ever known." 
pleting her internship at one to be well," Gish read "This may not be of much 
Women's Medical College in from Dr. Caudill's own words. comfort,"_~~repliec!_._"But the 
Philadelphia m 19'l'l,L)'=r=-. -""'Dr. Caudill, with her laia- same God that gave us Dr. 
Caudill returned home to back manner and quick wit, Louise is still there." 
Morehead and launched a knew there was more to being Dr. Caudill's funeral was 
family practice with the aid of a good family doctor than just only the second to take place 
her long-time nurse and clos- diagnosing a problem and pre- in MSU's Academic-Athletic 
est confidant, Susie Halbleib. scribing medicine, Watson Center. Former MSU athletic 
For years, the duo braved said. And to hundreds of peo- director and major-league 
the elements and poor roads pie in the Morehead area, she baseball player Steve Hamil-
to bring quality medical care was more than a doctor and a ton also was eulogized there. 
to area residents in their medical trailblazer. A shrine with a large por-
homes - many of which "I cannot tell you or begin to trait of Dr. Caudill and flow-
lacked running water and tell you how many people have ers was also erected at St. 
electricity - as well as in a told me that Dr. Louise was Claire. 
clinic Dr. Caudill established their closest friend," he said. Dr. Caudill's body was in-
in 1957. Watson said he had been in terred in the Caudill Ceme-
Dr. Caudill is credited with the company of such people as tery in a steel-gray casket that 
founding St. Claire Medical Presidents Truman and matched the color of Sunday's 
Center - which bears her Eisenhower, Muhammad Ali, sky. 
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A healer and friend 
Dr. C. Louise Caudill's life and work are an inspiration 
Many of the thousands of Morehead, saw her home region people who called Louise needed modern medical facilities Caudill their doctor say that and became the driving force be-
just her touch had the power to hind the creation of St. .Claire Med-
heal. ical Center, named in her honor. 
A great listener, she cared so (Her demeanor was more crusty 
deeply about the people who came than saintly, however.) In the 
to her office on Morehead's Main process. she helped heal prejudices 
Street that her patients felt she saw some locals felt toward the Catholic 
beyond symptoms into their spirits. nuns who founded the hospital. 
Eulogizing her, the Rev. Bill Dr. Caudill, who died unexpect-
Watson said he never knew anyone edly on New Year's Eve at 86, was 
who was called "best friend" a pioneer, one of two women 
by so many. in the University of 
Claire Louise Caudill was Louisville Medical School's 
the stuff of legend. She can- class of '46. By the time she 
not be replaced because she studied medicine, she al-
was one of a kind: A terrific ready had earned two de-
role model. Civic activist. grees and taught physical 
Lots of fun. And above all, a education for seven years. 
healer. Dr. Louise Caudill had 
A Hollywood hit has Caudill the talent and drive to do 
Robin Williams playing a medical anything and live anywhere. She 
student who defies the establish- chose to work tirelessly helping 
ment by treating patients as indi- people in the little town where she 
viduals and using humor as a cura- grew up. And she loved her work. 
tive. Dr. Caudill once told playwright 
Dr. Louise was doing that Shirley Gish that she believed indi-
decades before anyone ever heard viduals possess the power to over-
of "holistic medicine." She didn't come adversity by drawing inspira-
have to defy the medical establish- tion from within. Dr. Caudill's life is 
ment because she was the medical an inspiration for all. 
establishment in Morehead for "Now. I could never wear fancv 
many years. hats and high heels," Dr. Caudill · 
She and her sidekick, nurse says in Gish's play, Me 'n Susie. 
Susie Halbleib, traveled the hills, "That wasn't me. Had to find that 
delivering babies, often in homes out. You can't be somebody foreign 
with no electricity. People in More- to you. I wasn't smart. I studied 
head say Dr. Louise and Susie hard, yeah. I really believe if you 
treated everyone the same, be they work hard enough, you can make 
hard-scrabole hill farmer" or some- up for your own ignorance. As for 
one with money and prestige. me 'n Susie, all we ever wanted was 
Dr. Louise, who grew up in for everyone to be well." 
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A year of praises 
Sometimes we in the media 
are accused of putfing'Too much 
emphasis on the negative, but 
we regularly reserve space on 
this page to commend those in-
volved in the good things in 
this community. 
As we begin another year, we 
recap some of the many things 
deemed worthy of praise in 
1998: 
► Sandy Hook Elementary 
School teacher Vanessa Mag-
gard was one of only four Ken-
tucky teachers to receive the 
1998 President Awards for Ex-
cellence in Mathematics and 
Science Teaching. She received 
a $7,500 grant from the Na- · 
tional Science Foundation, a 
week of professional develop-
ment, and trip to Washington, 
D.C., to receive her award. 
► Ashland Police Sgt. Ken 
Adams and Patrolmen Jeff 
Christian, Forest DeLong and 
James Stephens risked ·their 
own lives in rescuing 4-year-old 
Candice Diaz and others from a 
burning building on 17th 
Street. 
► For the eighth consecutive 
year, the Morehead State Uni-
versity co-ed varsity cheerlead-
ers claimed top honors in Divi-
sion I in the National College 
Cheerleading Championships. 
► John Schneider was 
named Volunteer of the Year 
by the Boyd County United 
Way for his many hours of un-
selfish labor for Shelter of 
Hope. 
► The Ashland Tomcats be-
came the winningest boys bas-
ketball team in Kentucky by 
surpassing the 1.578 wins by 
the now defunct Central City 
High School. 
► Boyd County Middle 
School student Stephanie Jack-
son was one of two Kentucky 
teens to receive Prudential 
Spirit of Community Award for 
her volunteer efforts. 
► Russell Middle School 
teacher Frances Peterson be-
came the first in Kentucky to 
gain certification as an Early 
Adolescent Generalist by the 
National Board of Professional 
Teaching Standards. 
► Russell High School near-
ly made it a threepeat in Gov-
ernor's Cup competition by fin-
ishing second to Lexington 
Dunbar in the annual academic 
event. 
---~e_Greennp Conncy.J!igh- ---c~►-c=G=reenup .Cmmty___High....... 
School dance team won nation- School football boosters and a 
al titles in modern and lyrical handful of National Guards-
dance in its first year of compe- men volunteered their time and 
titian. skills to rebuild the press box 
► The Rowan County High at the school's football field. 
School Speech Team won its which had been destroyed by 
10th consecutive state title by fire. 
topping all competitors at the ► Salyersville Elementary 
Kentucky Educational Speech School teacher Freda Hensley 
and Drama Association tourna- NcNew was one of only fou·r 
ment. The titles are a tribute to Kentucky teachers to receive a 
speech teacher Virginia Lan- 1998 Milken Family Founda-
dreth. tion Award given to the na-
► Ashland bank executive tion's best teachers. 
Ron Dixon received the presti- ► Boyd County resident J. 
gious Friend of Education Maynard Thomas received the 
Award from the Kentucky Anderson Award from the state 
School Board Association for Personnel Cabinet for his work 
his years of volunteer efforts in in promoting equality and op-
the Ashland schools. portunity among all people. 
► Ashlanders Elzy Thomas ►Ashland's Hatcher Ele-
and Tonya Nuckolls won top mentary School was one of only 
honors at the Huntington VA six Kentucky schools designat-
Medical Center's 14th annual ed as a Blue Ribbon School for 
River Cities Black Leadership 1998. Earlier in the year, 
Awards Program. Hatcher received national 
► Russell Middle School and recognition for its Title I pro-
Russell High School both cap- gram. 
tured state titles in the Ken- ► The Paramount Arts Cen-
tucky State Science Olympiad ter successfully completed a 
and advanced to nation::.! com- $1.5 million capital improve-
petition, where Russell High · ments campaign and, with the 
students won two gold medals help of state money, began 
and four silvers. work on improving the historic 
► South Shore retiree Henry theater in downtown Ashland. 
Long was named Kentucky Vol-
unteer of the Year by Kentucky 
Benefits Counseling, a division 
of Kentucky Legal Services, for 
his years of volunteering to aid 
older clients in the Ashland Of-
fice of Northeast Kentucky Le-
gal Services. 
► An extensive fund-raising 
drive was completed and volun-
teers erected an outstanding 
new playground in Ashland's 
Central Park. 
► A team of 11 students 
from Paintsville Middle School 
finished first the human ser-
vices problem-solving category 
at the 24th annual Internation-
al Community Problem-Solving 
Competition at the University 
of Michigan, edging out teams 
from New Zealand and Wiscon-
sin. 
► Ashland native Megan 
Neyer was inducted into the In-
ternational Swimming Hall of 
Fame in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
In the late 1970s and early 
1980s, Neyer, who now lives in 
Atlanta, was one of the top 
divers in the world.· 
JVJ$U 
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·Ffrst~nead nanied 
~f9~~K~iij;ncky's 
.>. • ~ ... ~.,,-ir~,·1, ~ · . , ':' ·· ··-·-~ · 
-~~.~ve~sity 
, -,, ... •·'.'#I> ... 1 .. • '1 •. -.,. • 
. By Holly E:,Stepp ,, ·· .. _ 
H~ER EDUCATION WRITER , ,: . · 
. Mfuy &titsusman is a true beiiev"~ who. ;"aes 
te<;hnol?~ lik"e:the_ Internet opening·colleges and 
umvers1ties. to working people who haven't had the 
~ o~ means to 'l:~d to ~ traditional campus. 
£Arid now Susman will get the opportunity to 
pr~ve those beliefs in Kentucky. DC ,i· -: . , 0 
. ... ;'.¥ esterday; 1:)1e ve!eran Colorado 
,ea1.1p1tor was p1cked;as head of the· 
·state's Coriimonwea!!li. Virtual Uni-
'C "'·+,,~J ·•"~' .., •. ;,._ 
Y.~L,1_• ';- '• f: •/ t, ~- ({;~·, . . 
;,,-: Oz; Fe_q, 1,,Sus~ will take 
. o.vl!l" a 11ew state progi;am tliat will 
offet:classes from the.state's public· 
,and private colleges· and universi-.. 
ties via' the" Inteme£. satellite and 
video, meaning students won't have Mary Beth . _ 
to visitcamJ)tlS>-·· :· ·' · · 
-i~Stisman-is president of-the Col- Susman will . 
. orado ·E!ectfonic Community Col- . take over the 
lege iri Denver which offers all the new program 
required ~'.ror.community col- on Feb. 1 
lege'~teliegrees elecfronical;-G'?',, :· · · · - · ·· , 
ly. ~e ~ dir~•i\.~r~pen~ to heip teachers , 
use'.lhe lnternetm their.classes- and has also worked 
·~\!_r ~v~ con_lmunity_FOlleges·in ~lorado':; ~." 
M ·."(Smtmonl is reall . first te 1 'd"=t• 'h d' this ~~/.{It: ~ --- .... v~~~-ea er !! __ ~
Lexington Herald-Leader 
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ment the state has made. 
"This state truly believes that thii 
type of educational opportunity will boos1 
the quality of life of its citizens," she said 
.' . . 
The CVU will probably enroll mon 
students and include more uriiversitie! 
than the Colorado Electronic Communil) 
College, which began in 1995 and now hm 
effort," said Gordon Davies, president of about 800 students. It offers all its classes 
the_,Council on Postsecondary Education, ~~;P,le Web arid'has•specia! transfer pro 
which oversees the project .. , gl'l\1ns to four-y~colleges.. · , '. :. : 
"She has built a gr~t ~ep~titl~~ for ,., 'K~ntucky';··:cvuhas' 
0
b~n. hi th( 
implementing technology and we are very works for the past 18 months. • · 
fortunate to have her here," he said. . The council has already ~pprovec 
Kentucky's CVU and a virtual library nine pilot programs for this fall. They in 
component was a lesser-known part of elude certification in firefighting and ir 
Gov. Paul Patton's 1997 higher education network and information systems, bache 
reform act, which restructured Kentucky's !or's degrees in nursing and rehabilitatior 
system of post-secondary education. counseling and a master's degree ir 
The virtuai university'¼is touted as a speech-language pathology. Each will h< 
way to provide a college education to run jointly by various two-year·and four 
Kentuckians unable. to attend classes ·on ··_year colleges. , .;_ ··\ ·,: .. ,,.~ '·1.'.'·\; _:·:, 
campus The idea is that stu· dents co'ulid·'''' --s·•.' .:,-.-.. r·,wm,liti m,~1&.- -·(;c.•",. · . • , . usman_ said. t e proJect could ·be i 
log onto classes at any time, and avoid model for the tiiitiOl);:i, -~·-_.7:J,"-:,'.e.!ti . .' 
long commutes , · · :- ----~·:· ~--.-: .. •11·.r--~-J. '.·•.::..._v,.,_J .. ~----~~·.•-;':_....:i_~:-
/ . ·_-And the. ~tate ha;. ~o~i~~- bi;-,· pop~~:~~~Jf:C: fetW:; 
. bucks to make that a reality. ,; • ·" Western Governors' University, a massiv, 
During its December meeting the cyber-school that includes 17 states anc 
council approved a budget of nearly $18 ··Guam. Mor-e' than· hiilf of all states partici 
-million to launch the virtual university. pate in such a cooperative project or ar, 
That includes money for support staff to · running their own.:~.\'''.\· ... :· --i,-
help students navigate the univ<_!l'Sity, for "A lot ~"{ others ·aie ~ore like cl~g 
technolo!:}'. UJ!grades,. and to train profes- houses that·are difficult.to navigate anc 
sors redes1gmng their classes for the In- manage,• Susman said. "The cvu will.in 
ternet volve the widest vanety of schools work 
. . Susman said she was attracted ·to tire . ing together to create unique classes in i 
Kentucky post because of the commit- way that is sfudent-fiiendly."' · :··;: · ;, 
t .... ""l.a .... •~•-• - ••-'~ 0 O • -• ....:..,,. ~ •• ·•• ~ - - • .....!iA ... -:....;::.;: •• ,,,,. -"c::iu; """'----~ ... --• . ......:.,;,~.-
Promising school: Eastern. 
Kentucky University has been 
chosen to piuticipate in a program 
sponsored by' America's ·Promise, 
led by Colin Powell. -,,,"- · · · 
Nancy Thames, director of the 
University of Promise program at 
The University of Promise pro-
gram einjihfisirei vo1iinteerisni'in 
improving tne lives of at-risk. 
youth. EKU will work with 
schools throughout Central 
Kentucky to provide a variety of 
educational enrichment programs 
to about 5,000 children. 
"EKU. is the perfect institution 
to iinpleinerit a University of : 
.Promise progi;am because our 
track record with community ser-
vice programs is very sound," said 
Eastern._ _ -.- .. ,·.c: _ 
As a University of Promise, 
EKU will plan volunteer programs 
through its AmeriCorps student 
volunteer program. . 
Programs will include a Book . 
Buddies progi;am to provide 
Central Kentucky schools with a 
reading mentor; Career Read,oto 
bring community .business leaders 
into schools weekly to discuss 
·their careers; a multicultural pro-
gram to work with EKU interna-
tional students; Art of Dance; and, 
Pen Pals in Service, to connect 
partner schools with schools 
nationwide in an e-mail progi;am. 
Jan. '7, l:t..: 
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Ads aimed 
at reversing 
-decline in 
enrollment 
Community colleges 
tell earning potential 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HERALOlEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
Want to earn $10,000 more a 
year? Take classes at your local 
community or technical college. 
That's the advertising bait the 
state's system of community and 
technical colleges is using to lure 
students into its classrooms and 
get them to stay to get a degree. 
It's part of an effort from the 
Kentucky Community and Tech-
nical College System to reverse a 
series of big drops in enrollment 
at the community colleges and to 
overcome virtually no growth at 
the technical colleges. 
"We want to do all we can to 
remove. the obstacles, such as in-
conven1ent class schedules,· that 
prevent our students from return-
ing after their first semester," 
said Tim Burcham, KCTCS's in-
terim vice president for external 
affairs. -
" And we want to make sure 
that all Kentuckians know the 
benefits that come with two addi-
tional years of education," he said. 
The system is running adver-
tisements on television in the 
state's biggest cities, on radio in 
home cities of the 28 colleges, and 
in several newspapers. 
The ads show people filling 
out lottery tickets, and emphasize 
that two-year colleges are the best 
way to guarantee extra income. 
"Two hundred thousand dol-
lars is how much more money a 
person with two years of college 
earns in 20 years than the average 
high school graduate," the ads 
say. 
The ads cost the state about 
$100,000 to produce and run. 
Louisville advertising firm Doe-
Anderson donated all the early re-
search and design work 
Community colleges have 
nearly 42,000 students; technical 
colleges have about 14,000. 
Community-college enrollment 
has been at a steady decline, after 
peaking in 1993 at just over 
48,000. Since fall 1996, the 13 col-
leges' enrollment has dropped by 
nearly 8 percent. 
All but one of the colleges saw 
decreases in the past three years, 
ranging from almost 30 percent to 
less than 1 percent. 
But college officials think the 
decline is beginning to moderate, 
because the loss wasn't as bad 
last year as in the previous year. 
The technical colleges have 
seen about a 1 percent increase 
over fall 1997 enrollment. 
Burcham said it's difficult to 
tell what happened in each com-
munity to cause the drops, but 
that KCTCS was working with 
the individual colleges. 
"With this campaign, we are 
emphasizing the places that have 
seen considerable dips," h~ said. 
The economy takes part of the 
blame, Burcham said. 
"The economy is strong, and 
that has a lot of people who would 
consider enrolling opting for jobs 
instead," .he said. 
Researchers at the American 
Association of Community Col-
leges said Kentucky is in line with 
the rest of the nation on enroll-
ment trends. 
''Historically, when the econo-
my is good and unemployment is 
low, people don't go back to 
school and high school graduates 
often enter the work force," said 
the association's Kent Phillipe. 
Other education observers say 
that a culture that undervalues ed-
ucation is also to blame. 
"People have to get used to a 
learning economy," said Ron 
Geoghegan of the Kentucky Ad-
vocates for Higher Education. 
Higher-education budget cuts 
of the early 1990s -. just before 
the slide began - also have had a 
lasting effect, Burcham said. The 
University of Kentucky, which 
Enrollment at 
Kentucky's community 
colleges 
Kentucky's community colleges 
have seen considerable 
decreases in enrollment the 
past three years. College 
leaders attribute the decreases 
to two things - a strong 
economy and the lasting 
effects of budget cuts in the 
early 1990s that prevented 
them from offering the courses 
students want. 
% decrease since 1996 
ftil1 Madisonville 
Ashland 
Mli#ifflM Prestonsburg 
Qi,1:;10!6"11 Henderson 
W¥MJ .,laysville 
-I Hopkinsville 
il1%1A Jefferson 
, liill Southeast 
-4'ililsomerset 
~Hazard 
-3ffl Owensboro 
-.8%1 Elizabethtown 
~7% Paducah 
-IM/81----TOTAL 
Source: Kentucky Community STAFF 
and Technical College System 
controlled the community colleges 
then, suffered several budget cuts 
that trickled down. 
''For a while, we simply didn't 
have the funds to offer the type of 
services and programs our stu-
dents wanted," Burcham said. 
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Ex~student 
with math 
problems 
loses suit 
Associated Press 
HIGHIAND HEIGHTS, Ky. 
- Northern Kentucky Universi-
ty did not discriminate against 
a former student who claimed 
the school failed to accommo-
date her learning disability in 
mathematics, a judge has ruled. 
U.S. District Judge Karl S. 
Forester of Lexington found 
that NKU appeared to have 
"provided every conceivable 
means of accommodating" 
Denise Pangburn, who took a 
math course six times but failed 
to earn the "C;' that is required 
for a degree in elementary edu-
cation. 
.• The judge, in an order filed late 
-last week, dismissed Pangburn's law-
suit and granted a summary judg-
ment to NKU. 
~ Pangburn,-of Fort Thomas, sued in 
as97; claiming .she has a disability 
that prevents her from learning math. 
6he sought a court order requiring 
~KU to grant her a bachelor of ar_ts 
in elementary education. a teaching 
i:ertificate. a diploma and unspecified 
tlamages. 
: She never earned a grade highet 
Jhan '·D" for Math 141. 
. In her lawsuit. filed b)' Cold Sprins 
}awver Bernard Blau. Pangburn said 
NK!J failed to accommodate her dis-
1,.bility bi• refusing' to accept a "D": 
~ubstituting another course: or wal\'• 
lng Math 141 as a requirement. 
_. Forester ruled that Math 141 is a 
~1ecessary requirement· for the ele-
;nentary education program. He also 
,said NKU tried to help Pangburn by 
~ffering a half-dozen accommoda-
Aions, including extending the urne 
ior testing, permitting her personal 
tutor to remain in the room while she 
look exams and allowing her to be-
gin student teaching before earning " 
C in Math 141. 
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C~olleges seek 
m.ote s:tudents 
By RICHARD WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - When Kathy 
Perkins lost her job at a depaitment 
store in early 1997, she didn't know 
whether to look for work or go back 
to school in hopes of finding a better-
paying job later. 
She finally enrolled at the Central 
Kentucky Technical College, studied 
business education. , graduated last 
month and now works full time in 
the school's admissions office. 
"A lot of people felt I couldn'r do 
that. I'd been out of school for so 
long." she said yesterday. 
Now Perkins and other staff mem-
bers at the state's 15 technical col-
leges and 13 community colleges will 
be looking for people like her who 
want more education to improve 
their lives. 
The schools have launched a two-
pronged campaign to increase their 
enrollments and fulfill their mandate 
of providing a better-educated Ken-
tucky work force. 
One tactic is a statewide advertis-
ing campaign aimed at convincing 
current and potential students that it 
will be worth their time financially to 
continue their education. The ads 
note that people with two years of 
college will average about $200,000 
more in earnings over 20 years than 
those with just high school diplomas 
will receive on average. . 
"Nearly every report that you read 
about the future of Kentucky comes 
back to the same central issue - the 
need for a better-educated and 
skilled work force (that) can meet tlie 
demands of business and industry in 
an ever-changing and competitive 
global marketplace," said Tim Bur-
cham, interim vice president for ex-
ternal affairs for the Kentucky Com-
munity and Technical Colleges Sys-
tem. 
The other tactic is a plan for eacl, 
school to keep its studenrs ar.d ,11-
n·act new ones. The plans are aimed 
first at persuading students to retur,; 
to classes for the spring semester. 
which begins )ater this monrh. 
The system also is working witli 
the state Cabinet for Families ancl 
Children to increase the number o! 
welfare recipients who attend two-
year colleges. 
The idea is to increase enrollment 
in the system. Enrollment at the Io 
technical colleges rose only 1 percen 
last fall. ro 8.434 students. from 
8.335. Enrollment at the communit1· 
colleges dropped from 36.399 in the 
fall of 1997 to 35,189 last fall, or 3.~ 
percent. The figures include full- and 
part-time students taking only credit 
courses. Thousands of other students 
attend the 28 institutions for non-
credit courses.· 
Community-college enrollment, 
have declined for the past several 
years. Technical schools have grown 
in the past two years. but enrollmen: 
is still below the levels of the earlv 
l990s. · 
Burcham attributed the enrollmen1 
declines in the community colleges to 
a good economy and low unemploy-
ment antl to budget cuts a few years 
ago that undercut the schools' abilit) 
to start new programs to meet chang-
ing demands. 
But that problem is being over-
come, he said; and he noted that the 
state bas approved 16 new two-year 
programs. These were ·"in direct re-
sponse to the' needs of our students 
and employers. and more are on the 
way." he said. 
The 1997 legislation creating the 
community and technical college sys-
tem removed 13 of the state's 14 com-
munity colleges from adminrstration 
by the Universitv of Kenruciw. UK 
~etained the two•~•ear college in Lex• 
mgton. 
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U.ofL 
' 
to argue 
appeal 
Jan.14 
Jurich won't 
guess outcome 
By ASHLEY McGEACHY 
The Courier-Journal 
The University of Louis-
ville will have its final day in 
the NCM's court Jan. 14 
when it goes before the In-
fractions Appeals Committee 
in Phoenix ID hopes of ha_v-
ing the postseason ban on its 
men's basketball program 
lifted. 
U of L officials said yes-
terday they had been notified 
of the hearing date and had 
seen a copy of the initial re-
sponse to their appeal. How-
ever, associate athletic direc-
tor Kevin Miller said the uni-
versity had not been given a 
cop):' of the response to make 
available to the media. 
In September the universi-
ty was placed on three years' 
probatrnn and the basketball 
program was bann_ed from 
postseason compettt1on for 
one season and stripped of 
two scholarships over two 
rule violations committed by 
former assistant coach 
Scooter McCray. He was 
found to have provided im-
proper benefits to the father 
of junior forward Nate John-
son. 
The four-person appeals 
committee will hear argu-
ments from U of L and rep-
resentatives of the Infractions Com-
mittee, which handed down the pen-
alties. The appeals committee will 
then issue-its ruling - possibly as 
soon as the end of this month - an-· 
swering the season-long question 
about the fate of the 1998-99 Cardi-
nals and their three seniors. 
"We're hoping . (a ruling) will be 
quick for-the sake of letting the pro-
gram know where it stands in re-
gards to the upcoming tournaments," 
athletic director Tom Jurich said yes-
terday. "It's not so much knowing 
about the NCM (Tournament) but 
knowing about the conference (tour-
nament). If we're fortunate, we'd like 
to move a lot of fans to Birmingham" 
for the Conference USA Tournament. 
When . asked if he had any 
thoughts on the potential outcome of 
the case, Jurich responded, "I gave 
up on the thought business after Se-
attle. I really have none." . . 
University representatives - ID· 
eluding President J6hn Shumaker, 
coach Denny Crum and Jurich - ap-
peared before the Committee on In-
fractions last August in Seattle. They 
emerged from the meeting confident 
that the basketball program would 
receive only light penalties if any for 
McCray's indiscretions. 
One reason U of L was upb~at 
after that meeting was that ~CM m-
vestigator Rich Hilliar~ advised the 
Infractions Committee ID his opemng 
statement that Louisville shouldn't be 
considered... a "repeat violator" ~nd 
thus be subject to harsher penalties. 
Because of that statement, U of L 
didn't argue against being a "repeat 
violator" - meanin!l it committed 
major violations while already on 
probation. 
However, the committee disregard-
ed Hilliard's recommendation and 
ruled that Louisville indee/1 was a re-
peat violator and ·levied the harsh 
penalties. It also ruled that one of the 
violations - in which McCray pro-
vided his personal credit card as col-
lateral to .'I local hotel so that John-
son's father, Fred, wouldn't be evict-
ed from his room - was major rath-
er than secondary. 
Those rulings and the lack of an 
opportunity to respond to the "repeat 
violator" status formed the basis of 
U of L's 49-page appeal. 
The Infractions Committee recently 
responded to that appeal, although 
under NCM rules it is sealed with a 
local attorney "to ensure the confi-
dentiality of the document," said 
Shep Cooper, director for the NCM 
Infractions Committee. Cooper de-
clined further comment on the case. 
U of L's Miller said the Infractions 
Committee's rebuttal listed several 
reasons why McCray's infraction was 
major, not secondary, It also a~~d 
that regardless of what was said m 
the Seattle meeting about "repeat 
violator" status, U of L should have 
known to ar!lue against the case be-
in~ major, Miller said. 
'Our response to that was no, we 
shouldn't have known," he said. 
"We'd been informed in early July at 
a pre-hearing conference that (the 
enforcement staff) considered it a 
secondary violation and that this ~se 
would not be considered a repeat VIO· 
lator case." . 
According to Miller, the Infractions 
Committee didn't address two parts 
of Louisville's appeal: the amount of 
money the university already has lost 
from missing two preseason games 
and the fact that the Cards' three 
seniors couldn1t transfer to another 
school that was eligible for the post• 
season. 
As part of its probation, U of L 
had to cancel an exhibition game 
against Pueno Rico and a game 
against Seton Hall in the NABC Clas-
sic in Indianapolis. Missing those two 
games cost the university approxi-
mately $350,000, Miller said. 
Because the NCM's ruling came 
in mid-September, Cameron Murray, 
Alex Sanders and Eric Johnson 
weren't able to transfer. Under 
NCM rules, seniors who have ex-
hausted their eligibility can transfer 
without having to sit out a season 
when their scnool is put on proba-
tion. 
Next week's hearing in Phoenix 
will be less formal than the Seahle 
meeting, Shumaker will be the main 
speaker, with Mike Glazier, U of _L's 
attorney in NCM matters, argumg 
the "meat" of the case, Jurich said. 
Jurich associate athletic director 
Neil Bro'oks and Miller also will at• 
tend but Crum will not, Jurich said. 
McC~ax is appealing independently 
and will be represented by his own 
attorney. The meeting is scheduled to 
last about four hours. 
Jurich said Crum is optimistic 
about the appeal proceeding, adding, 
''You'd want him to be." 
"He feels very strongly about this," 
he said. "I just don't know what a 
body of this sort (the appeals ~om-
mittee) will do. Obviously the umve~-
sity feels it has a good case or 11 
wouldn't be appealing. We tried to 
get as much counsel inside and out-
side as we could. People encouraged 
us to move forward. . . . . . 
"It's totally judgmental, which 1s a 
little scaiy." 
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MSU cheerleaders take 
aim at· ninth straight title 
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Lady Eagle Head Coach Laura Litter watches Margaret Klee, Heidi Daulton and Laurie 
Vincent-during a practice before MSU traveled to the snoW)'. mid-west for two gamea. · 
MSU lOllt to Eastern Illinois 81-74 on Saturday and tackled Southeast Mbsouri State 'last 
night. · . -~ , · :..· c~ :·,... • · 
DENVER BROWN 
- ·onship this weekend at Disney's. viewing does not compete in any 
By. . __ ,... MGM Studio in Orlando, Fla. semifinal rounds, they only com- , 
Sports Wnter .. ,"_, .. : "We just try to continue the pete in the dozen-team finals. · 
, trend that h~ started," advisor · MSU, Austin Peay, George 
Standing in the ElliaT:•John- and MSU Dean of Students Mason and Delaware were the 
son Arena on Morehead State's Myron Doan said of his squad's top four finishers from the taped 
campus and looking up into the , motivation. "You always like to routines and• will lead the com-
raft.ers, you notice the blue and , see .how much you can improve, petition in division 1 .. 
gold congratulatory banners from one year to the next." · "Yeah the muscles are 
hanging high above center- The che~rJeaders are an aching," ~aid cheerleader Jeff 
court. · extremely V1s1b1e group. They Leaman at. a recent. practice, 
There are several scattered cheer at all home football and "Tht's is.a Jot like wrestling, 
above the east end of the arena, b k tb II d t v 1 to ·t but there are nine in trecision as e a _games, an ra e you've got two minutes to give 1 
. d !'lost of_ the away contests. ¥!11'· all you've got.", . · 
and running side.- Y·81 e, mg appearances ·and practi,cmg Competing against other 
stretching out to mid court, · , keep them on a pretty tight squads has become old-hat to 
. A tribute to MSU basketball? 1 schedule. But_ the squad still lhe Eagles, they test the.mselves 
No. A combined number of Ohio · t h t th b k d h Valley Conference titles from all manages O • 1 e 00. 8 9:n against their potential and at · 
M
o1·ts from all time? Sorry, has a combmed grade pomt I Jeticism, . .: 
h , NCAA ave.rageof2.9. . . . , ·"We are a!ways·tiyingnew aybe UK sent t e,r College cheer!eadmg 1s a Jot ski'!Js and techniques," ·Doan 
championship banners for a l h th t J Jk loaning look. Not hardly, the o1;1g ~r . an mos peop e; said. "When this bunch wa s 
. lhmk, said cheerleader and out onto the floor at nationals, 
Cats only have seven. MSU senior Alan Avayou, "It's they want to know they have 
The.nine championship. ban- intense and you have to be in done the best they can possibly 
ners in the Johnson Arena rep- h I • h d h ·t J k 
rese.nt the MSU cheerleaders 6 a'l>!l_._ t 8 ar er t an 1 00 8 • do." 
and college cheerleading at its but we make it lo!)k easy." . Besides th." varsity co-e~ 
best For eight years running What makes 1t look easy -1s squad, MSU will be rep~esente 
the MSU varsity squad· has tak'. •. the amount of p~eparatio!' time 'by th~ all-girl squ,ad, Th~• squad 
en the floor at the Universal·· lhe squad puts mto their r~u- won its first national title last 
Ch~erleading. Ass?ciation's lines. The cheerleaders practice year. 
national champ1onsh1p and has ~p to four hours-a day.when get-
out-flipped, out-stunted and has lm~ !eady for the national com-
out-cheered all comers. petition. · 
The event should be renamed To qualify for "nationals," a 
lhe "MSU Cheerleading Invita- squad must submit a tape of a 
tional - try and beat us if you routine to the selection commit-
can." The Eagles have taken ;· . .tee. From the 75 entered tapes, 
nine titles overall in the past 10 · the committee will invite about 
.years and are looking to take 35 squads to Orlando. The top 
. . . .• ,. • ____ ! ,. _ r!_!_L ___ Z'--- +1-.,. +ano 
---r 
Denver Brown photo 
MSU cheerleaders Cassie Piersol and Dave Cunningham 
· stunt during practice before this week's national competi• 
tion in Orlando, Fla, The varsity squad has won nine titles 
and eight in a row, Advisor and.MSU Dean of Students 
Myron Doan said the cheerleaders have been practicing 
up to four hour_s a day, but !'ain~~~o_mbin_ed 2'.9 GPA. 
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. MSUEagle spirit 
MSU cheerleaders Jeff Leaman and Carrie Addington 
stunt during a timeout in the Eagles'-64-60 win over Jafk-
sonville State last week. The c~eerlea_ders are pr1;pan'!g 
lo defend their eighth consecutive national championship 
and ninth over-all win. __ _-
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Macy's Parade getting 
bigger and better 'qt M;SU 
By DENVER BROWN 
Sports Writer 
The socks may still go up to 
his knees, but now they are cov-
ered by dress pants and accom-
panied by ·a sport coat or 
sweater. 
Fans from Morehead State 
basketball Coach Kyle Macy's 
sweat-sock wearing hey-day of 
lhe late 1970a at the University 
of Kentucky, will remember a 
certain ritual. Macy steppin_g up 
to the charity stri_Pe, reaching 
down to pull up his socks, and 
knocking down freethrowa, 
again and again. 
Calm, cool and consistent 
could have been the sport biog-
raphy of Macy as a player in his 
All-American days at UK. Or 
even in his seven-year pro 
career, each time his team mak-
ing the NBA playoffs. 
So now, sitting on the bench 
as the head man at MSU in his 
second season, what demeanor 
is present? Ia it table-kicking, 
chair-throwing, spitting or 
cussing? Not hardly. 
Watch closely and you might 
see a lip curl, or Macy stand up 
and direct some comment 
lowarda an errant official. But· 
mostly it's a tight lip, hands 
clasped, or clapping, solemn 
look. Almost calm, cool even ... 
Whatever the approach, 
Macy's Eagles this season have 
bested their 1997-98 outing ( 
three wins in Macy's first year 
as a coach) by picking up their 
----1Yl_N... > 
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MSU Head Coach Kyle Macy watches the nation's most accurate shooting team, the 
Evansville Purple Aces, sneak away with a one-point win over his Eagles in Tuesday 
night's matchup. Macy picked up his seventh win as coach last week over Jacksonville 
State University. 
fourth win in nine -;;;;:tinge last 
week s,ge.inst Jacksonville State, 
While the milestone may 
~av!' ~en noted by fans and sta-
l1slJC1'!"B, Macy J.>aid no special 
attention. The wm was nestled 
nicely !nto his program-building 
. campatgn at MSU. 
"Our outlook from the start 
was to build a program here at 
Morehead State," Macy said. "A 
good, strong base and we've 
made a positive step. But, of 
course, we want to keep adding. 
to that win total.• . · 
The foundation of that pro-
gram seems· securely in place as ' 
· the Eagles start to lay the 
. bricks, one at a time. . 
MSU picked up two presea-
son exliibition games and 
opened Macy's sophomore sea-
son with wins: over Huntington 
College and· Asbury College. 
The Eagles notched an Ohio 
Valle;v (?onference win over UT-
Martin m ~arly December. 
_Eve!' with tough losses, Macy 
said ht.a J.>layers are improving 
an~ butlding confidence. 
We are definitely getting 
better with the group of guys 
that we have here·" Macy said 
after Tuesday's he~rt-breaking 
75-74 loss to Evansville. "And 
our recruiting will keep the tal-
ented players looking at us.• 
So what could have made one 
?f the most popular sports icons 
m Kentucky history decide to 
!~av~ a !elatively "retired" posi-
tion m life, of color-commentary 
banking and speaking and 
spring-board into an are~ that 
often sets up for criticism and 
second-guessing? MSU vice 
president and athletic director 
Mike Mincey offers what he sees 
on Macy and the decision 
_"He's ju~t that type- ~f guy," 
Mincey said after watching a 
game. "¥e enjoys a challenge _ 
you don t get to be an all-mneri-
~an a_n~ NCAA champion for 
Just sitting back and resting on 
your laurels. 
•~e saw the coaching oppor-
tunity as a challenge and he 
took it.• 
Mincey appreciates Macy's 
~onstruction skills in overhaul-
m':. the bas_ketball progrmn, too. 
There ts NO question from 
last year to where we are now • 
Mincey said. "The quality ~f 
players is great and tlie fan sup- style and be proliably got that 
port Kyle can generate 18 from playing," said junior-col-
tremendous. He's a quality per- lege transfer and Eagle forward 
son and he's building ow: pro- Scott Charity. "But when Coach 
grmn from the ground up." Macy yells, and he does, he's 
Macy is vecy much a players' mad. That's it, He's real easy. 
and fans' coach, not the slick- going with us, but he does get 
backed·hair an'd tiilk'to ·my\ mad." 
agent for a quote tyJie Coach. · .Olive Hill native and MSU 
Immediately following all forward Jeremy Webb said he 
games, Macy makes himself, likes Macy's "instructor• style. 
and his players, available to the ·"Coach Macy is like an 
- - - ---- - . instructor, not a screamer," 
press and to autograph-seeking i Webb said. "He really stresses 
fans. . · the specifics of the gmne and I'm 
Aman~a Walters drove "('th sure that came from being an 
her family to the Evansville NBA player. In practice, he'll 
gmne from Johnson County and , -- . - -· - - ~-
waited until late after the radio put us in certain sets and watch 
interviews and post-game talk howweplayit·out."· . 
to see her favorite former Wild- . Macy is proud of the process 
cat and current Eagle. - that is underway in. the class 
"I think Kyle is just fantas- • rooms, weight rooms and arenas 
tic," Walters said clukhing her at MSU, and he wants it to con-
pr_ogram and her gold and blue stantly improve. 
pompon after the game .. "I "I'm happy with things, I'd 
watched"him when he was at like to win more games," Macy 
Kentucky and he's one of the said. • And if the community will 
best." .. • · • · come out to the gatnes, they will 
When asked about any nega- see our brand of ball. It can be 
tive talk Macy's first year may good family entertainment and 
have triggered, Walters was we're getting better:• · -
quick to defend the coach lind With MSU's lassoing of Macy, 
offer a challenge to anyone else. the coach said he has more time 
"Any of those folks, saying in one place, with his fami_ly and 
bad things, I'd like to see them in the community. 
coach," Walters said. "If they "I live here and mY kids will 
think it's so easy; I'd •like to see go to school here, it's my home," 
them to tlkit. lwould like to see M 'd ,. 
1 
acy sat . . 
more •O s come out to the . When asked if his wife and 
gWlih• trhe.•new attitude "or the family like the extra time with 
" The Coach, in his trademark 
basketball program and the grin, Macy answers, "I don't 
wins falling into place, larger know, you'd better ask them.• 
anu~~;":aid:o~ch~:~y ah~fr: - - . ,;_,_~ 't 'c,, -~-· .-
ferent world from playing and a ·%• 
definite role-reversal. 
"You can jump in and demon-
strate at_ practice but not in 
games," Macy said. "But the 
hardest thing is to get the play-
ers to look at a challenge, accept 
it and go after it. I tried to do 
that as a player, but not all 
players do.• 
The group that listens closest 
to Macy, and the ones he cares 
about most, are his players. 
It appears to most of us that 
his feathers can't ruflle, but at 7 
am practices, or at post-game 
films, the players get to see a 
side of Macy .few others would 
believe. . 
"I really do like his coaching 
Denver Brown photo_ 
:Lexington Herald-Leader 
Tuesday, January 12, 1999 
Kentucky's college presidents' role 
now more focused on fund raising 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BOWLING GREEN - The 
role of a college president is being 
rewritten in Kentucky, with more 
emphasis on ftmd raising because 
of the decline in state and federal 
dollars. 
''Presidents are managers, they 
are ftmd-raisers, they are political 
proponents," said Gordon Davies, 
president of the Kentucky Council 
on Postsecondary Education. 
"The notion of the. president as 
a distinguished scholar who just 
happens to be the president is 
quaint, but it's far out of date," said 
Davies, whose agency oversees the 
state's eight public universities. 
Kentucky's General Assembly 
recognized the importance of pri• 
vate contributions in 1997 when 
legislators set aside $110 million 
in inventive grants. The money 
will match, dollar:for-dollar, dona-
tions to the state schools. 
Presidents across the nation 
have taken leading roles in ftmd 
raising, spending much of their 
time courting donors, speaking to The University of Louisville is 
civic and community groups. wrapping up a $200 million ftmd-
When Western Kentucky Uni- raising campaign - money that 
versity was searching for a. presi- will go to scholarships and to en-
dent in 1997, the regents wanted a dowed chairs and professorships, 
leader who could increase the among other things. 
school's prominence by raising Morehead State University is 
millions of dollars for scholar- considering launching a capital 
ships and endowed chairs. campaign in the coming months. 
Western hired Gary Ransdell, Davies, in describing the 
who has brought in more than prominence of ftmd raising, point-
$20 million in 15 months, includ- ed to the work of presidents John 
ing a $10.1 million donation last Shumaker at the University of 
month from retired Louisville Louisville and Charles Wething-
businessman Gordon Ford. ton at the University of Kentucky. 
The job has changed signifi- Terry Mobley, the chief devel-
cantly since Dero Downing served opment officer at UK, said• 
as Western's president from 1969 Wethington's work was instru-
to 1979. mental in building the new $58 
He said he spent little time million William T. Young Li-
raising money. "I didn't place a brary. About $22 million came 
great deal of importance upon it," from private donations, including 
said Downing, Iiow president of . $5 million from William Young to 
Western's College Heights Foun- open the campaign. 
dation, which supports student Under Shumaker's administra-
scholarships. , .. ;>~ tion at Louisville the last three 
Lexingron He-rarcFteader 
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years, annual donations have 
grown from abcut $21.6 million to 
$34.4 million last year. 
Shumaker helped the school 
raise $43 million to build the $62 
million Papa John's Cardinal Sta-
dium and set a goal of increasing 
the university's endowment to 
$500 million from its current $321 
million by 2008. 
Rich Collins, the associate vice 
president for development at the 
University of Louisville, estimated 
that Shumaker spends 40 percent 
of his time raising money. 
The president flies across the 
country meeting donors and alum-
ni groups, Collins said, and he en-
tertains at football and basketball 
games and during Derby Week. 
"I don't think we are where we 
should be in all the institutions. 
But everyone is developing capac-
ity that is going to be very impor-
tant in the next 10 to 20 years," 
said Davies. · 
St.a 
~ • \income. But they're taxed in your ·1 in 1999, with an eighth scheduled 
tes Oll.enng plans '~hild's bracket, w.hicli is probably for= state plans accept you 
_,: tujjj 4-.,....,.. b aks (1&i!t':':~on't tax the~ only if the student or 1'ten~~!!v-J.0r 0Il Lei.A re ·at all as long as you're a resident resident Anyon~ can Jo ' 
• ' er in the followmg states: 
!
Some states also let you~- c,;nnecticut, Delaware, Indiana, 
deduct the money you put 111. You . Iowa, New Hampshire, New York 
!ose th.e state-tax .. break, howev«:1', d Rhode Island· also California. 
if you move to another state or. ·· anh .15 Ian 0pe°ns this summer. 
Jane Bryant Quinn 
SYNDICATED COLUMNIST 
invest in an out-of-state plan. . · · w en I P k th ftmds NEf YORK - Saving for Here's how the plans worlc;/'.· ·--Be sure to as how. e _ 
college. Want a tax:break? 'f!le.. ■ Savings plans: You put a are divided hetween·st~s and 
states ~e now o~~ two dif. f !ump swn into the plan or sign up . bonds. Two _states, Lowsiana and 
ferent kinds of ~lion plans ,:to pay iil'installments as small·as Kentucky; buy most!}'. bends, so 
that accumulate mo~er tax- $25:or $50 a month.·. . , their returns are relatively low. 
de!ef!ed, If you don t like the I Yoµ•~ betting that the invest• . Some states offer balanced ftmds 
plan m your own state, look for ment results will exceed the col- · _ say, 60 percent in stocks, 40 
a better one som~here else. lege inflation rate, which is run- . ·percent in bonds, 
. The newest plans - ~ed savtngs plans - ning at .around, 4 percent for state You must use plan money for 
mvest your college money m stoc~, _bond_s ~r colleges· and universities and 5 ,; · higher education. If used for othei 
mutual ftmds. They're best tor ~hes wdlmg to percent for private schools.·· · · purposes, it's taxed in your bra ck gam~: ~~!1ep{::·t7edms m s_tdockstui_ti.. !ans Yo!! can apply !]ie money to :. et, not your child's. You also face 
prepai on P any higher-education expense - · 'thdra 1 f d 
-: ~tee enoug~ mon~y to cover future tuition books, room, board - at ' varym_g WI wa ees an 20 
tuition at your state ~ _public colleges or universi- a schO:,l in any state. The account . penalties, 0:0 !~ percent to 
ti~ '.fhey're for li!mihes ~t seek certainty. can be switched to another child, , percent of ; ga~.. • 
Twtion always will be patd, no matter what hap- I if the first one isn't interested. ;. ■ Prep,ud tuition pl~,th 
pens to stocks. . . . Savin plans are currently Here,_the.money you pay mto e 
When you use your plan to ~y for coll_ege, the offered b~ 15 states, including plan 1s ~teed to ~ver a 
federal government taxes the gatnS as ordmary , Kentucky. Seven more will start fixed portion of the tuition, gener-
ally at a state-run school, when 
your child matriculates. 
A similar amount can general-
ly be transferred to a private·col-
lege or an out-of-state school. 
To join most of the prepaid 
plans, offered by 18 states and the 
District of Columbia, the donor or 
child has to be a state resident. 
The effective rate of return on 
your money equals the future rise 
in tuition costs. For example, if 
tuition rises by 5 percent, you'll 
have a 5 percent return. There are 
fees and penalties if you withdraw 
the money for other purposes. 
For details on each state's pre- -
paid or savings plan, check 
http://www.collegesavings.org or 
call toll-free (877) 277-6496. 
One warning: The savings 
reduce your eligibility for student 
aid, says financial planner 
Raymond Loewe, president of 
College Money in Marlton, NJ. 
But most of the aid would have 
to come in the form of loans. 
You're better off saving in advance. 
WASHINGTON pOST WRITERS GROUP 
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Groups want to reward better teaching with extra pay 
By CHARLES WOLFE 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. -Two ad-
vocacy groups say teachers 
should be paid on the basis of 
professional know-how, not just 
seniority. 
The idea is to offer "some 
encouragement and incentive 
for professionals who do ad-
vanced learning in their field," 
Bob Sexton, executive director 
of the Prichard Committee for 
Academic Excellence, said yes-
terday. "That doesn't include 
what we've traditionally done, 
which is get a master's degree 
in any field." 
A different pay plan is 
among initiatives the Prichard 
Committee and the Partnership 
for Kentucky Schools are pro-
posing to encourage teachers to. 
become better ecfucated about 
their subjects. 
Others include in-depth, con-
tinuing education that teachers 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
'•: '. 
would'otherwise have to pursue . tiatives, the two grOups ·say 'shopS and· summer institutes· 
at their own expense: work- Kentucky needs a 11teaching ex- would ·continue· collaborating. 
shops; summer institutes, semi- cellence fund" of about $11 mil- ··AJso, the advocacy groups think 
nars with scholars and semes- lion a year. Sexton said it need · teachers should have connec-
ter-long sabbaticals for re- not be entirely new money, that' tions to an entire university, 
search, study or project plan- some current funds could be not just its college of education. 
ning. reallocated, and that money "We need to break down the 
"We have to build a link be- should come from local dis- wall that's been built over the 
tween certification and ad- hicts as well as the state. · years between university pro-
vanced training and Some kind "The point is to immerse fessors and teachers," Sexton 
of payoff in the classroom," teachers in the disciplinary said. 11They have very little to 
Sexton said in a telephone in- work of their field," Sexton do with' each other now, except 
terview. said. in colleges of education. 
To fund those and other ini- Those who take part in work- "At a regional school, the sci-
enlists, mathematicians and art-
ists need to have an interaction 
with the teachers." 
Preparation of new teachers 
and professional development 
for experienced teachers are 
getting increased attention in 
the capital. "It's one of the sig-
nificant omissions of the reform 
law," said state Rep. Frank 
Rasche, who last week was ap-
pointed chairman of the House 
Education Committee. 
He referred to the 1990 Ken-
lucky Education Reform Act, 
which entailed substantial 
changes in what students were 
expected to learn. Teacher 
training was barely addressed, 
however. 
Rasche, D-Paducah, said the 
key to a dynamic classroom 
might be to find out "what fires 
up a teacher about their disci-
pline. When a teacher is ex-
cited about their subject matter, 
they find a way to communi-
cate it.,. 
Tuesday,Janual)' 12, 19~~ 
Teachers deserve 
respect for hard 
work and service 
ing methods. My parents and I paid 
hard-earned money for these courses 
and we counted on them to be worth 
something. 
ers insult my professionalism and 
cheapen the value of my college educa-
tion. I am proud to be a teacher, and I 
refuse to let critics take away one iota 
THE MQIJ.EHEAD NEWS 
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I earned my masters by attending 
classes at night. Anyone who has ever 
attended college after working all day 
I was shocked to hear Dr. Wilmer knows how challenging this is. I paid 
Cody, Commissioner of Educat10n, ex- for this second degree to satisfy my job 
pressing on a KET program that the requirements, and I graduated with 
two degrees J earned in Ke,:itucky do honors. Every year I have completed 
not qualify me to do my Job. Th~y the continuing education requirements 
seemed to be saying that a ma~tersm dictated by the state, the district, 
education from a Kentucky university and/or school-based councils. This 
is not worth the paper it is written on year, 24 hours of professional develop-
and should not be accepted as proof of ment were required on a variety of top-
qualification to teach in grades seven ics including technology, school safety, 
or eight. and curriculum. 
One caller offered a particularly of- I have 21 years of successful teach-
fensive barrage indicating that he be~
1 
ing experience as documented by per-
lieved in order to get a degree, !~~hers fonnance evaluations done by three dif-
have taken classes in basket weaving. I ferent principals. I have not only met, 
am highly insulted by this attack on but exc"!;'1ed every ~equirem_ent to earn 
my profession which I take personally. a "LIFE K-8 teaching cer1tf1cate. My 
Th ath i followed to earn two de- certificate says "LWE". It does not say 
ees !fs prescribed by the un_iversitv, until some fut~re time when. the state rad the state. My classes were m areas : ad~s new req1_11,rements or d~1~es to re-
such as biology, composition, econom· strict your ab1hty to earn a hving. 
ics, history, political sci~nce, psycholo- . I have invested_ too much '!'oney, 
gy, research and statisttcs, and teach· ltme, and effort to sit idly by while oth-
, of that pride. Teachers are among the 
best educated members of the commu-
nity and deserve respect for choosing 
to serve the community by sharing that 
education with thousands of children 
over the course of a career. In the 
words of Cicero, "What greater gift can 
we offer the republic than to teach and 
instruct the youth?" 
Dottle MIiier 
Vice President 
Kenton County Education Association 
Covini,on 
Jayn~ stadium 
bre~k;;.in probed 
The break-in thefts of an 
office and supply rooms at More-
'head State University's Jayne 
Stadium, is being investigated 
by MSU Police. 
Suspects broke into the Jayne 
Stadium complex between Dec. 
11-14, police said. '· 
A lap top computer was taken 
from the office of Jeff Faith, 
assistant football coach. The 
' Toshiba lap· top was valued at 
$2,000. 
Three pairs of Nike tennis 
shoes, va]ued·ai $60 each, and a 
Texas Jns~rument graphic calcu-
lator; valued a\ $76;"were taken 
fro~-t~e'track"jmd cross country 
supply: room.· ,Three pairs of 
Nike tennis shoes were also tak-
eri from the football storage 
room. 
Those with information on 
the case can caII the MSU Police 
at 783-2035. 

Dr. Louise 
"if someone can pay you, he will; 
if he can't, he won't." 
She kept patients' files on 
paper, not computer. Most of the 
time she knew the patients' 
medical history and that of their· 
parents and grandparents. 
In 1992, author James 
McConkey, in his book "Rowan's 
Progress" focused on Dr. Caudil-
l's career and the creation of St. 
Claire Medical Center. 
McConkey respected Dr. 
Caudill for the goodness she rep-
resented. "Here was a woman 
who had never sought honors 
and award, never tried to pre-
tend to be anything other than 
what she was - an extraordi-
nary woman who represented 
the attitude of goodness," 
Mcconkey said. 
In Morehead, Dr. Caudill was 
known as "The Mother of the 
Community.• She earned this 
name because she delivered so 
many babies, treated so Dlany 
people and cared for so many 
friends. In many ways, she was 
the quintessential rural doctor. 
: Morehead native Lois Anne 
Holley said "she didn't just cure 
µs, she made us feel better in 
every respect." 
· "She wasn't just a doctor, she 
was a friend," said Sue DeHart 
:of Morehead. 
:: DeHart remembered Dr. 
:Caudill's tenderness and con-
:cern for her and her family. Dr. 
·Caudill delivered three of 
: De Hart's children, Diana White, 
: and Dale and Doug DeHart. 
· Caudill'• desire to be a doctor 
:stemmed .from her childhood in 
:Morehead. She played doctor, 
· and her best friend, Bob Bishop, 
:played pharmacist. The roles 
:stuck and both fulfilled their 
:dreams.- . 
. Dr. Caudill'• father, the late 
· Daniel Boone Caudill; always 
: told the_ youni; girl that she 
• could do anything she wanted. 
: She also .drew inspiration from a 
: female friend of her mother who 
: was a doctor in Cincinnati. 
· Friends advised Dr. Caudill 
: to start her practice in a new 
: town, but she insisted on More-
: he ad. She and Nurse Susie 
:joined three other Morehead 
: doctors. · 
. There were barriers for 
: women then, and some people 
:frowned on Dr. Caudill. It took 
; Dr. Caudill two years to build a 
·:practice. After a lot of hard work 
-: and perseverance their office 
:; was crowded with patients who 
:; sometimes waited hours. . . . 
::· For 15 years, Dr. Caudill and 
· Susie spent their time - black 
bags, portable delivery tables 
and other equipment in-hand -
traveling dusty, mountain roads 
and trudging through creeks 
treating ailments and delivering 
babies. 
Many of the homes were in 
isolated, rural areas, and there 
were times when they walked or 
traveled by wagon. Often the 
homes Dr. Caudill and Susie 
visited were without running 
water or electricity. · 
Once they were called out in 
the middle of the night to deliv-
er the baby in the mountains, 
about 15 miles from Morehead. 
Dr. Caudill and Nurse Susie 
drove as far as they could. They 
were met by the husband with a 
horse~drawn sled. The snow was 
up to the horse's belly. The two 
caregivers made it in time to 
deliver a healthy baby girl and 
did not get back to town until 
the next day. 
For nine years, they worked 
out of a small office above a pool 
hall. In 1957, they opened a new 
clinic equipped with a delivery 
room and two labor rooms. This 
was probably one of the area's 
first maternity and birthing cen-
ter. Dr. Caudill and N1,1rs~_Susie 
followed the strict requirement 
that fregnant mothers have pre-
nata care. Dr. Caudill taught 
and encouraged all expectant 
mothers to exercise, eat proper-
ly, and generally •take care of 
themselves." 
Because Dr. Caudill and 
Nurse Susie lived iil an aeart-
ment in the new clinic, patients 
knew that they could go there 
around the clock. Dr. Caudill's 
clinic was the area's first 24-
hour emergency room, as well. 
Patients came to her for advice, 
as well as for headaches, breath-
ing problems, the flu, stitches, 
and broken bones. 
As a general practitioner in-a 
small town without the services 
of a local hospital or laboratory, 
she learned the importance of 
becoming a good diagnostician. 
· The closest hospitals to More-
head were located in Lexington 
and Ashland. Before the inter-
state was built, it took two 
hou'rs on narrow, two-lane roads 
to reach either hospital. Dr. 
Caudill saw the desperate need 
for a hospital. But she did not 
want an average hospital, she 
wanted a "good one" - a good 
building, someone to run it and 
good doctors. . 
In 1960, Dr. Caudill orga-
nized a group, comprised of her 
family and friends, to ask busi-
ness owner:s and emolovees and 
the faculty and staff at More-
head Teachers' College (now 
Morehead State University) to 
donate funds for the future hos-
pital. 
The group and Dr. Caudill 
simJ.>lY went door-to-door con-
vincing everyone in Morehead to 
make a pledge to the project. 
She even encouraged children to 
host neighborhood lemonade 
parties and backyard carnivals 
to held raise funds. The entire 
community caught her spirit 
and gave abundantly for the 
future hospital. In all, they 
raised over $260,000, a hefty 
sum from a small, eastern Ken-
tucky town in the early 1960s. 
Finding someone to run the 
hospital was a larger task. She 
asked several denominations to 
help build and manage a hospi-
tal, but they declined. She then 
turned to the Catholic Church. 
Dr. Caudill wrote a pleading let-
ter to a monsignor, asking him 
to help her run the hospital, and 
he decided to pay her a surprise 
visiL 
He was quickly convinced to 
assist her when he saw the six 
newly born babies and their 
mothers in her office clinic that 
night. The monsignor helped to 
secure the Sisters of Notre 
Dame to manage the new hospi-
tal. 
Dr. Caudill's dream for a hos-
pital came true when in .opened 
m Ju\y 1963. 
; 
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'Web sites offer college 
Discounts may lure students to shop onlihe 
B H II E St an unlrnown for many Kentucky students. H~ER· sr.!t!::ITTR "I've never heard of them." said Kellie 
If a handful of new companies have Moses, a 20-year-old University of Ken-
their way, buying college textbooks will be- lucky sophomore. "But it doesn't surprise 
come as easy as buying the other college me; they've got Web sites for everything 
· else." staple - pizza. 
VarsityBooks.com and Big Words are College textbooks are a $3 billion indus-
the biggest of.the half-dozen specialized on• try, with traditional bookstores taking a 
line bookstores looking to lure college Stu• lion'.s.share of.the business .. Most online. 
dents ·and their dollars away from the local textbooks services are less than. two. years · 
textbook stores. . :· .. _';-. old. · '· ;,f ~)'t,•~···>'.1~ ),,li :' . . , 
. But despite .-advertising. in ·stuc!eiJt · For Varsity~ks-??m:. foll?der Enc 
newspapers' and hiring college stud~'ro Kulm, textl;>ooks _(¥~ !h~.1deial tbiQgl, to sell 
promote them, the online services ·are still- ·: over the Internet.· · · _ 
. ,,.... . ... -~-- ~--·· ~:::::. .. . 
textbooks 
"Most college students are In-
ternet-savvy and use computers 
on a regular basis," Kuhn said. 
Most of .the online services 
tout up to 40 percent discounts on 
textbooks - a price cut they say 
they can offer by not having to 
staff or maintain a bookstore. 
VarsityBi>oks.coni, which 
touts 400,000 different titles, sells 
only new books and o!!er~ a flat 
rate for shipping. Big Words says 
it has more than 3 million text-
book titles, both new and used. 
The company doesn't charge for 
shipping and rents some books. 
But managers of local stores 
say the new services haven't been 
selling books long enough to have 
pus bookstores offer the full array 
of products, such as pens, note• 
books, bookbags and sweat-
shirts." Alexander said. 
Wallace's is owned by former 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and oper-
ates bookstores at UK, the Univer-
sity of Louisville and 68 other 
campuses around the country. 
they don't have to stand in lines," 
said Rodger Meade, manager of 
EKU's university-run campus 
bookstore. • And most times we 1 
can match the price offered on the 
Web sites." . 
While many of the UK stu-
dents buying books yesterday for 
the spring semester said they 
haven't heard of the online ser-
vices, some said they might. give 
them a try. . . • . , ., . .- . 
a real impact. · · ·' · 
Other college bookstores are i 
beginning to offer students simi-
lar Internet ordering services. 
Most of the companies have 
been selling books for a semester 
or two. They are privately held 
companies · and do not release 
sales figures.-" 
Doug · Alexander, spokesman 
for Wallace's, a Lexington compa-
ny that manages the UK book-
store, said traditional stores offer · 
students one-stop shopping,"':'.'::'. • 
At several campuses in the 
state, such as Eastern Kentucky 
University, students can reserve, 
their books on the bookstore's 
Web site and have the order filled 
and waiting for them to pick up. 
"I thought about using them;" 
said UK senior. Jeff Cook. "Bu(iii 
most cases, you can't .be sure.of 
the book you'll need until the 
c;Iass starts." .:··:.,--~---:~-:-:. i' ,•J•~- a ,., 
"But if it's really, 40':percent 
off, I might give it a try.""" •~ides the text~ks, cam-
"We find more students using 
the online reservation process, so 
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Dr. Louis Magda m 
1919-1998 
MOREHEAD - D r -:-Louis TMagda, Morehead; two 
•Louis Steven Magda Ill, 79, ofsisters, Monyka Szabo, 
-90 Sunshine Lane, died Sunday,Budapest, Hungary and Kato 
· Dec. 27 at his residence, Szabo, !3esenyo!elek, Hungary. 
• ·He was born Aug, 18, 1919 at Funeral services were held on 
Besenyotelek, Hungary to theWednesday, Dec. 30 at the 
late Louis Steven II andNorthcutt & ~on Home for 
.Katalyn Szabo Magda. : Funerals Memonal Chapel with 
· He was a member of th~. Dr. Don Flatt and the· Rev. Bill 
.Catholic church. He was· a Cap- Buelterman officiating with bur-
::tain in the Hungarian Arm~ ial in the Lee Cemetery in More-
•:during World War 11 where he head. --· •.. , 
·received the German Iron Cro~~ Pallbearers: Dr. J, D. Reeder, 
·and Medal of Ho~or. He wa_s a John Alcorn, John Osborne, 
Prisoner of War m a Russian John Stokes, Herb Ramey and 
• Prison Camp and after that "!'as David Flatt. · · 
•the head of the Hun_gar1a_n Honorary pallbearers: Dr. 
Police Academy. He received hts Adron Doran, Dr. Glen Ful-
Ph.D; from Joszef N_ador ~chool bright, Dr. Paul Raines, Dr. 
of Economics, Umvers1ty ·of Roscoe Playforth, Alpha 
Budapest and was Professor Hutchinson, Dr. Charles Pel-
Aqjunctus. He v.:as a banker and frey, Dr. George Montgomery, 
stockbroker until 1956 when he Dr. Roland Buck, Dr. Green 
was forced to fl<;e Hung!'ry Miller, Jeno Sarosi and John 
. because of the Russian Invas10!'. Duncan Sr. 
He was a high ~chool teacher m In lieu of flowers, the family 
Ashtabula, Ohio ~nd Wooster, requests contributions be made 
Ohio, before commg to More- to the MSU Foundation. 
head State University in the f'!11 ·· 
of 1965. He retired from _MSU m 
1968 as Professor Ementus and 
taught two additional years at 
MSU following his retirement. 
'"'.' He was an avid woodworker, 
gardener, artist a~d vi~linist. . 
Surviving are h1s wife, Bobbie 
Mary Vuesics Magda, on~ son, 
,._,_ --...,.\: • i_.ii. r·· 
,··.:,.-...:):;~';· .. ~ 
Dr. Louis Steven Magda III 
. . 
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Morehead restaurant tax 
collection starts Frid3:y 
By SEAN KELLY 
Staft"Writer · 
Morehead'• 3 percent restau-
rant tax takes effect Friday, 
with the revenues being primar-
ily used to help fund a proposed 
downtown conference center. 
Diana Lindsey, Morehead 
city clerk, said the taxes will be 
turned in'by restaurants on a 
quarterly basis. . -
All restaurants that ar.e on 
"'I~ records were· notified of th~-
..ta:x, after it was passed by More-
head. City, Council in October, 
Lindsey added. 
The restaurants will be sent 
quarterly tax returns, to be sent 
__.. l . 
with the payments. 
A restaurant, under the city 
tax code, is an establishment 
where food is prepared for con-
sumption on the premises or 
elsewhere. 
Aside from restaurants, the 
tax ,also applies to store deli-
catessens, pizza delivery places, 
coffee shops and roadside food 
stands. Lindsey said that alco-
hol served with meals at restau-
rants is also subject to the 3 per-
cent tax. ' 
, • Cafeter.j"I! oper<!tl!d·by publrc· 
school systems are excluded, 
including those in'·,tbe, county 
schools and Morehead State 
University's cornucopia. But 
MSU _eal!'ries o~rated by corpo-
THE_M_OREH;EAD NEWS-
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More car b·reak-in thefts 
· at MSU parking area 
The third incident of break-in 
thefts from vehicles at a More-
head State University parking , 
field, is being investigated by 
MSU Police. · 
Cars _parked in Area 21 
behind Ginger Hall were target-
ed for the third time in about a 
month . .. "'-- · ..... ~ .. 
· A 1991 Ford Probe, belonging 
to. Shaun Gazzara, 20, of 1306 
Mignon Tower, was broken into 
between Dec. 11 and 13. The 
car's door was forced open. 
Items taken include 60 CDs, 
valued at $500; a Whistler radar 
detector, $86; and $6 of gas 
siphoned from the tank.-,-,,,_ · 
A Dodge Stealth belonging to 
Hubert Hall, 20, of 317 Fields ,
1 
Hall, was also broken into dur-
ing same time. Suspects broke 
out the sun roof window to gain 
entry. 
The items taken included a 
Rockfort stereo amplifier·(Punch 
200), valued at $650; and 70 
CDs, mostly by the group Van 
Halen, in, a black nylon case; 
valued at a total $700;,.,, . .,,.,., .. r 
The sunroof damage was esti-
mated at $1,000. There·was also 
damage to the car's interior 
from rain water, resulting· from 
the break-in. ... · 
Those with information "on 
the case can call the MSU Polic, 
at 783-2035. 
rations under contract, such as build a conference-community 
Burger King.and Taco Bell, are center downtown to attract out-
subject to the tax. side meetings and local events. 
Also excluded from the tax The revenues could also be used 
are temporary food stands,'for various city recreation pro-
booths and· street concessions, jects, under state Jaw. . . 
su_ch as those for ·church fund Opponents said the ta:r would 
raisers. _,.,.. •;,a · be an additional burden on local 
Several restaurants have residents, while Collins said the 
requested that they .be ~owed tax would he paid mostly by 
to pay the.~ monthly. mste,adtravelere using 1-64. Michelle 
of quarterly. It must be easterFrancis, Student Government 
for _th
0
et:J?,_ to pay !'n a· monthly Association president at MSU, 
basts, Lindsey smd,"•; "d th tax uld · · 
· ··she added·'that•city.-officials881 
8 
e wo rmse pnc;es 
are takinir the reqnest unde/or tude!Jts, !"BIIY of ~hom are 
"d P on financtal md. . · · 
const erat,on. . . Collins and Stamper lileo said 
The rev!nues '_Viii be h!ld IDthat passage of th tax did t 
escrow until the ctty counctl and h 8 . n_o 
Morehead-Rowan Countymean t e co~ference ·c.enter 
T · C • .. • · • • ti would automatically be built. our1em om~iseion JO~n ,Y Lindsey said that eateries 
approve a bu~get for .. tounsm 8tbat have not been notified b 
use,J>ro1!ably tn J'!llle. ,,., . the city about the tax should 3J 
The cttY. council voted 4-3 lDber at 784-8606. · 
October to approve the restau-
rant tax. Council ·members 
Shirley Hamilton, Margie 
Hunter, Jim Stamper .and May-
or Brad Colline, wlio broke a 3-3 
tie, voted for the tax. Council 
members Sonny Owen, Todd 
Pratt-and Harold Kissick voted 
against it. · .. 
Collins and proponents of the 
tax sai\!_ th!. reve)!Ue ~uld help 
,Th!..Daily lnd:p_endent. As_~land, Kentucky, 
Monday, January 11, 1999 
Thie·:ves-' 
:at MSlJ,_ 
take a dip 
----=-•- ~•!::!.'.~:~-:- =~f,:""",-:!. .(jg 
1n caper 
,~,,t.~ .:~~\!;_;_.:;:·•:r. :. t~ -·.•. . 
Suspect~ leave bag 
-·with'·stolengorids as 
theyJJ,~e · fi:om scene·. 
By TOM LEwls . - .. ·., . . 
OF THE 'DAILY INDEPENDEN•r"' ' 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University police ate in-
vestigating what ,could be 
called the ·case of the swim-
ming bandits._ 'Y 
Two people suspected of 
breaking into MSU's Jayne 
Stadium on Dec. 27 had ap-
parently also sneaked into the 
nearby · Academic-Athletic 
Center for a-dip in the univer-
sity pool. .. 
During a security check on 
Dec. 27, MSU Police Officer 
Howard Curtis saw two pea- U O(l- -1 
ple running across the JV\ 
school's football field at 9:44 
p.m. They climbed an eight-
foot chain-link fence topped 
with barbed wire, crossed a 
creek on the east side of Jayne 
Stadium and fled on foot, ham said there were no signs 
eluding campus and city po- of forced entry at the pool, and 
lice who searched the area. he speculated that the sus-
The suspects left a duffel pects swiped a key to the pool 
bag at the fence containing a from the football office. 
cassette player, compact disc I All of the suspects' damage player a stereo headset, CDs was done - and laps were 
and a ~et of keys to residence swum - in about a 30-minute 
hall rooms that had been tak- span, according to Lanham. 
en from the football office in It was the second time 
the stadium, said Gary Lan- MSU's football and track of-
ham, · MSU's assistant direc- fices had been burglarized 
tor of public safety. since mid-December. Between 
Also left behind was a plas- Dec. 11th and 14th, someone 
tic bag containing wet swim- stole a Toshiba lap-top com-
. ming trunks. · · puter valued at $2,000 from 
When officers checked the an assistant track coach's of-
AAC pool, they found another fice, three pairs of Nike run-
pair of wet swim trunks and a ning shoes arid a Texas In-
towel, as well as a pile of struments graphic calculator 
clothes in the pool's locker from the track and cross coun-
room that may have been left try supply room and three 
in lockers or baskets by stu- I pairs of Nike tennis shoes 
dents or MSU employees on from the football storage 
winter.break, Lanham said. .room, campus police said. 
Police also discovered that , Lanham said he suspects 
the Jayne Stadium football that the same people - possi-
and track offices had been bur- bly juveniles who live in 
glarize'd, with the glass broken Morehead's east ·end - are re-
out of some doors and other sponsible for both ,burglaries, 
doors pried open, resulting in as well as a series of nearby 
about_ $150 of damage. Lan- car break-ins in recent weeks. -~· 
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lMSU football player DUI 
.. ra..is.es policy questions·:~,,.: 
en days in the ~ounty jail', lo be re~po~sibiiii.y of'deter,;,ining 
served on consecutive weekends sanctions," Miricey Said. "The 
from Friday 8 p.m. to Sunday 8 NCAA has no policy dealing 
p.m., beginning.Jan. ,15. with it. Our primary focus is on 
By SEAN KELLY 
Staff Writer ., . _,' 
· The· recent DUI conviction of 
a-Morehead 'State University 
football player, has raised tbe 
question of how to deal with stu-
dent-athlete's off-field alcohol 
offenses. • ........ , .. ,...; . 
. Todd Dinkel, 20: · a sophomore 
punter-kicker from Indianapolis 
pleaded guilty to DUI first 
offense, before Rowan County 
District Judge John Cox·on Dec. 21'" . -·· . . ' . . .. 
i J)inkel .)'i:as·_sentenced to sev-
He was also penalized a total education (of student-athletes 
$530 in fines and court costs, lo regarding drug and alcohoi' 
be waived in lieu .of 40 hours abuse)." · e··. :1~;;, • 
community service, lo be served "We're going to look at·all 'dis-
under the supervision of Myron ciplinary procedures and·educa-
.Doan, MSU dean of students. tional efforts in ·the-spring 
Mike Mincey, MSU vice pres- semester," he said,· "not just 
ident of student life and athletic with athletes, but throughout 
director, said there is no school- the whole university.• "·• 0 ' ••• 
wide policy pertaining to such Mincey said a task force, 
off-field infractions by student- formed in September by Doan, 
athletes. has been "laying groundwork for 
"The coaches have the · 
d 
, . - • t d I k Tbe.police·reportsaidDinkel MattBallardCoachoftheYear, 
an e ucat1onal plan . , o ea failed all three field aobriety are made by I-AA Independent. 
!"Ith student alco!'ol abuse. tests. He wae lodged.in the schools' sports information·_ 
.. (Th11; ~nal plan):wtll fo~us oi: Rowa,i;'.(lounw,Detention:Cen- directors. 
e~uca~1on. and_. sanc,bons, ter, where he·was later released Messages Jell. with Ballard's 
Mincey a~ded.. on $&OO unsecured bond. home and office were not 
. The umversity doe~ have ran- , Dinkel p)aved two· days later returned before press deadline · 
dom drug-alcohol testing for stu- . • -, , ' • . Wednesday · · · ·· 
dent-athlete~
1 
with required in MSU's 35-34 overtime victory .· · Off-field 
0
alcohol problems by• 
.coUllll81ing for t.11oee testing posi- over the Dayton Flyers. Dinkel student-athletes have been the 
tive. · kicked what turned out lo be the focus of media attention since 
Penalties include a one-game · winning extra point for the visit- ,. November, when a University of-
s_~pension for the first positive ing Eagles. Kentucky football 'player and·· 
test;-~ Qn8'-year "'!"pe~SJon and He failed lo appear at a Nov. another man was killed in a 
sevenng ~flllrant-m-md for the so district court appearance, DUI crash in Pulaski County. A 
s~cond; ancf permanent expul-. and a bench warrant was issued second UK football player was 
s1o_i): froni_MSU a!hl,e~s and·sev- for his arrest. Dinkel was · charged with two counts of 
ermg of !lrant-1n-a1d for:,the arrested on the warrant Dec. 7 vehicular manslaughter in th_e 
third. ' and was released the same day case: · . 
The student-athlete can on his own recognizance. Smee th~t tu'!-e, UK '!as 
appeal any sanctions to a hear- Dinkel was recently named lo enacted a stnct policy regarding 
ing panel, and to President the second defense of the 1998 • such' offenses by student-ath-
Ronald Eaglin. ' , NCAA I-AA All-Independent le!••• with several being disci-
Dinkel was arrested on Sepl : Team. He-averaged 41.7·yards phned recently under the new 
24 at 12:29 a.m., after being • per punt, and kicked 44 punts policy. · 
stopped.on University Boule- ·, for 1,835 1ards. Fifteen punts 
--vard by MSU police for driving . landed inside the 20 yard line. 
,the wro.ng way on Bishop . The selections to the team, 
:Avenue. a one-way street. _ which also named MSU Coach 
, 1J//!tU. Clip 
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Mati,·ffllS tit~re when 
Jordan lit~·uni: Celtics 
:'i'<ii•·' ~-- :~-: .: ; :-.t:-._:~ ~•!·:..-- .. :~-·-· - ' -.---~ . - ---" 
606-783-2030 
Ex-Wtldcafrecalls seaso:n be shared with young MJ 
By Mark,Stoiy.:i.,~,; !,;; thiiildt was:ptetty''ollvious·that 
HEAAll}W.!)ER STAFF WRITER the guy had some special tal-
What was it like to play pro ents." 
basketball with Michael Jordan Just how special first became 
before he became Michael Jordan? evident to·tlie nation during the 
Kyle Macy knows. '86 playoffs. 
The former Kentucky star Thoug\! som~ speculated that 
and current Morehea4 · State Chicago management'wanted the 
coach•·,,·was'ft a injurecl. Jordan i'osifout tlie:year 
r~ee ofJor- . so ihe'ili'iifi· 'ritioil iri'tli~'draft 
ldaii"'s hfor"' one ·., wouia•·1ie-,enk\ii:eli, he'insisted 
~~~fi?I985;86, on returning fo the active roster 
hwttl\' the Chica- late in the season. He sparked 
gQ B)!lLs. ... Chicago into the eighth and final 
· -~Tlfat · · year playoff position in the Eastern 
was Jordan's Conference. 
second in the The Bulls' reward was a first-
NBA and the round matchup with the Boston 
Macy only time in his Celtics, then the best team in the 
pro ~~_reer that NBA. 
he suffered a significant injury. This should have been a mis-
A broken bone in his left foot match: The '86 Celtics were the 
limited MJ to 18 reguliµ--season best team of the Larry Bird Era. 
games. , ... , Chicago -was a- ajic-and-rnatch 
In spite of. the. injury,. ~you collection of veterans and jour-
could still see he ~S. s2mething neymen that included Macy, Or-
pretty special," Macy said. "! lando Woolridge, Gene Banks, 
reer, Jordan was still adjusting to Ruth. 
"What maybe separates 
Michael (Jordan) is the 
ability to sustain that level 
of competitiveness ()l)er the 
years." 
Kyle Macy, 
former Bulls teammate 
Dave Corzine, an over-the-hill 
George Gervin and a young John 
Paxon. 
But Jordan singlehandedly 
turned the playoff series into one 
people remember. After scoring 49 
on Bird and company in Game 1, 
Jordan poured in a playoff record 
63 in a double overtime loss in the 
old Beston Garden in Game 2. 
Or as Macy wryly puts it 
"We combined for 70 points in 
that game." 
Boston, of course, went on to 
win that series 3-0 and capture 
the '86 NBA title. 
At this earl:. stage of hL~ ca-
being a celebrity, Macy said. The last time he talked with 
"He was real quiet, stayed to Jordan, Macy said, was in 1994 
himself, I'm not sure he was real during the NCAA Tournament. 
comfortable out in the public," Ylacy was in St. Petersburg, Fla., 
Macy said. "He had some en- to do color commentary on the 
dorsements but nothing like what UK radio network. 
he got." Jordan was in Sarasota for 
Was the almost manic com- spring training with the Chicago 
petitiveness - which Jordan is White Sox during his brief hiatus 
known for today - evident at from basketball. 
that early stage? The pair ran into each other 
"He was pretty competitive," at a golf course and played a 
Macy said. "He really went all out round together. 
in practices. But I'd like to think "He was pretty much the 
any player at that level is going same guy," Macy said. "! think he 
to have that. What maybe sepa- had kind of grown into things 
rates Michael is the ability to sus· with all the experiences he'd had. 
tain that level of competitiveness But as a guy, he seemed the 
over the years.11 same." 
The 1985-86 season was the Macy speculates that if he 
only one Macy spent with the had been younger, the Bulls 
Bulls. He went on to play briefly might have chosen him to be the 
with the Indiana Pacers before spot-up, shooting guard playing 
his NBA career wound down. opposite Jordan. Instead Paxon 
__ Jordan,.of..,;G11FSe;-Went-on-to-playect-thar-role on three -NBA 
lead the Bulls to six NBA champi- championship teams. 
onships and become, arguably, "If I'd been younger. I'd have 
the most significant athlete in a few more rings in my collec-
American team sports since Babe tion," Macy said. 
-,.=,-;,;.~,,,~-
The:Da.imtnaependElt~,;.~n!~cei~~~~"I.~~~gay, ·!?Q.U!!!Y-:l;2~9_!=J;:i - - - .;:. ,.,._ - ·-"'-"'· - - . _· _- - - - - -____.., 
·H_igh _ court, h~ars disp.ute 
over sexual liarassmen_t_ 
by students in schools 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
The _Supreme Court is __ cync ~~a'l'IT,ers for-Aureiia,Davis·. rassment. 
fi:ontmg a sexual-haras~~~~t- ;Ba.Sho'nda's;:Jllotherrand,(th~ , __ Th~ Jun~_ d~ci~ion, inyolv:ed 
dispute that could affect·Vll' 
0
-- -
1
.,-t-. ··0 "-~d-, · ·•--.,1-- t··- ·-~-.,-- -· a- Texas• teachers ·sexuaJl·ha-. :- · - m on:.:·a mm1s.ra 10n are. . . 
tually every sch~ol m ~en- urgil)g;_tge;jm;tices to. reverse.;" rassment of a high school stu-
ca, from pu?hc gra:m,¥1::1," the. appeals court:rulmg. B~t) dent, . . . . , .. ... . 
,~hools to pnvate 1.U!.1:ve:rs1;_, .the .schoiiJc.boa:d'~,fav,iyer,s_'.~ltlli·· .The... :l'fa!10?_al s_ch_ 001 
ties. . , ; imposiri1f-such- liability ~on; ~o~~ A:i~~cia_tio~ ur~e~"~h~ 
After hearmg arguments ;" school· districts would be tin'' JUSt1ce;i, lil a fr1end-of,tlie-
tod~y, the court is e~p_1;1cted toJ,wi.eldy and· unfair;{;&n!l~~:is] 1 c?,ui:t \Jri~f to}1:t t~e la,~_suj~ 
decide ?Y July whether educa- never•intended:by;J:ongrfiss'.f:11' die.'"Congres~:i:11d not'p1;1ss'T1-
tors v10late a federal law · · LaShonda now7,t'6:' an&··a'.j tie IX to creat!cl a damages 
when they fail to stop_ S?J,- hign school j~o,r:<'r~jij~~iµy cause of··~ctiri~ for s~~ents 
dents from sexually ha.i;_~_!l,l!Jllg, 'told_h,_erte.a<;.\J.!!r,,an_d,P.rin~iI!'alj who ar~ ~hs_sa~\~fied_:wrth ~~'!--
other students. . ali'out''the ·troubiils&slfe,,had~ dent i:11sc1phne· m' tlie1r · 
"We are cm_rfident tha~ (the) with a- boy identi:(i!l<i:"iri.-:c(lurt' schools," _the association's 
arguments wrll show, wrthout papers as. G.F.;. a"'fl,l;t!'fgrade_: lawyers said. , . 
a doubt, that schools :m,ust, be classmate at . fi~J>.J:,i:ti'cl/j•~le_c. But womens :•ghts groups 
held accountable for 1gnonng. mentarf School'-' in!·Forsyth . and teachers' umons also sub-
peer harassment that hap- Ga. . :, ;~. , ' mitted friend-of-the-court 
p_ens !? ~I view_ of scl;1o~l llfli- She, said _the: ;boyfITT'~~, briefs,. afl:d sided wi~\1 the 
c,als,_ said-_ Judith Li~tID.~ her,,,breasts and!crotch1'simu:; DayrS/!!!Illi)'.,' . <'· '· 
of thec;~atiq~al,f~ersl!i.P. 'lilt~d haviii "s'e'"\vith'.h"''f°and' . '1,'he case IS DaVIS vs . .,l\Jon-
f~r,.:Wome!1 and J:''!ro!)i"~, _ _ _ ~thre!itened·gt~'ffn~'rs~~iirak ~e County Board of 'Educa-
unconsc1ona e·--mcentive· or.· · ·•·••t 'th 1·· •.· ·"'; ·, .. j;y --&1~.K.bl_el ~s~@Md;;n,e'1lllfi_ :'(~-tmie§VThe'-!fim .. --~_ ·_ i.ly/s.·\_}lawsuit tion, 97,,843. , ,. 
schools ·to do nothing'' excep· t .,aBg!\IPa·s. - f. !!-,· a•OOli.~~ · · s· · d.,, . . oar o ucauon ·" 1 · 
tell our chil~en. th9:t sexual schoo1' officialil~iil(notnirt -ito 
harass_ment IS no big deal," lielpcstopthe'll1i8!1iiii:me#t.iff 
she said. . After LaSho·nd_ats mother 
But a federal appeals court . complained t\),:;•the, county 
threw out a family's lawsuit ·. h · 'ff"'th b ·•··'-"1'"''. 'if~:,!,f,;1ty 
against.a Georo;a" school dis- :;ts E:1"! .• _,. !be ttOYJ.Ik_-~h"'~' , .. _.~-~_,, . .. ,,, o sexua a e,:y,_.>< e · , s 
tr1ct over the _harassll!-ent lawsuit seeks inortefa'iyjfain-
LaShonda DaVIs received _ageffor LaShonda'/l suffering. 
!rom a fellow fifth-grader, rul- ,-:.i:,::vhe,llth-U.S. Circuit:Qourt 
mg that the_- di~puted..federal ;;of,'Wppeals dlfcision-ifrner1c"iise 
law never.applies. to student- .,,,., .... _ .. ···a• ·· 1•· t bl · h 
on-student harassment.. . ~'.":P.~eSl!;!:e. ,iin1c~CcJ · e1·"•a·~ 5--4e~ ·; ·,:u,ie,, __ upremllc'. ou.i, ru e ; , 
The law, known as Title IX Jast"June that monetary dam-
of the Education Amend- ·,,tig&t;coiild,clle'' available if a 
ments of 1972, bans sexual '.schoof official who . had au-
d_iscriffii?ati?n ~n any educa- thority to do something. "has 
t1~nal mstitut10n that re- actual notice of or is deliber-
ce1ves federal money. The ately indifferent" to the ha-
Supreme Court long has 
treated sexual harassment as 
a form of illegal bias. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1999 ways exercise 
~ good J uctg-
The fourth R - respect ;n:;_Yi what 
But -Mr. Harrison's career If a teacher 
C
LASSROOM teachers came to an abrupt and inglori- cannot exer-cise sound 
today cannot simply ous end recently. He resigned judgment be-
know their subjects while being investigated after fore engamng 
and leave it at that. Michael and Rhonda Marhies .,. 
d 
. his mouth, 
Like it or not, they must complained that he ha unfarr- what can he 
function in a diverse society ly penalized their daughter. demand- of 
and must earn the respect they In a meeting with the Math- students? 
once could simply command. ieses, who are black, Mr. Har- We understand that teaching 
Obviously, not all can su_c- rison became angry and made today has many pressures, but 
· this d dyn matters worse, complaining ceed m · new an amic that ."I am the only white hon- one of them must be for teach-
educational environment. · ers to be thoroughly profession• 
A Case l
·n kie in the room." He says his al h nfro led b ts comment was taken out of w en co n Y paren 
jJoint is Larry ,;z;;;:,,,.,,. . . . Jc·,.,, .. , ... /. context. But ,·_t's hard to ,·mag- who sincerely believe that their 
Harrison. ··1trsTumair:{'fo'.:;(ia11: ine a context. that would have children have been wronged. 
-He-· ··h a-s·· . · .....,,.,..,..,.._...,. ==~--...111-t'ss...unnfair to call for greater 
;~ t~~e~~ · .. pf~~~Flt~~f~';V:'1'' ~~;~~ l~7f~(~d~zap:;~- g:r~~~a~Jo:~e::1~n~:1~~~ti~ 
ence. Most re• · · · · · , th h "f 1 cally when parents actually do 
c en tly, he ,)t1yqlvep~!1,t~ut, , ,,, ~::lions"~.:; th!~~~~~; show up. Schools have enough 
tau g ht ad' g:rtQt)t~in~mt1"¢fl7.'{,}iF , I and :that;· J,tt the time of the problems . without- teachers 
r:c::d ~~:; :18'.ltf'Jaifllietti~ell;"' 1:reeting;!"em~1:rs of ~s fam- ~~~\;~~~~~~t :rst~: 
physics . A/•;_:;;t,L<T ,, .. ,M<f>\'{',c: ;'<":. ·u~a;;":O;tJ!'i:1{ns1s - so are fairness .. 
courses at In fact, the recori! milicates. Mr.- Harrison- did- himself~ 
highly re~arded duPont Man- that on·at'li!ast two otherocca- his_students_ and_ the. sch<>0_l_ 
ual High m Louisville. sions, Mi'iHarrisoii'acted inap- system a big favor by resign-
propriately._ ..... _ ing. 
AC" 1,,..,, """f- ;t "T"".,..,. .. ,. ..,.,..+ .,.1_ 
THE-COURIER~JOORNAC•-FRIDAQANOA11,1_,,---nr.,:,-
UK- politics vs'~ -charity· 
THE ATTORNEY gen- for $200 to $300 apiece. The era! isn't interested church -folks used the money ·-in prosecuting -Tom - -to buy food-for-the-poor during Riner. And the Legis- the holidays. 
lative Ethics Commission staff Is UK really going to make a 
has ruled, informally but sen- federal case out of this? 
sibly, that Rep. Riner is not a Having used ·its tickets for 
crook. But the University of years to ingratiate itself with 
KentuckY seems determined to lawmakers who vote on higher 
make him a marked man. education funding, UK is in an 
Rep. Riner is allowed, as a odd posture to moralize. Are 
member of the General Assem- the UK bigwigs really going to 
bly, to buy two good Rupp sit around the fireplace at the 
Arena seats at face value. And Spindletop club and complain 
the commission staff says he about using ticket proceeds to 
may ·donate them to a charita- feed the poor at Christmas? 
ble, civic or religious organiza- "Clearly the purpose is not to 
lion, or re-sell them to one of take UK tickets and make a 
those groups, at face value. profit, even if it's for a good 
That's what he did. cause," said UK athletic_official 
He arranged for Christ Is l.arTy Ivy. Right. The purpose is 
King Baptist Church, which he to earn points with the politi-
pastors, to buy his tickets - as clans who decide how big UK's 
well as those of Rep. Porter budget will be - a genteel form 
Hatcher and Gov. Paul Pat- of influence-peddling. 
ton's legislative liaison, Leon- Besides, Rep. Riner's are not 
ard Gray - from UK at face the only tickets auctioned for 
value. The church then resold charity. Is UK going to hunt 
them, for a $5,490 profit, to a down all the miscreants and 
ticket broker in Texas who is take their seats? 
selling them over the Internet Bah, humbug. 
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Legislator 
can sell 
UK seats, 
panel says 
By MICHAEL QUINLAN 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The 
Legislative Ethics Commission 
has found nothing wrong with 
Rep. Tom Riner's donating or 
selling for face value choice 
University of Kentucky basket-
ball tickets to his church. 
The commission staff's "in-
formal opinion" doesn't tackle 
the larger question of whether 
the Louisville Democrat, who is 
a Baptist minister, or his 
church illegally scalped the 
tickets in raising nearly $6,000 
to buy food for the poor. 
"He asked us whether legis-
lators could donate or sell their 
tickets to a charity or a church 
for a fund-raiser, and our an-
swer to that is yes," said An-
thony Wilhoit, the commis-
sion's executive director. 
UK athletic director C.M. 
Newton said yesterday that 
Riner may lose his seats -
which he 1s allowed to buY. be-
cause he is a legislator - 1f the 
school's ticket committee deter-
mines that they have been 
scalped. · 
"We have a policy that tick-
ets cannot be sold in excess of 
face value, and we try hard to 
see that ~olicy enforced - and 
fhere's a so a law m this state 
that scalping is illegal," Newton 
said. "In cases where we find 
that tickets have been sold in 
excess of face value, we take 
the tickets back." 
Newton said_ he will take the 
issue to the ticket committee, 
but it may not rule on it until 
next year, when new season 
tickets are ~repared. 
Riner said that if the tickets 
are withdrawn "it is going to 
hurt a lot of people who really 
need the help." 
But Newton said that 
"doesn't really make a differ-
ence." 
The issue arose after the at-
torney general learned that a 
, scalper was selling Riner's tick-
ets over the Internet. The attor-
ney general referred the matter 
to the ethics commission. A let-
ter from Wilhoit to. Riner 
mailed Monday states that "a 
legislator may donate or sell for 
face value to a charitable, reli-
gious or civic organization a 
ticket which the legislator has 
purchased.'' 
Wilhoit wrote that "once a 
legislator purchases such a 
ticket, it becomes his or her 
property to . do with as he or 
she pleases, provided, of 
course, that the le~islator does 
not sell the ticket' for a profit. 
But the letter leaves it at that. 
Wilhoit wrote that if Riner 
wanted a "formal opinion" he 
should notify the commission 
so members can take it up at 
their meeting next month. 
Riner, who has been using 
his tickets for charitable pur-
poses for years, has no plans to 
do so. 
Riner arranged for his 
church, Christ Is King Baptist, 
to buy his tickets - and those 
of Rep. Porter Hatcher and 
Leonard Gray, Gov. Paul Pat-
ton's legislative liaison - at 
face value. Riner then had the 
church sell them to a broker in 
Texas for about $7,800, netting 
$5,940. The money went to feed 
the poor at Chnstmas. 
It's against the law to sell 
tickets for more than face value 
in Kentucky. The offense car-
ries a fine of up to $250. 
Lex1ngton-Hera1Q-l.eaut::1-
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Fir.e in dorm room 
at- EKU investigated 
TREUJIJRIER:JODRNAl 
FRIDAY, JANtJARY 15, 1999 
- -
No one injured in EKU dormitory fire 
. _RICHMOND, _Ky. - Residents were-evacuated but no one was--
tnJured after a fire.broke out yesterday afternoon on-the ninth floor 
of a donmtory at Eastern Kentucky University 
The Richmond Fire Department is investigat-
ing the cause of a fire yesterday in an Eastern 
Kentucky University donn room. Ron Harrell, an 
EKU spokesman, said the fire, probably·acciden-
tal, was discovered about 3 p.m. in a ninth-floor 
room of Dupree Hall, a co-ed donn that houses 
276 students. Several students had to be moved 
to a nearbv donn because of smoke and water 
damage, Harrell said. The donn did not have a 
sprinkler system but there were no injuries. EKU 
has a three-year plan to install sprinkler systems 
in all residence halls. 
Firefighter.; arrived at the scene of the one:alann blaze at 11-story 
Dupree Hall shortly after 2:30 p.m., the Richmond Fire Department 
said. 
Damage ~as c~nfi~ed to the room of a female student. The cause 
was und~r mvesttgahon by the department and the state fire mar-
shal's office. 
Firefighter.; let residents back into the building by 5:15. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL 
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Architects forgo $1million of fee 
for problems with Murray arena 
Associated Press not aware of any other construction 
project in· which the· state actually 
FRANKFORT, Ky. -The state has sought a refund from a contractor. 
forced a Paducah architectural finn lfe also said the stale should be 
that was supposed to oversee· the wary.of future dealings with the finn. 
troubled construction of the $20 mil- "I want·to be·sure we don't reward 
lion . sports arena at Murray State incompetence," he said. 
made a mistake, and we paid for our 
mista.ke. , .. If politicians have their 
opinions, they·haye their opinions." 
The state is involved in a lawsuit 
with the. general., contractor of the 
ai'eria, Ray. Bell .Constniction Co. of 
Nashville, Tenn. The company claims 
the state caused delays and wants to 
be compensated, and the state wants 
the company to pay for the construc-
tion problems. 
University to, in effect, forgo $1 mil- McCarty said the finn has not re-
lion of its fee. ceived other work on bid projects. 
The settlement. which included a but it is on a list of companies eligi-
S500,000 payment from the firm. ble for basic consulting work. 
Peck, Flannery, Gream, Warren Inc., Nick Warren, a partner in the finn. 
to the Finance Cabinet, may be un- said his company admitted the mis-
precedented in state construction take and paid for it. 
contracting. Finance Secretary John "This company realized that it had 
McCarty said the finn also did an ad- an error in the construction." he told 
ditional $500.000 worth of work with- The Paducah Sun in a story to be 
out compensation to settle the claim. published today. "We did not walk 
In another matter, Attorney Gener-
al Ben·Chandler told the subcommit-
tee the state would hire outside legal 
counsel to help with negotiations as 
Kentucky joins other states in trying 
to get cigarette manufacturers to 
'compensate tanners for the loss of 
tobacco income. Cigarette makers 
have agreed to a huge package to 
compensate states for treating people 
who suffer the effects of smoking. 
Finance officials said the firm is away from the project. We finished 
still helping as the final touches are the project. We contributed our time 
put on the Regional Special Events and resources for almost two years 
Center, which has been plagued by · with no payment. In our opinion, we 
construction problems and delays. It have a reasonable settlement with the 
was fonnally dedicated in September. Department of Finance." 
. ··11 ought to be called the bottom- Warren said Long apparently 
less-pit arena." said Sen. Marshall based the remarks on ·•one mistake 
Long, a member of the legislature's by our structural depanment'' and 
Personal Service Contract Review not on the firm·s long record of good 
Subcommiltee. "The biggest event work on many orojects. 
Chandler said special legal help is 
needed in areas such as antitrust and 
bankruptcy as the state prepares for 
the next round of negotiations next 
week. He said Gov. Paul Patton will 
be the chief negotiator. Chandler as-
sured the committee members that 
the firm would be hired on an hourlv 
basis. not on a contingency fee. The 
finn has not been hired. but the rates 
could be as much as $495 an hour. 
ever there is it never ends." ··To my krio,vledge, if the Finance 
Long, D-Shelbyville. who has been Depanment felt that was not a rea-
,l member of the joint Senate-House ~onable settlement. then it would nor 
committee for 12 years, said he was have been settled." Warren said. ··we 
U ofLgoes 
to 'court' 
to appeal 
NCAA ban 
University could 
get response i11 as 
soon as two weeks 
By ASHLEY McGEACHY 
The Courier-Journal 
PHOENIX -As the Universi-
ty of Louisville men's basket-
ball team was manhandling 
Marquette 78-63 Wednesday 
night in Milwaukee, an expen 
witness gushed about Marques 
Maybm, Tony Williams and the 
rPst of the Cardinals. 
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"They can't play in the chance to play in the Confer- duct, institutional control or aca-
(NCAA) tournament this year, ence USA and NCAA tourna- demit fraud. 
but that's a Top 25 team," said ments? McCray's violations, according to 
Al McGuire, wbo retired from Four months ago after a the appeal, were "two inadvertent ex-
coaching after taking Mar- lengthy investigation, the Com- tra,benefit rulevicillitions.'' 
quette to the 1977 NCAA cham- mittee on Infractions slapped University representatives must 
pionship. Louisville with a three-year pro- make llieir arguments expeditiously 
But as U of L coach Denny bation for two violations by for- tod~y,· The meeting Hi' scheduled to 
Crum was quick to point out in mer assistant coach Scooter h!'llm·at 8:15-a.m., and'U ·of L will 
his postgame news conference, McCray, who was reassigned have,~5 iniriut_es-for'its;presenfalion. 
the Cards are banned from the within the athletic department Mc<::ray,- who ts appealing independ-
tournament pending an appeal. lastsummer. ently andwill be represented by his 
Today is the most important Actordlilg' to the NCAA report, persanal counsel, also·will have 45 
day on their schedule. But in- McCray secured a discounted fiotel minutes. 
stead of a basketball court, the room for-Fred Johnson, forward Nate After a brief break, the Committee 
v_enue ~ill be a court-like set- Johnson's father, and later provided on-Infractions will get an hou"r for its 
tmg ms1de a spectac_ular resort his personal credit. card to keep him arguments followe<fby brief rebuttals 
hotel m sunny~ ~hoemx. from being evicted because of a de- from U of· L and McCray and closing 
0 of L Prestdenr J ohrr-stnF---Hnquentbill,. ----------"st~arnte:'c'mrue'!ln'!'t~s ..JTb~•cealJ]pl)peelauls5.l:Jco:llmnmlililitttfAAlP.iiss_~ 
maker, athletic director Tom Going ~inst the recommendation all~tted 40 _minutes to·ask questions 
Jun~h and assorte~ other uni- of·NCAA 11ivestigatora,.the Commit- of,-all parties,-and: the meeting is 
versity representallves will ar- tee on• Infractions deemed u of L a scheduled to conclude at 12:30 p.m. 
gue before the NCAA's four- "repeats.violator" and made it the A:few yeara-ago,.after the Commit-
person Infractions Appeals 23rd Jrogram . since 1993 to be teecon· Infractions initially put Louis-
Committee that pro~ibiti!'g the, bann. from,p!)stseasonco~tition. vlllemn:two·year.;'•probalion without 
team from competing in the, · In ·its 49,page ·appea!"ffie<l'in· No- additional, sanctions•for ·several in-
postseason is a. punishment· vetritil!r,'louisville•aescribed the pun- fractions regarding former center Sa-
that exceeds.the cnmes. _ ishment as "excessive-and inappro-· maki- Walker, Crum_ quipped_ at a 
Possibly in_ as ~oon _as two, priatec'·' ·Jf$.ci _noted'that of the 23 practice, "Probation- without sane-
weeks the university will have1 prOgmjns•flitiwit~eason• bans lions is:meaning[ess." 
a_n ans":'er to the burning ques- 1 U''ef 'L·wai>tlie on one tbaf<lidn'i ..__,.,,""' A ➔ 
lion: Will the Cards (9-3) get a, violate rules reit ing ethical con- ,, (,II <.c. 
~ TL,,\,_ '4 I 
Given the university's appeal and 
the lengths _to 1"hich it .. has gone to 
overturn the latest ruling, probation 
with sanctions Is meaningful. 
The postseason ban already has 
cost U of L an estimated $365,000, 
according to.associate athletic direc-
tor Kevin Miller. · 
As part of the ban, U of L was 
forbidden from playing Seton Hall in 
a preseason· event in Indianapolis, 
forfeiting a $50,(\00 guarantee. It also 
had-to cancer an exhibition game in 
Freedom Hall against a team from 
Puerto Rico, losing an additional 
$315,000. 
The sanctions also affect the Cardi-
nals' three seniors, a point duly noted 
in the university's appeal. Unless the 
ban is overturned, Cameron Murray, 
Alex Sariders and Eric Johnson - all 
fifth-year seniors - will end their 
collegiate careers on Feb. 27 at 
Southern Mississippi. 
While Sanders and Johnson have 
played in the NCAA Tournament, 
Murray never has experienced March 
Madness. He played two seasons for 
a mediocre Southern California team 
before·transfening to U of Land sit-
ting out the 1996-97 season when the 
Cards advanced to the East Regional 
final before losing to North Carolina. 
Last season,. Murray's first in a 
U of L uniform;; the , team had its 
worst record· In ·Crum's 28 years at 
the helm~ 12-20 C.:..and:didn't make 
the tournament. 
. Still, Murray is•taking the·appeal 
mstnde. 
"I definitely think we deserve to be 
there (in the NCAA tourney)," he 
said. "Having never been there, it's a 
personal goal for myselLWe're all 
fifth-year seniors for a reason, either 
for missing a year with an injury or 
whatever. We lost as a team last 
year, and hopefully we can get Louis-
ville back to the tournament this 
year." , 
Other players maintain they aren't 
focusing on the appeal. 
"I try not worry about that," junior 
Tony Williams said. "I just know that 
usually things work out. Things hap-
pen for a reason."This probably did 
happen for a reason, and· most likely 
it will go our way. . 
41 lf not, hey, we won't hang our 
heads. We'll still give effort. We can 
still close things out with a good 
memory. Hopefully everything will 
workout." 
Added sophomore ~•rd Marques 
Maybin: "I'm still trymg to take the 
non-interference policy. I really try 
not to think about it. You think about 
it a little bit, but you try to stay posi-
tive and keep winning games. If we 
don't win 20 games, we're not going 
to make the tournament anyway." 
Crum has said he thinks the uni• 
versity has a good shot at winning 
the appeal. 
"All we do now is wait and see," 
he said after.Wednesday's Marquette 
game. "Oiirkids have not given up 
nope. We think justifiably we have a 
good appeal, so right now we're tai<-
mg it one game at 11,time. · 
"If it turns' oiinhat way, it turns 
out that way. But if we get to play, 
we should be ready." 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Thursday, January 14; 1999 
KSU official accused 
of sexual abuse 
State police have arrested Kentucky State 
University's director of housing on three charges 
of sexual abuse, allegedly against a_ female stu-
dent. Terry Roberts, 29, was taken mto custody 
Tuesdav and then suspended with pay from his 
job until the case is resolved, said school 
spokesman Bruce Edwards. Roberts was lodged 
in the Franklin County Regional Detention Center 
under $15,000 cash bond and released later on 
his recognizance. State Police Lt. Edward Mc-
Donald said the woman complained to campus 
police, and the case was turn~ ov~r to_ the coun· 
ty attorney's office. After an mvestJgatJon, 
charges were filed. According to court docu-
ments, on two separate occasions in November 
Roberts allegedly made sexual advances toward 
the student Roberts is due in court Jan. 26 for ar-
raignment on the three felony charges. 
------ - --
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NKU seeks new science, 
math project 
School unveils 
goal of its quest 
for distinction 
Associated Press 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. 
- Northern Kentucky Universi-
ty will ask tl)e state to approve 
a project that university offi-
cials think will help strengthen 
math and science programs in 
elementary and secondary 
schools. 
The school's proposal to cre-
ate the Center for Integrative 
Natural Science and Mathemat-
ics will go to the Council on 
Postsecondary Education this 
month. 
The plan is NKU's response 
to higher-education reforms en-
acted into law last year. They 
require each Kentucky universi-
ty to submit a proposal for a 
program of national distinction. 
Northern's proposal calls for 
the university to provide better 
training for elementary and 
secondary teachers by sponsor-
ing workshops and seminars 
that will emphasize hands-on 
activities and new approaches 
to teaching science and math. 
The workshops would be 
conducted by outside consul-
tants as well as NKU profes-
sors, said Rogers Redding, 
NKU's dean of arts and sci-
ences. Teachers would come to 
NKU for some workshops, and 
NKU would send representa-
tives to schools. 
NKU also plans to get its 
education maj_ors involved in 
more hand-on projects to im-
prove their preparation. 
For instance, NKU would al-
low more undergraduates to 
spend time on research with 
professors. 
NKU students also would 
work as interns with companies 
that use science and math. 
The proposal calls for NKU 
to train employees for business 
and industry in science and 
math. 
NKU's School of Education 
and the Science Department 
would collaborate on the proj-
ect. Education majors who plan 
to concentrate in biology or 
chemistry might be required to 
participate in a research or 
service project that, involves 
math and science, said Linda 
Sheffield, professor of math-
ematics and computer science 
in the School of Education. 
Redding, who headed the 
NKU cumculum task force that 
is recommending the program, 
said it will focus on reaching 
out to the community. 
"We felt like this would ad-
dress a number of problems 
that the state is concerned with 
- better training for science 
and math teachers and a better-
trained work force for compa-
nies," he said. 
"It addresses a national prob-
lem. Everybody recognizes that 
science and math teachers need 
more in the way of preparation. 
They need more in the way of 
hands-on activities learning.'' 
Redding said the proposed 
program also fits well with the 
goals that NKU has for its $38 
million science center. Con-
struction on the science center 
will begin this year and is ex-
pected to be completed by 2001. 
. . . . . 'Sean Kelly photo 
Morehead State Uruver,nty students Kevin Childers and Gene Slone give blood at the 
I
, "~attle for Life" drive at MSU's Button Auditorium Tuesday. Richard Lane, phlebotomist 
WJth the Central Kentucky Blood Center, attend,, to Slone, Childers is a senior busines.s 
'I R~~~;:Jsdo:i0;r~0rzn blood drive 
c~elps fight national shortage 
By SEAN KELLY 
Staff Writer 
Part of the reason for the 
shorta~ the holiday-eeeson 
_ whiclic.distraets people ·rrom 
The Second Annual "Battle giving and closes high school• 
and colleges, which account fo1 
for Life" blood drive competition 30 peramt of all donations. Th• 
between Morehead State and situation was compounded_bi 
Eastern Kentucky is more than recent bad weather, wh1cl 
a fri:e'lldly contest between forced some blood drives to b< 
rivals. .canceled.- -""' ····-··· . ·---· 
This year; it takes on more.-mi.. · Thone domating blood at-llu_t 
an urgency with the national,, ton Auditorium Tuesday ea1, 
blood shortage ~ which seems they were happy to help. 
to be drawing more people to, •It's jullt.ium'ul.~ ..aid Gen• 
donate blood than in past yeara.-,;- Slone, a freshman psycbolog: 
Randall Combs, an MSU etu- major from Murray. "You'~e gh 
dent who is the campus donor. ing back (to the commumty), 1 
chairman, said the blood ~ri!llli someone else needs blood." 
had.a record 25 donors within!. 
the fir,,t hour-0fthe two-day dri- "My husband nearly die, 
ve on Tuesday. from internal bleeding," 001 
The blood drive ended Judy Craft, MSU circulat10_ 
Wednesday, with a recorli 251 specialist at the Camden-Carro, 
pints of blood being donated at Library. •r know bow importan 
MSU'e Button Auditorium. it is personally.• 
That's good news for the Cen- MSU .won, ~he competitio· 
,ral Kentucky Blood Center with EKU this year, based o· 
which coordinates the event - the percentage of the ecl).ool' 
especially with the national population. Eastern was la• 
blood emergency. vear's winner. 
Glen White, blood center · Central Kentucky Blood _Ce1 
donors resources c_oneult~nt, ter supplies blood_to 68 regio~• 
said that the center 1s 300 pmte ...J,QBJU.ta)s, includmi: St. Clan 
short of its usual 2,700. Centers Medical Center in Morehead. 
can norJnally get blood from oth-
er centers, be added. 
"Nobody bas any," White 
said, regarding t!}e, curr~nt 
national shortage. Its a diffi-
cult situation." 
"There's been none to share," 
said---Gaclen~s,-te.am 
leader for the blood center. 
Giving blood . 
Judy Craft, circulation specialist at Morehead State Uni-
versity' Camden-Carroll Library, wps one of 251 pe-0ple 
h hi 
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'Helping in the kitchen' 
r!~ Hr::~! ~h:ci!'a!t::.i 11tt.;,r in~ mMbehs of t~e Lady Eagle basketball team took a 
church's monthly communi; re'!.!'t. e ore ead First Church of God on Dec. 17 for thr 
l' 
1 
.,.~ ' ,, 
I.. 
'Terrific trio' 
Lady Eagles Penny Grooms, Megan Kellough and Heidi Daulton help assemble meals for 
home-delivery at last month's First Church of God's monthly community feast. Feast 
Chairperson Terry Cornett said thP ~SU coaching staff and Lady Eagles were a "God 
send" in helping with the event. The team assisted in all aspects of the evening. 
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MSU s . It)Fazoli's Reading" 7t.TJ ht . De~~erBrownphoto 
occer Coach Leslie F be .J. Y ,,;g ·. · · •· · 
Bowling ,7, at Fazoli' Re a r (left)_ and_player Brand M · ·· · · · 
schools spomon the :rogr~:ng.f:,iri/;t on Monday, Proj:Ct 1mr;~c~ri'}hfl; read to Eric 
grader at Flll'lllera' Elemen•n-• S h w1 Dfl wu one of 60 people tald 
O e elementary 
-~ c oo and the aon of Gunilla and J R.ng part and Is a 2nd • Bowling, .. 
T Ldexington Herald-Leader 
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EKU senior's 20-year dream about 
to come true 
By Monica Richardson people think of:rour abilities ... even if , end 
CENTRAL KENTUC!{Y BUREAU _ _ yo~ d?,n't ~ow~what you'r~ ~pable ?f :'He's a guy who had to find 
RICHMOND - Fnends and family domg, said Elmore, _of Lomsville. He II , his own niche in life" said Jerry 
didn't take Gordon Elinore seriously gradual~ from EKU m May and recent- , Cook an EKU physi~ professor 
when he talked about wanting to be a ly ~ppl~ed to graduate school at the and Elmore's adviser. "He takes 
physicist. · Umversity of Ken~cky, where he was his education so seriously be-
:Atter .. all, why _sp~\tl.c,I tjiey belieye f-a :~ch la~ assistant last summ~. I cause he started college much lat-
a hig~ school <!ropout with ~nly a GED \ . ~~e achievements 8:e especially er. He's done some things ... had 
to build on? His algebra skills were so significant to Elmore_ gi_ven that he real life experiences." 
poor that he had to take a non-credit dropped out of Louisville's Brown -· 
developmental math class when he S~hool during his junior year and got Elmore, who has a 3.8 grade 
started community college. ' his . General Education Development point average, will be honor~ at 
It took 20 years, but Elmore's dream certificate.- a ceremony with the other eight 
is within reach. Last week, he was He said school, at the time, wasn't students in April. That's when 
named the top senior in Eastern Ken- where he wanted to be. He joined the one student will be named the 
tucky University's College of Natural ,J\ir F?rce but says he never gave up university's top senior. 
and Mathematical Sciences. Each year, -~h_is childhood interest in science. engi- "Certainly this is not the top 
deans from the university's nine rolleges neering, airplanes and rockets. GP A_ for the college bu_t I ':'as 
select one student for the honor. He left the service in 1982 and for a lookmg at balan~e, d1ve:~1ty, 
.Elmore, 38, was chosen from more dozen years after that worked as a cor- leadership and actm: participa-
than 1,000 students in his college, which rectional officer in Louisville, then in tion on campus and m the com-
has five departments - biological sci- California. . munity • said Batch the college 
ences, c_hemistry, earth sciences, com- He returned to Kentuc~ m 1994 to dean. · ' 
puter science and phys1calastronomy, -- care for his ill father. That_s when he For Elmore the later-in-life 
"He is a m~el for our stude_nts and decide<;! to pursue. h_is longtune goal ?f college experie~ce has not been 
for our mmonty students" said Don- becommg a physicist and enrolled m • . · d easy. 
aid Batch,_dean o_f EKU's Natural and Jefferson Commumty College. His e- "I've srruggled," he said. "But 
Mathemancal Sciences College. "If I termmanon later paid off when he ":as • t because something is hard 
had money and he had ~e, I'd have recruited and offered two scholarships :esn't mean it's not fun. This is-
him on the road recrmllng for us. to anend EK'! full time.. n't the wav for everybody to do 
That's his personality." He moonlights occasionally as a se- th· b 1·1 ouldn't change my 
Elmore credits his success in part curity ~ard _ an_d still travels to and mt~ u w 
to turning a deaf ear to skeptics. from his Lomsv11le home every week- pas · 
"You can't be intimidated by what 
The Sunday Independent. Ashland. Kentucky, Sunday, January 17, 1999 
Teachers' ·'excellence fund' sough 
Advanced, in-depth training at ·center of plan, group say: 
By CHARLES WOLFE 
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER 
FRANKFORT-Two advo-
cacy groups say a teacher's 
pay should be based in part on 
professional know-how, not 
just years in the classroom. 
That would offer "some en-
couragement and incentive 
for professionals who do ad-
vanced learning in their 
field," Bob Sexton, executive 
director of the Prichard Com-
mittee for Academic Excel-
lence, said this week. 
"That doesn't include what 
we've traditionally done, 
which is get a master's degree 
in any field." 
A pay plan that takes pro-
fessional know ledge in to ac-
count is among initiatives the 
Prichard Committee and a 
second group, the Partnership 
for Kentucky Schools, are 
proposing to encourage teach-
ers to get immersed in the 
subjects they teach. 
Others include in-depth, 
continuing education that 
teachers might otherwise 
have to pursue at their own 
expense: workshops, summer 
institutes, seminars with 
scholars and semester-long 
sabbaticals for research, 
study or project planning. 
"We have to,build a link be-
tween certification and ad-
vanced training and some 
kind of payoff in the class-
room," Sexton said in a tele-
phone interview. 
To fund those and other ini-
tiatives, the two groups say 
Kentucky needs a "teaching 
excellence fund" of about $11 
million a year. Sexton said it 
need not be entirely new mon-
ey, that some current funds 
could be reallocated, and that 
money should come from local 
districts as well as the state. 
Those who take part in 
workshops and summer insti-
tutes would continue collabo-
rating. Also, the two advocacy 
groups believe teachers 
should have connections to an 
entire university, not just its 
college of education. 
"We need to break down the 
wall that's been built over the 
years between university pro-
fessors and teachers," Sexton 
said. "They have very Ii ttle to 
do with each other now, ex-
cept in colleges of education. 
"At a regional school, the 
scientists, mathematicians 
and artists need to have an in-
teraction with the teachers." 
Preparation of new teach-
ers and professional develop-
ment for experienced, teachers 
are getting increased· at.ten-
tion. 
"It's one of the significant 
omissions of the reform law;• 
said state Rep. Frank Rasche, 
who recently was appointed 
chairman of the House Educa-
tion Committee. 
He referred to the 1990 
Kentucky Education Reform 
Act, which made substantial 
changes in what public school 
students were expected to 
learn but barely addressed 
teacher training. 
Rasche, D-Paducah, said 
the key to a dynamic class-
room might be to find out 
"what fires up a teacher about 
their discipline. When a 
teacher is excited about their 
subject matter, they find a 
way to communicate it." 
A look at fund's details 
An $11 million per year "teaching excellence fund" pro-
posed by the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence 
and the Partnership for Kentucky Schools would establish or 
fund: 
► Teacher pay plan based on professional knowledge, not 
just years in classroom. Ranks and salary steps would reflect• 
work done by teachers in their field, not just classroom 
courses. 
► Subject matter collaboratives for teachers in math, sci-
ence, social studies, reading and English. Would include 
workshops, seminars with scholars, subject-matter special-
ists working with teachers on curriculum. 
► Grants for teachers to attend summer institutes, take 
semester-long sabbaticals. 
► Payment of fees for 100 applicants per year to receive 
national teaching certification. Fee is now $2,000 per per-
son. 
► Grants to schools to pay teachers for extra time spent 
. planning and preparing lessons. 
Gary Klott 
SYNDICATED COLUMNIST 
The Internal 
Revenue Service 
has issued new 
regulations that 
should enable 
more families to 
take advantage 
of the valuable 
new tax credits for college tuition. 
Congress designed the Hope 
Scholarship and Lifetime 
Learning credits for middle-
income families. Under the 
· Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 the 
benefit of the credits starts t~ 
phase out for taxpayers with 
adjusted gross incomes above 
$80,000 on a joint return, and 
above $40,000 for single-filers. 
B~t the new IRS regulations 
contam a loophole that provides a 
way for higher-income households 
to benefit from the credit. 
If the parents can't claim a 
credit for the college expenses of a 
child because their income is too 
high, the new IRS rules will allow 
the credit to be claimed on the 
child's tax return. Parents will 
have to forgo claiming a depen-
dency exemption for the child on 
their tax return. But in most 
cases, the benefit to the family 
from being able to claim the edu-
cation credit will more than make 
up for the loss of the dependencv 
exemption. · 
Before the new IRS regulations 
were issued this month, tax prac-
titioners had assumed that chil-
dren weren't eligible to claim the 
credit on their own tax return if 
they were eligible to be claimed as 
a dependent on their parents' tax 
return. Tax experts didn't think 
the statutory language of the 1997 
tax act permitted the credit to be 
claimed by the student just 
because the parents elected not tr 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Fnday. January 15. 1999 
Scholarship started 
for ACC students 
ASHLAND - A scholar-
ship fund honoring the late 
Amy Denise Bruner has been 
started to help Ashland Com-
munity College students who 
have disabilities. 
Established by her par-
ents, Fred and Sharon 
Bruner of Ashland, the Amy 
Denise Bruner Memorial Dis-
abled Student Scholarship 
Fund will provide assistance 
to ACC sophomores with per-
manent physical disabilities 
who are pursuing degrees in 
medical fields. 
Bruner, a Boyd County 
High School graduate, suf-
fered from disabilities result-
ing from two surgeries to re-
move brain tumors. 
She attended ACC before 
transferring to Morehead 
State University, where she 
earned a bachelor's degree in 
psychology. She was working 
on a master's degree in coun-
seling at Marshall University 
when she died in December · 
1997. 
In April, ACC planted an 
Arbor Day tree in Bruner's 
memory. 
The first scholarships from 
the $11,000 fund will be 
awarded for the fall semes-
ter. For more information 
call the ACC development of-
fi_ce at (606) 329-2999, exten-
s10n 293. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Saturday. January 16. 1999 
Ruling gives higher-income 
families tax break on college 
claim the dependency exemption. 
But the IRS regulations specifi-
cally ad~ess the issue. and allow 
th~ cr~d1t to be claimed by the 
'.;h,_ld_ m cases where the parent is 
ehg1ble to, but does not, claim 
the student as a dependent." 
The IRS's liberal interpretation 
of the law opens the door to hun-
dreds of dollars in tax savings for 
households that wouldn't other-
wise be eligible for the credit 
because the parents' income is 
above the income-eligibility limits 
Before taking advantage of the· 
loophole, parents should be sure 
that the child will receive enough 
tax savings from the credit to off. 
set the loss of the dependency 
exemption on the parents' return 
For instance, if your child · 
doesn't have much taxable 
incoTe, the education credit won't 
provide much tax savings since 
the credit can be used only to off-
set taxes owed. But most college 
students work part-time during 
the school year and during the 
summer. So most dependent stu-
dents should have enough taxable 
income of their own to benefit 
from the credit on their tax return 
. If the child is able to take max-· 
imum a_dvantage of the credit, the 
tax savmgs from the credit on the 
child's return should more tha~ 
compensate for the loss of the 
dep~ndency exemption on the pa: 
ents return. The Hope credit can 
provide tax savings of as much as 
$l,500, and the Lifetime credit up 
to $1,000. 
By comparison, the personal 
exemption will save only $756 in 
taxes for a parent in the 28 per-
cent tax bracket. For the wealthi-
est of parents, the dependency 
exemption may provide even less 
tax savings, since personal · 
exemptions are phased out for 
higher-income taxoa,·ers. 
Job outlook: Don't count 011 
The percentage of companies 
that plan to increase their payrolls 
this year is down sharply from 
last year, according to the latest 
corporate outlook survey by Duke 
University's Fuqua School of 
Business and the Financial 
Executives Institute. 
Only 31 percent of the firms 
surveyed expect to increase their 
work forces this year. By compar-
ison, 56 percent of the firms said 
they increased the number of 
employees in 1998. 
Most of the executives polled 
predicted that their company's 
sales will be flat in 1999. But 
widespread layoffs aren't antici-
pated. 
Only 11 percent of companies 
say they intend to reduce their 
employment roster this year. 
Fifty-eight percent plan to keep 
the same number of workers. 
■ 
Children's allowance: How 
much do children get these days 
for an allowance? On average, B-
and 9-year-olds get an allowance 
of $3.74 a week; ages 10-11, $5.19; 
ages 12-13, $6.66; and 14-year-olds 
$9.45 a week. That's according to 
a survey of more than 1.000 chil-
dren by Zillions, a children's mag-
azine from Consumers Union, the 
publisher of Consumer Reports. 
But the allowance figures don't 
provide an accurate picture of 
how mu~h total cash children get 
from their parents. Only 43 per-
cent of_ the children polled actual-
ly received a weekly allowance. 
But most of the rest didn't go 
without cash. 
Most youngsters said they 
received - either in lieu of an 
allowance or in addition to it _ 
spendmg money from their par-
e':1(8 or payment for chores the,· 
d1a around the hous,.-. · 
On average, the total weekh· 
take irom allowance and all oth, 
sources was $11.13 for 8- and 9-
year-olds; $14.95 for ages 10-11; 
$21.59 for ages 12-13; and $30.3'. 
14-year-olds. 
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KSU chief wants to solve old problems, 
look to future 
Reid cleaning up 
finances, building 
ties to community 
By RICHARD WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Shortly 
after becoming president of 
Kentucky State University last 
summer, George Reid received 
a packet of articles from a 
friend outlinin~ how to be suc-
cessful in his new job. 
"This is my reading material 
at night, when I have time to 
reflect," said Reid, who came to 
KSU from Benedict College in 
South Carolina, another histori-
cally black school, where he 
was a vice president. 
Time for reflection, however, 
has not been easy to find dur-
ing Reid's first six months in a 
job held by four other people in 
the last 23 years. 
Although Reid is confronting 
some of the same problems 
that forced several of his prede-
cessors out, 'he calls his job 
'.'one of the plum presidencies 
m the country, bar none," and 
he hopes his tenure in the 
$120,000-a-year post will be 
long and successful. 
The turnover among presi-
dents hints at the turmoil m the 
sclfool's recent years. 
Reid, 53, said he's only 
slightly aware of, past contro-
versies- at KSU - such issues 
as infighting among the re-
gents; racial divisiveness 
among faculty, staff and stu-
dents; and indirect threats to ei-
ther close the school or turn it 
into a community college. 
The · problems of. the past, 
Reid said, are worth- focusing 
on only if Ibey persist. 
"I can't speak to the past, but 
I can speak to what I want to 
do for the future,'' he said dur~ 
ing an interview last week. 
He said his first priority is to 
build a team to help manage 
the university, which has a 
$~2.4_ million budget this year. 
Reid has already named 
three new vice presidents and 
plans to fill a vice presidency 
for advancement, to help raise 
more private money, 
Other priorities are rectifying 
problems in the accounting sys-
tem, getting the education de-
partment off probation with an 
accrediting agency, and <level-
oping a new strategic plan for 
the school. 
Audits have found numerous 
uncorrected accounting prob-
lems in the system, malong up-
to-date financial statements im-
possible. And although the school's 
education department is still accredit-
ed, despite the probation, that status 
could be in jeopardy if problems 
cited by the National Council for Ac-
creditation of Teacher Education are· 
not resolve<l by next year. Shortcom-
ings include a failure to monitor and 
advise.students on their progress, 
and providing poorly planned field 
experiences for students. 
REID SEES the new strategic 
plan - being developed by represen-
tatives of the faculty, staff, students 
and alumni - as important. 
"We need a plan that takes us 
from where we are at the present 
time, which is not a bad place to be, 
to a better, higher level of develop-
ment. And we need to do that not by 
happenstance, not by fortuitous 
chance," Reid said. 
He expects the plan to be complet-
ed within a year. 
KSU had slightly over 2,200 stu-
dents in the fall. Reid said a two-year 
drop in enrollment has been halted 
but the school needs to keep the stu-
dents it already has. 
He also wants more accountability 
to be built into KSU, and much more 
aggressive effort to raise private 
money. Last year's private gifts to-
taled "less than $100,000," he said. 
Reid comes from several genera-
tions of educators - his late father 
was a college professor and his 
mother a public-school teacher. De-
spite the formidable administrative 
challenges facing him, he still makes 
time for students. 
"He's approachable, easy to talk to 
and very helpful," said Lubona 
Mwale, a junior from Zambia. When 
she had a reSistration problem, she 
went to Reid for help, and· he 
straightened it out. 
"HE ENCOURAGES people 
with a problem to come talk to him. 
He even says come to the house if it's 
important enough, Don't wait till the 
office opens," said Anthony Arnett. a 
senior from Indianapolis. 
Kenneth "Jai" Baker, a junior from 
Anchorage, Alaska, and a member of 
the football team, said Reid has 
shown much support for the team. 
uHe even prays with us, win or lose." 
Many students are enthusiastic 
about him, but many faculty mem-
bers are noncommittal. 
Most are.taking a wait-and-see atti-
tude, said Charles Bennett, the facul-
ty representative on the board of re-
gents_. "The,r haven't really formed 
an.opinion either way.11 
"From mf own _perspective,'' he 
added, "I thmk he's got a great deal 
of energy, a great dear of charisma." · 
Aides said Reid keeps a full sched-
ule on campus and spends consider-
able time off campus selling KSU by 
meeting with various groups. 
Reid said his off-campus time will 
increase as he and the new vice 
president .for advancement concen-
trate on raisin!f money. 
One acquamtance who believes 
Reid will succeed as president is Clif-
ford Trump_, chancellor of West Vir-
•ginia's state college system. Trump, 
who nominated Reid for the KSU 
post, met him in the earl¥ 1990s 
when Reid was a vice president of 
Savannah State College in Georgia, 
another historically black school. 
Trump was then president of Black 
Hills State University in South Dako-
ta - a school he described as "lily 
white" - and the two men set up a 
cultural exchange for faculty and stu-
dents at their two schools. 
"He's one of the most sincere peo-
ple I've ever met," Trump said. "He 
really wants to succeed, and he really 
wants to do the right thing." 
ANOTHER ISSUE Reid is tack-
ling is KSU's relationship with Frank-
fort. Throughout the years, KSU and 
the city have gone their separate 
ways, partly because of the school's 
black heritage and partly because 
some students have had trouble with 
the law - selling drugs, for instance 
But Mayor Bi11 May said the situa-
tion in Frankfort is not different from 
that in other college towns. "Colleges 
are great pipelines for bringin$ . in 
drugs. I think all college communmes 
have that problem," he said. 
Reid has been visible in the com-
munity and has offered local groups 
unprecedented use of KSU facil!ties. 
May said Reid has told him he 
would serve on local boards or com-
mission·s if asked. "I'm impressed 
with his enthusiasm and energy," 
said May, a KSU alumnus. 
Reid also gets good grades from 
Dave Weller, a telephone-company 
executive who is a member of Frank-
fort 2020; a group of business people. 
"The university is evolving towards 
becomin~ more open. (It's) always 
had a -httle bit of the circle-the-
wagons mentality, and there's still a 
lot to be done, but I like (Reid's) ef-
fort," Weller said. 
Reid acknowledged that he's con-
cerned by the resufts of a survey con-
ducted last year for Frankfort 2020. It 
found that people consider the uni-
versity a community asset, but one 
that is under-utilized. 
IN THE MEANTIME, he and his 
family are settling in. His wife, Mae, 
has bought Kelly's Garden, a popular 
downtown restaurant, and the cou-
ple's two daughters - Vivian, 14, and 
Rhea, 12, attend local sch_ools. 
Another challenge - and one his 
tenure depends on - is relations 
with KSU's regents, his bosses. Pre-
vious boards have virtually forced the 
departure of former Presidents Wil-
liam Butts in 1982 and John Wolfe in 
1991. Wolfe's resignation followe<l a 
- - -----
two-month controversy over topics 
that included the cost of renovating 
his campus residence and a 9.5 per-
cent raise he gave himself without 
the regents' approval. 
The controversy divided the cam-
pus, with many white professors sup-
porting the ouster of Wolfe, who was 
black, and many African ·Americans 
charging racism. Buus resigned un-
der fire after fighting with faculty 
and losing the confidence of profes-
sors and some regents. 
AT LEAST two former governors, 
citin$ management problems at KSU, 
considered closing it. And some 
members of a state panel suggested 
in the early 1980s that KSU should 
become a community college, But · 
those ideas came to naught. 
When he arrived, Reid said, he 
sensed that the re$ents were frus-
trated by "not knowmg enough about 
what was going on (on the campus). 
!II: board dido 't get a lot of feed-
back," he said. 
Reid promised that the regents will 
suffer no lack of feedback during his 
administration, but he noted that the 
problem did not "develop overnight, 
and it's not going to be completely 
healed in the next few months." 
Reid said he has heard about racial 
tension on campus bµt has not seen 
it. "I have not seen the tension, and 
it just may be that's because I'm 
new," he said. 
Several professors and students, 
however, said in recent interviews 
that such tensions still exist. 
Much of the tension is based on 
both personalities and race. Some 
black professors have long resented 
the number of white faculty members 
and some even criticized their cre-
dentials. Some white orofessors. 
meanwhile, have conte':'ded _that the 
black-dominated admimstrat1on does 
not always recruit or promote the 
best black professors. 
Fifty-eight percent of KSU's full· 
and part-time students are Afncan 
Americans, making its enrollment the 
most racially diverse of any Kentucky 
college or university. 
ABOUT 70 PERCENT of the 
top-level administra_tors are bla~k, 
and African Amencans comprise 
about 36 percent of the.full-time fac• 
ulty and slightly more than 50 per-
cent of other full-time emp)oyees. . 
Reid said ties to the Afncan-Amen-
can community will be kept. "You 
can't change history. Kentucky State 
has as part of its mission service to 
the black community. I don't think 
there are other colleges in the state 
and the region·that can do that better 
than we However, I don't think that 
kind of ~xpertise should restrict us in 
becoming expert in {providing) serv-
ice to all other groups. . 
"So I think the bigger question ... 
is what else can we be and to 
whom.11 
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No sprinkler system 
in place to combat 
EKU dormitory fire 
The Courier-Journal 
There were no sprinklers in an 
Eastern Kentucky University dormi-
tory that was evacuated Tb ursday 
because. of a fire iit one of the 
rooms. 
Only one room in Dupree Hall 
was damaged, No one was injured. 
The II-story dorm, like two-thirds 
of college Tesjden'ce ·nalls ·in Ken-
tucky, does not have a sprinkler 
system. The blaze started when an 
ashtray was knocked onto a pile of 
clothes, said Elrar Perkins, battal-
ion chief of the Richmond Fire De-
partment. 
Half of the room's contents were 
lost, · Perkins said.Dorm residents 
were evacuated for several hours. 
The state is planning to install 
sprinklers in all dorms - a plan 
prompted by the arson at Murray 
State University in September that 
killed one student and seriously in-
jured another. 
BY STEWART BOWMAN, THE C-J 
KSU President George Reid, 
above, Is "approachable, 
easy to talk to and very 
helpful," said Lubona Mwale, 
a junior fro,n Zambia. , 
Jkf M.ortNttDl Nw>£ 
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TV-VCR, 160 
CDs stolen from 
MSU dorm rooms 
The theft of a TV-VCR and 
160 CDs from two dorm rooms is 
being investigated by Morehead 
State University Police. 
Rebecca A. Cole, 20, of 1315 
Cartmell Hall, reported the 
-theft of 160 CDs from her room, 
~ Jan. 10 between 10: 30 p.m. 
and 11:30 p.m. The CDs, which 
were in a black notebook-style 
case, were valued at a total 
$2,500. 
Alisha Stanley, 18, of 204 
East Mignon Hall, reported that 
a Zenith TV-VCR was stolen 
from her room during MSU's 
Christmas break, which began 
Dec.12. 
Two roommates, and a resi-
dent advisor conducting a smoke 
alarm inspection, said they 
noticed the TV-VCR missing on 
Dec. 15. The item was valued, at 
$350. 
The lock on the room's door 
was damaged, the report said. 
GEORGE W, REID 
Age: 53 
Education: A.B., North 
Carolina Central University, 
1967; M.A. in history, N.C. 
Central, 1968; Ph.D. in 
history, Howard University, 
1974. 
Experience: KSU 
president since July; senior 
vice president, Benedict 
(S.C.) College, 1996-98; 
associate vice president for 
graduate studies, University 
of Cincinnati, 1995-96; dean, 
University College, University 
of Cincinnati, 1994-95; vice 
president for academic 
affairs, Savannah (Ga.) State 
College, 1990-94; dean, 
University College, assistant 
undergraduate dean of arts 
and sciences and chairman 
of the department of history 
and social science, all at 
N.C. Central, 1974-90; 
instructor in history, 
Fayetteville (N.C.) State 
College, 1968-71. 
Family: wile, Mae, and 
daughters Vivian, 14, and 
Rhea, 12. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland. Kentucky 
Friday, January 15, 
· Thefts probed 
from MSU dorms 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University police are 
investigating the recent 
thefts of 160 compact discs 
and a combination televi-
sion/VCR frofu two.residence 
hall rooms in separate inci-
dents. _ · 
Rebecca A. Cole reported 
the theft of the CDs from her 
Cartmell Hall room on Sun-
day night. They were in a 
black, notebook-style case 
and were valued at $2,500, 
according to an MSU police 
report. 
The Zenith TVNCR was 
apparently stolen from the 
East Mignon Hall room of Al-
isha Stanley during winter 
break. It was valued at $350. 
• 
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U of L makes 'strongest case,' 
nowwaits 
By ASHLEY McGEACHY 
The Courier-Journal 
PHOENIX - The University 
of Louisville had its final day 
in the NCAA's court yesterday, 
arguing before a four-person 
committee that the sanctions 
levied against the men's bas-
ketball program last fall were 
too harsh for the infractions 
committed. 
After a four-hour meeting 
behind closed doors, U of L 
officials emerged unwilling to 
declare victory but hopeful that 
they persuaded the NCAA's In-
fractions Appeals Committee to 
allow the Cardinals to partici-
pate in postseason play. 
''We can't predict what the 
outcome is going to be, but we 
think we had a chance to pre-
sent our strongest case the best 
we could," U of L President 
John Shumaker said. " ... We 
were happy with the fact we 
had the chance to do it, that 
the appeal process is a good 
one. We feel we've been heard, 
and now we wait for the re-
sult." 
He said the ruling should 
come within a few. weel<s. 
U of L would be ecstatic if 
the appeals committee rescinds 
the postseason ban that the 
Committee on Infractions lev-
ied Sept. 22. That would allow 
the basketball team, which is 
9-3 overall and atop Confer-
ence USA at 5-0, to compete in 
the conference tournament and 
the NCAA Tournament. 
In addition to the f ostseason 
ban, the basketbal program 
was placed on three years' pro-
bation and stripped of two 
scholarships as the result of 
two violations by former assis-
tant coach Scooter McCray. 
U of L's argument yesterday 
didn't· focus so much on the 
facts of the case as on the pro-
cess, Shumaker said. In at least 
one previous case (Alabama 
footbaU,_ 1995), the appeals 
committee overruled the infrac-
tions committee on procedural 
issues. 
U of L sought to prove that 
the hearing before the infrac-
tions committee last August in 
Seattle was unfair. Rich Hil-
liard, the NCAA's lead investi-
gator in the case, said in his 
opening statement in Seattle 
that the school cominitted sec-
ondary - not major - viola-
tions and therefore was not 
considered a "repeat violator.,. 
Because of Hilliard's asser-
tion, the school didn't argue 
whether it was a repeat viola-
tor. The infractions committee 
didn't question the position of 
the enforcement staff during 
the hearing but later ruled 
Louisville a repeat violator. 
Shortly after the infractions 
meetin~, Hilliard went to work 
for the Kansas ,City-based law 
firm of Bond Schoenek & King, 
which represents U of L. 
"Our position bas been that 
there were some procedural-in-
felicities the first time around," 
C::.hnm"'lrt>r c<>i-" "Th .. ,..,,, .... t-ir,,r, 
is whether thev are material and sig-
nificant enough to justify vacating a 
fairly significant penalty assessed to 
the university. That's up to the com-
mittee to decide. 
"Obviously, we think they were. 
but there were spirited arguments on 
the other side as well." 
What the infractions committee's 
I arguments are, is ,unclear. Under 
NCAA rules, the committee is prohib-
ited from discussing the case. How-
ever. U of L associate athletic direc-
tor Kevin Miller said last week that 
the infractions committee's ~ritten 
rebuttal had reasserted its reasons 
why McCray'!Loffenses were deemed 
maJor and said U of L should have 
known it needed to address the: "re-
p~at violator" designation. 
Approximately 7-10 cases have 
gone before the appeal~ com.m1ttee 
since it was formed earlier this dec-
ade, and Alabama was the first to 
win an appeal. In that. case the com-
mittee refused to overturn· a postsea-
son ban but sided with Alabama on 
two issues the school considered 
more important: It agreed'·to elimi-
nate a third year of probation and re-
stored nine football scholarships. 
The. appellate panel ru_led in. the 
Alabama case that the mfract10ns 
committee violated procedures by 
'failing to notify the school of the 
charge before returning a guilty ver-
dict - a similarity to Louisville's 
case. The appeals committee also 
ruled that because of Alabama's cor-
rective ,iction, the third year of pro-
b'ation·tariil"the :•scliolarship losses 
wer_e "_exce~sive and inappropriate." 
. }11_ addition to the P!Ocedural is-
·su~s, ·u .of L argued yesterday that 
. the two violations McCray committed , . 
. were secondary, not major. In Sep-
··tember 1996 he arranged for Fred 
: Johnson, the father of forward Nate 
Jolinson, to receive a discounted 
room rate.at the Wilson Inn. In De-
.._ceriiber .,\hat. year McCray provided 
his personal credit card to t_he hotel 
as assurance thai Johnson would pay 
his-delinquent bill. 
The infractions committee is bound 
by NCAA Bylaw 19.02.2 in determin-
ing whether a violation is secondary 
or major. That bylaw defines a secon-
dary violation as "one that provides 
only a limited recruiting or competi-
tive advantage and that is (either) 
isolated or inadverteni in nature." 
U of L said yesterday that the in-
fraction didn't provide any advantage 
and was inadvertent, Shumaker said. 
McCray was present at the hear-
ing, represented by two attorneys 
from the Louisville firm of Tachau 
Maddox Hovious & Dickens. In its 
ruling last fall, the infractions com-
mittee said McCray cannot coach at 
another NCAA institution for three 
years without NCAA permission. 
Gregg Hovious, one of McCray's 
attorneys, argued that ·the violations 
McCray committed, were secondary 
and thus the restriction should be 
lifted. 
11 8asketball is Scooter's life," Ho-
vious said in an interview later." ... 
He loves . .to coach, .and ·he :loves to 
work with kids. It's very, very, very 
. important that he's able to do that." 
McCray was reassigned to ·an ad-
ministrative position within the 
U of L athletic program last June. 
Shumaker said he and Mike. Gla-
zier, U of L's attornev from Bond 
Schoenek & King. dfd all of the 
speaking during yesterday's meeting. 
aptly· located in "Counroom K" of 
The Pointe Hilton at Tapatio Cliffs. 
Also present for U of L were ath-
letic director Tom Jurich, associate 
athletic directors Miller and Neil 
Brooks. and Ray Nystrand, vice 
chairman of the U of L Athletic As-
sociation. C-USA commissioner Mike 
Slive, chairman of the appeals com-
mittee, was at the resort out recused 
himself from the meeting because of 
U of L's membership. 
Robert A. Stein, executive director 
of the American Bar Association and 
former dean of the University of-Min-
nesota law school, acted as chairman 
of the appeals committee_. !;le_ ~as 
joined by Kathy Noble, · associate 
commiss10ner of the Big Sky Confer-
ence; Marilyn Yarbrough, a law pro-
fessor at North Carolina; and Terry 
Don Phillips, athletic director at 
Oklahoma State. 
In Louisville, coach Denny Crum, 
· who did not appear before the com-
mittee, said his players aren't letting 
the appeal distract them. 
"Actually, I have not had any of 
the kids say one single word to me 
about the appeal," lle said. "Nor. 
have I said an~hing to them about it. 
We're just waiting. · 
"I think their focus is very good. 
They haven't had a problem with it." 
Senior center Alex Sanders agreed. 
"I don't think it will actually set in 
until tournament time whether we 
get·in or don't," he said. "Right now 
we're just trying to get wins and be 
in a situation wfiere we can make the 
tournament.". · 
Staff writer.Marc Spears contributed 
to this story. 
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The Rev. Michael Gaines, a graduate student, leads Mrvlce before a portrait of Kin£ 
Unity program 
marks King Day 
Morehead State University 
students, staff and faculty 
marked Martin Luther King 
Day Monday with a uunity in 
the Community" celebration. 
The event started with a 
march from the Little Bell 
Tower Plaza to Jesus Our 
Savior Catholic Church. MSU 
alumnus Meichelle Gaines 
Gibson, a former Miss MSU 
now with State Farm Insur-
ance in Cincinnati, was the 
featured speaker. The annu-
al tribute is sponsored by the 
Morehead/ Rowan County 
Ministerial Association, 
MSU's Office of Multicultural 
Student Services and MSU's About 200 marchers carrying lighted candles proceed acron 
Black Student Coalition. the MSU campus. 
,. The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,. Monday, January 17, 1999 
MSU historians create Vietnam record· 
To some, Morehead State 
University history teachers 
Yvonne Baldwin and John 
Ernst may seem like an odd 
pair to team up on an oral his-
tory project on the Vietam War. 
After all, Baldwin, chairman 
of MSU's history department, 
is the wife of a retired Anny 
lieutenant colonel who served 
in Vietn~, while Ernst is a 
young assistant' professor who 
was a child when the Vietnam 
War ended. However, the two 
share a passion for capturing 
on tape and in print the 
thoughts of a diverse group of 
individuals whose lives have 
been touched by America's 
most controversial W!l,r. 
The individuals interviewed 
by the two historians include 
the daughter of a Vietnam vet-
eran who committed suicide 
when she was young; a veteran 
who can't reconcile his Vietnam 
experience with his religious 
beliefs; veterans who have 
coped well with their war expe-
rience; and those who protested 
the war at home. 
The two hope to turn the 
project into a book and into a 
CD/ROM where listeners can 
hear the stories as told by the 
people who lived them. 
We commend the two profes-
sors for combining their talents 
on a valuable and fascinating 
project. · 
TUESDAY. JANUARY 19, 1999-:-'-MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 
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MSU Child Care Center 
m~oved to DoW~ing Hall 
By KIM HAMILTON The child care center was ere- projects at MSU's human 
. ated in 1996 by an Appalachian resources office . 
. StaffWnter, Regional·Commission grant to The hospital ·:also needed 
. allow employees ofMSU aridiSt. 'additional office space and 
_,, .,. Tl!e ~orehead.State Univer, ... Claire to.?ave .!!i~!'-~ d';'licat: .1jlowning Halt,proved . .to, be a 
s1ty Cli1ld Care Center has ed to carmg for their children,· suitable.facility for the new cen-
moved to a new location and while they are at work. , ter, Riley said. . 
larger facility at Downing'•Hall The three-year grant expired "The joint ·venture between 
behind the football stadium on the· end of,Decembel", but.John; . the hospital . and MSU was 
campus:·" "' - :. · ,, ..... ··. . .. :-;. son said the center still accepts deemed successful. The newly 
"The need for child care is St. Claire employej!s' children relocated center is still serving 
demanding and this is a place during the daytime hours·it;is - the needs .of both the hospital 
that tries to cater to that need," open from 6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. : and the university,'' Riley said. 
according to Sue Johnson, direc- "The medical center's utiliza- Over the past three years, 
tor. tion of the center was somewhat more than- 150 children of MSU 
The center was previously limited by the varying shifts at employees and non-traditional 
located at the old Church of God the hospital that are necessary students and St. Claire employ-
building on Hargis Avenue that to cover a 24-hour ·day, seven ees have been served by the cen-
is owned by St. Claire Medical day a week operation,'' accord- ter, according to Riley. 
Center now.· · ing to Bill Riley, with special The center still serves MSU 
- non-traditional students' chil-
dren as well as employees of 
MSU and St. Claire. 
Parents can enroll their chil-
dren any time throughout the 
year for infant care, toddler pro-
1 gram, preschool and after-school 
,club. •. 
Goals are to provide a safe, 
·healthy environment and a com-
/ prehensive program where chil-
l dren can have fun and· enjoy 
1 leariling; provide readiness 
• skills for a sound educational 
· foundation and encourage 
i parental involvement. 
Staff members include John-
son, director, and associates and 
· teachers Barbara Conn, Mavis 
' Howard, Kirsten Lindahl and 
Tonya Whitt. 
The new center is spread out 
over four rooms and houses 29 
children at present. Maximum 
capacity is 45 children. The cen-
ter is located at 116 Downing 
Hall. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL 
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New education leader praises 
state's investment in universities 
By RICHARD WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
DANVILLE, Ky. - State legislators 
made "a major, high-risk invest-
ment" in the state's future when they 
passed the 1997 higher-education re-
form law, said Gordon K. Davies, 
head of the council that coordinates 
the state's universities. 
One of the goals of the law was to 
broaden education opportunities for 
all •Kentuckians. By putting millions 
of dollars into improving the schools, 
and later by expanding student aid, 
"we are not just building better col-
leges and universities. We are build-
ing a better society," Davies said yes-
terday during the' Founders' Day pro-
gram at Centre College. 
Kentucky "has an enormous edu-
cational deficit. It is an ugly ditch 
that stands between us and better 
lives for our children and grandchil-
dren," he said. "We have to fill in the 
ditch."· 
, Although the South - and Ken-
tucky in particular - has made 
strides in improving higher education 
in recent decades, the state still re-
mains behind most of the nation in 
many areas usually linked to a better 
life, Davies said. 
For instance, only 14 percent of 
Kentuckians have a bachelor's de-
gree, compared with 25 percent for 
the nation as a whole, he noted. Only 
about 45 percent of Kentucky's high 
school graduates continue their edu-
cation, compared with about 67 per-
cent nationally, he added. 
Kentucky's per-capita income is 
only about four-fifths of the national 
figure. · 
"And fewer older women and men 
participate in advanced education, 
despite clear evidence that learning 
has replaced raw material as the ba-
sis of a robust economy," he said. 
In undertaking the 1997 reform 
and financing it generously, Davies 
said, Kentucky's lawmakers were 
"seeking to create a better society, 
stronger families and communities, 
greater economic self-sufficiency, 
healthier babies and better schools, 
more judicious use of the land and its 
resources." . 
The legislation revamped the way 
the state oversees its universities, 
community colleges and technical 
colleges. It also created a board for 
community and technical colleges, 
added millions of dollars to efforts to 
improve various programs and to 
make the University of Kentuckr one 
of the top 20 public universities m re-
search by 2020. 
Davies warned against a tendency 
to evaluate the success of Kentucky's 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL 
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investment only in terms of rankings 
with other states in such areas as ob-
taining federal research money or 
producing more college graduates. 
"These measures are important, 
but only as a means to an end," he 
said. . · 
. "Our challenge is to demonstrate 
that the lives of Kentuckians -
whether they go to college or not -
are better because our colleges and 
universities have become stronger, 
and the people more skilled and 
knowledgeable. Our work is to help 
build a better society in which we all 
share," he said. 
Davies became president of Ken-
tucky's Council on Postsecondarv 
Education in July. He previously 
headed Virginia's Council for Higher 
Education for two decades. 
He acknowledged that he was "an 
outsider" in Kentucky "with a few 
years' experience and a bag of tricks 
that have worked elsewhere and may 
work here." 
Centre College bestowed honorary 
degrees on Davies and Nelson D. 
Rodes Jr. of Danville, a Centre alum-
nus and vice chairman of the school's 
board of trustees, yesterday. James 
Evans, another alumnus and former 
chairman of the trustees, was given 
the Isaac Shelby Medallion, the high-
est honor conferred by the trustees. 
UK earns national research ranking 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky has achieved a 
national ranking. It was in research, not basketball. 
Licensing income and patents were enough for UK to rank 34th 
among 132 private and public institutions responding to a su!"ey ~y 
the Association of University Technology Managers, a university 
statement said. 
The survey was for the fiscal year that ended June 30, 1997. 
UK reported receiving nearly $2.6 !"illion in royalties on licensed 
technology that included a nas~I delivery method for. pharmace~t1-
cals. It also included three vaccines for horses and an implant device 
for treating eye diseases, the statement said. 
UK held 52 licenses during the period. It applied for 30 patents and 
received notification that 12 were issued, the statement said. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Thursday, January 21, 1999 
Latest chief says KSU 
must plan for greatness 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HERAI..OLEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
George Reid is not overly inter-
ested in Kentucky State University's 
past 
Even though he's a historian by 
trade, the new president is focused on 
the future of the Frankfort campus. 
"When the history of KSU has 
been written, we will be held respon-
sible for what we had the opportuni-
ty to do, but did not do," Reid said. 
This morning, in his first "State 
of the University'' address, Reid will 
unveil his plan for the state's small-
est public university. 
The state of Kentucky State is 
strong, Reid said, which came as no 
surprise to him - ''Kentucky State is 
a plum in the higher education 
world." 
"But there are a great deal of 
challenges ahead of us and we have 
to face them head on," he said. 
Already Reid, who has been at 
KSU almost seven months, has be, 
gun tackling some of the problems 
that have plagued Kentucky State's 
presidents. 
Reid has had to rebuild much of 
his administration. Many of Ken-
In the past, some faculty members 
and regents at the 2,200-student cam-
pus have complained that no one took 
responsibility for the university's finan. 
cial and academic problems. 
Auditors have often found numer-
ous accounting problems, such as spot-
ty record-keeping, that have made 
keeping accurate books nearly impossi-
ble and made the university late pay-
ing bills. 
The university's education depart-
ment, which Reid says has the poten-
tial to be a star for the campus, is on 
probation with a national accrediting 
organization and the state's standards 
board 
Reid said that the problems of the 
past will end with him. 
"We will not operate as a universi-
ty that is not accountable to anyone," 
he said. 
One of the first tests will come in 
March, when the university's accredit-
ing agency, the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Schools, visits. 
Accreditation means that a univer-
sity is meeting higher education's in-
dustry standards. SACS regularly re-
views colleges to determine whether ac-
creditation should be renewed. · 
So far, most on the campus give 
Reid good marks for his first six 
months, but some say it's too early to 
judge. "There is a kind of wait-and-see 
attitude among the faculty," said re-
gent Charles Bennett. 
tucky State's top a~tors retired 
along with former president Mary 
Smith last spring. Reid ~s hired t:vo 
new vice presidents, appomted a third 
and is looking for a fourth. 
Reid said building a strong leader-
ship structure is key to tackling anoth-
er persistent problem - the lack of ac-
countability. 
Students say that Reid has made a 
point to be accessible. He's even told 
student leaders to call him at home 
· with any major problems. _ . _ . 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Thursday, January 21, 1999 
Readers' views 
Impeachment 
defies will of the 
American people 
Well the Republicans have done it. 
They ha~e defied the will of the Ameri-
can people and impeached Clinton with 
a virtually strict party-line vote. Such a 
party-line vote must be ·seen as a bla-
tantly partisan political act. 
No matter how sincere some of the 
Republicans may have been in believ-. 
ing that Clinton has truly committed an 
impeachable offense, this does not 
change the fact that the reason Clinton · 
was impeached 'Yas_ because _th~ R~-
publicans had a s1gn!ficant ma1onty m 
this lame-duck session of the House 
and voted with the party leadership. 
In· order for an impeachment to 
have legitjmacy and credi~il_ity as be-
ing more than blatant poht!~l p~1-
sanship it has to have broad bipartisan 
support with important members and 
leaders of the. president's own party 
supporting the impeachment 
This kind of bipartisan support ex-
isted in the case of the Nixon impeach-
ment which is why it had legitimacy 
and ~edibility. It is completely missing 
in the case of the Clinton impeachment, 
which is why it amounts to an act of 
blatant political partisanship and is like 
the impeachment of Andrew Johnson. 
Roland Buck 
Morehead 
''I have been encouraged by his at-
titude toward students and working 
with them," said student body presi-
dent Lavell Wilkerson. "That's a 
change for sure." 
Reid said that being accessible to 
the community is important to improv-
ing Kentucky State. 
"We have to make sure that every-
one is at the table," he said. 
That helps, Reid said, when it 
comes to one of his biggest goals -
creating a "road map" for the future. 
Kentucky State, he said, needs to 
better determine what it is as a univer-
sity and whom it should serve. "Uni-
versities do not become great by stum-
bling upon greatness." 
"The truly great universities have 
decided what their futures will be, have 
created a plan for that future, and have 
followed their plans." 
And once it has developed that 
plan, it must make sure that the public 
knows that message. 
''Most of the people in Frankfort 
think of Kentucky State as an asset to 
the community," Reid said. "But we 
haven't done enough to make sure that 
we are actively involved in this com-
munity and a part of its future." 
For Reid, part of the future will in-
clude striking a balance between its 
history as a predominantly black uni-
versity and the reality that it has one of 
the most racially diverse campuses in 
the state. 
Kentucky State's current student 
body is almost evenly split among 
black and white students, although the 
majority of students who live in the 
dorms are black. 
Reid said, however, there is one 
theme that joins the Kentucky State's· 
past and present its dual roles as a 
land-grant university and a historically 
black college. . 
That, he said, means serving mi-
nority students as well as fulfilling its 
mission to provide services to the en-
tire state. 
"Thjs campus has always opened 
its doors to the underserved, and we 
don't plan to stop that now," he said. 
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0. Leonard Press, 
who started KET, 
gets Centre award 
He made the arts, 
and GED courses 
availableJ:o all 
Associated Press 
DANVILLE, Ky. - 0. Leonard 
Press founding director of Kentucky 
Educ~tional Television, has received 
one of the highest arts honors in the 
state for his stewardship of the net-
work. 
Centre College gave Press its Jane 
Morton Norton Award for outstand-
ing contributions to the arts in Ken-
tucky. Press, 70, the third recipient ?f 
the award, was honored at a black-tie 
dinner Monday night before a con-
cert by the Boston Pops orchestra at 
Centre's Norton Center for the Arts. 
The performance celebrated the cen-
ter's 25th-anniversary season. 
. The Norton award is given only 
when the staff of the Norton Center 
determines there is a truly outstand-
ing person in the Kentucky arts 
world. 
Press was chosen for his visionary 
leadership in KET's founding in 1963, 
said George Foreman, the Norton 
Center's executive director. Press 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL 
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setved as KET's executive director 
for 28 years, five Qf them before its 
first broadcast, which came in 1968. 
"He was insistent that KET be a 
statewide resource for delivering edu-
cational and cultural programs to 
Kentuckians," Foreman said. 
·Press created a partnership be-
tween KET and the Kentucky Center 
for the Arts in Louisville, making it 
possible to broadcast arts center per-
formances across the state. 
During his tenure, KET grew from · 
fewer than 100 employees and a 
budget of $1.8 million a year to more 
than 200 emP.loyees and a budget of 
nearly $20 million. 
KET's General Education Develop-
ment program, which allowed many 
people to obtain high school eq'!iv-
alency certificates by watching 
courses on television; drew praise 
from other public-TV networks as a I 
hallmark achievement. 
The award, as well as the center, is 
named after Jane Morton Norton, the 
late Kentucky philanthropist and art-
ist. · 
Acclaimed Kentucky folk artist 
Minnie Adkins ·received the first 
award in 1992. The second went to 
Lawrence Leighton Smith, who was 
then conductor of the Louisville Or-
chestra, in 1994. 
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U:icks "kidnapping · ., ._ _ .. _ ... 
t . • •1 •·t t··  M . d .. .,.li::.!:;tiame buyer, ana m an;ensumg rla S. ar ·S : on ay JIO~ograiihic sites on t!te World .· struggle ·forcin!! lier ipto. the Wide Web,. ,:•1 - . •-·°"'_.\ .. :-,,~~.,,basement and using a stun gun 
. . dence.- can be used as evi- 1f.Among.other evidence found ·on her. Fitch fought off her_ 
ByS~KELLY ·· . dence, according to Assistant ;J»>:sta~eJ>!>llc~ was a stun gun attacker,whothenlled. 
StaffWnter Commonwealth Attorney Gary ·~und m Hicks MSU office. . Hicks was traced to Kentucky 
The trial of a ·former More-
head State University professor, 
charged with kidnapping and. 
assaulting a woman with a stun 
gun, begins Monday in Mon-
tana. 
Charles Hicks, 63, has been 
jail_ed in Bozeman, Mont. since 
June 11, after he allegedly 
attacked Marcie Fitch, 20, with 
a stun gun while posing as a 
home buyer in April. 
Gallatin County District 
Judge Mike Salvagni recently 
ruled that all evidence - includ-
ing pornographic materials 
found in Hicks'. Moreh_ead resi-
Adkins. :"!!:Hicks' attorney, .William by .a credit-.card· receipt he 
Kentucky State Police Det. :S!l;rllett of.Bozeman, wanted all droppe_d on Fitch's lawn. : ·. . . 
Matt Sparks testified at a sup- ~flc!ence from the state.police Hicks admitted to.a court-
pression hearing in Bozeman, -search .rul.ed as inadmissible in appointed psychologist that he 
Mont. Nov. 13. The hearing·~. ·,,[.-VJ. · •, ,··" ·, entered. Fitch's home and 
dealt with evidence collected by . Th11- por,;,ography evidence · engaged in a struggle. But he 
Sparks and state police at Hicks' was a major factor in Salvagni's told psychologist James Mur-
residence, following his May 11 .S~pt. 29 _order, which doubled phey that Fitch let him.into the 
arrest as a fugitive from justice. Hicks' ,bml to $200,000 -;- '!fier ho'!'e, and that the attack ~tart-
A disk police found in the :Sicks attorney, Wi1ham ed m the basem~nt, acc;o_~g to 
computer had hundreds of files •Bart_!~tt of Bozeman, sought to the ~ozema'!.Daily Chronicle. 
containing pornography down- have 1t reduce<!. to.$26 000. , . , Hicks clmmecl., j,e was travel-
loaded from the Internet. J~Ricks was charged by Boze- .. ,ng. through Bozeman to Mor~-
The majority of the pictures tJl!IUl poli~ with entilrinlf Fitch's head, en ~ute fr~m visiting his. 
an~ films depicted viole!'_ce ·.J!~me Apnl 27 wh!.Je.~g as a daugh~z:.m "'ashington State,J/.: 
against women and necroph1ha. · a- "'t .. 'i.--:i. - · · · - • ., 
Police also found addresses for 
1,- f,l--P' L,Of'\ '..J_~-"hL, '"IY'.I ·s~urc /!'ES /1.1/:JL' Clip :; ee HN 
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Official 
outlines 
goals for 
colleges 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
DANVILLE - Kentucky 
should guard against a tendency 
to evaluate its investment in 
higher education only in terms of 
rankings with other states, said 
the president of Kentucky's Coun-
cil on Postsecondary Education. 
Comparisons with other states 
in such areas as obtaining federal 
research money or producing 
more college graduates are impor-
tant, but only "as a means to an 
end," Gordon Davies said. 
"Our challenge is to demon-
strate that the lives of Kentuck-
ians - whether they go to col-
lege or not - are better because 
our colleges and universities have 
become stronger, and the people 
more skilled and knowledgeable. 
Our work is to help build a better 
society in which we all share," he 
said. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Friday, January 22, 1999 
Davies spoke during the 
Founders' Day program Wednes-
day at Centre College. 
State legislators made "a ma-
jor, high-risk investment"· in the 
state's future when they passed 
the 1997 higher-education reform 
law, said Davies, who heads the 
council that coordinates the 
state's universities. 
One goal of the law was to 
broaden education opportunities 
for all Kentuckians. By putting 
millions of dollars into improving 
the schools, and later by expand-
ing student aid, "we are not just 
building better colleges and uni-
versities. We are building a better 
society," lJavies said. 
Kentucky "has an enormous 
educational deficit. It is an ugly 
ditch that stands between us and 
better lives for our children and 
grandchildren," he said. ''We have 
to fill in the ditch." 
In undertaking the 1997 re-
form and financing it generously, 
Davies said, lawmakers were 
"seeking to create a better society, 
stronger families and communi-
ties, greater economic self-suffi-
ciency, healthier babies and bet-
ter schools, more judicious use of 
the land and its resources." 
The legislation changed the 
way the state oversees its univer-
sities, community colleges and 
technical colleges. It also created 
a board for community and tech-
nical colleges, added millions of 
dollars to efforts to improve vari-
ous programs and is expected to 
elevate the University of Ken-
tucky into the top 20 public uni-
versities in research by the year 
2020. 
Davies became president of 
the post-secondary education 
council in July. He previously 
headed Virginia's Council for 
Higher Education for two 
decades. 
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky, Thursday, January 21. 1999 
Patrick gets 
appointment 
FRANKFORT - Beth G. 
Patrick, assistant vice presi-
dent for information technol-
ogy at Morehead State Uni-
versity, was appointed by 
Gov. Paul Patton last week to 
the Kentucky Information 
Resources Management Com-
mission. She replaces Charles 
Anderson of Bowling Green, 
whose term expired. Patrick 
will serve for a term ending 
July 15, 2002. 
The late Joe D. Wedding-
ton of Prestonsburg was re-
placed on the Gas System 
Restoration and Development 
Project Account Review 
Board by Ernest P. Fowler of 
Frankfort. 
Fowler will serve during 
the governor's incumbency 
and will represent the com-. 
mercial or industrial con-
sumers, Patton's office an-
nounced last week. 
606-783-2030 
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Fire destroys 
much more 
than house 
Valuable· folk art treasures 
lost i:p._Lewis County blaze 
By WIWAM KELLY ·- -- taken. 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT No one knows if the thief 
TOLLER HOLLOW - had any idea of the value of 
One of the last things Noah the art, aesthetically or finan-
Kinney wanted to do before cially. 
he died in 1991 was to make For the most part, the 
a wooden Moses for his wife, house has been empty since 
Hazel. .;-,>'. _;,;.c,/W-c'c i Hazel Kinney, now 69, sold it 
But the· L"ewis. County to Edgeworth and moved to 
artist, nationally known for Flemingsburg after her hus-
his wood. carvings, riever band's death at age 79. 
started the project. ..-· - ; Edgeworth, a friend of the 
Minnie Adkins, probably Kinneys and Adkinses, was 
the best known living Ken- using the house to store folk 
tucky"folk ·artist today and a art pieces, most of them made 
longtime· mend of the Kin- by Adkins and her late hus-
neys, wanted· ·to do some- band, Garland. 
thing for Hazef'to help soft- Edgeworth bought the art 
en the blow of her husband's and displayed it during the 
death. ··, ·:,,-., ':·. ·t ,. : :· last year at art shows in 
, Adkins, of Isonville in El- Louisville and Memphis. 
liott County; carved·. a two- Hazel Kinney loaned the 
foot-tall wooden Moses and Moses to Edgeworth for use in 
gave it to. Hazel. , · . the shows. 
"It was the only one I ever Also stored in the house 
made," Adkins• said. last were pieces made by other 
week. "I took it to Hazel and Kentucky artists, including 
·· - --· · - · ·- Ronald and Jessie Cooper of 
said, 'Noah didn't get to Flemingsburg. 
make you one, -but I want Spared from the flames 
you to.have the one I m,ade 
for you.'" . · · "" ·· 
The one-of-a-kind Moses 
was among dozens of unique 
folk art treasures reduced to 
ash in a Jan. 10 blaze that . 
destroyed the old home of 
Noah and Hazel Kinney in 
remote Toller Hollow, 12 
miles from Vanceburg. ---
·•Lewis County Sheriff Bill 
Lewis said the house was 
torched. The sheriffs office 
and Kentucky State Police 
have a suspect, but aren't 
discussing details until after 
making an arrest. 
Whoever set the fire stole 
two televisions and an air 
conditioner from the house. 
The house's owner, Chicago 
art collector Richard Edge-
worth, believes some art 
pieces may also have been 
were the works of Noah Kin-
ney and. his late brother, 
Charley, a celebrated artist in 
his own right. 
Most of their pieces are 
now in major museums or in 
the hands of other private col-
lectors. 
A devastafing loss 
Edgeworth put the value of 
the destroyed or stolen art at 
"easily" $100,000. Because 
the house was not occupied, 
he had been unable to have its 
contents·, including the art, in-
sured. 
"Devastating," he said of 
the loss. 
Minnie Adkins said the ar-
sonist deprived an entire com-
munity of part of its heritage. 
"The work that Garland 
did can never be replaced," 
she said. "It's just a sad feel-
ing to me to know that so 
much of our work is gone 
(and) can't be looked at any-
more." 
Edgeworth came from 
Chicago this week to salvage 
what he could from the heap 
of charred rubble. Among the 
broken glass and heat-twisted 
tin lay a $15,000 stone carv-
ing of Adam and Eve by noted 
North Carolina artist Ray-
mond Coin. 
"To (the thieO, it would 
have just been a pretty stone," 
he said. 
· · In the last five years, Edge-
worth said, he a_nd the proper-
ty's co-owner, Mike Forrest, 
also of Chicago, invested more 
than $66,000 and many hours 
of!abor restoring and expand-
ing the house. 
"It was going to be a memo-
rial to the Kinney brothers, a 
place for folk art collectors to 
visit from around the world," 
Edgeworth said. 
The original house was a 
modest dwelling that Noah, 
Hazel and Charley fashioned 
from scrap lumber in 1962. 
"I'm sorry they burned the 
house, because that was the 
biggest piece of art that Noah 
ever made," said Edgeworth, 
60. 
Hazel Kinney felt the loss 
f on a more personal level. 
' When she learned of the fire, 
she said, "it about near killed 
me." 
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Ky. author Offutt leaving 
for Iowa writing program 
By Art Jester 
HERALDID!JER BOOK EDITOR 
Just when it seemed that one of Ken-
tucky's finest authors had come home for 
good, he has decided to leave again. 
But, as Rowan County's Chris Offutt ex-
plained yesterday, he's leaving because he 
got a surprise offer he simply couldn't 
refuse. 
Offutt, 40, a self-described "professional 
wanderer," has been hired as a visiting pro-
fessor at the prestigious Iowa W rit_ers'_ 
Workshop at the University of Iowa. He 
starts in January 2000. 
Ironically, Offutt's decision to leave the 
state coincides with the publication of his 
new book Out of the Woo~: Stones (Simon 
& Schuster, 172 pages, $21), a collection of 
short stories about Kentuckians who yearn 
to come home to the mountains. 
Offutt will leave a part-time teaching 
post at his undergraduate alma mater, 
Morehead State University, to 
take another part-time post at 
Iowa, where he earned a master of 
fine arts degree in 1990. 
"It's an honor, a dream come 
true for anyone who went to the 
Iowa Writers' Workshop to be 
asked to teach there," Offutt said 
yesterday, "I cannot in good con-
science turn it down. But the tim-
ing is terrible. We had just moved 
back (to Morehead last summer)." 
Offutt, who was in Albu-
querque, NM, yesterday on vaca-
tion, said the Iowa job offered 
"triple the salary for half the 
workload." 
Last summer, Offutt spoke of 
his happiness at being back in 
Kentucky after 20 years as a 
drifter. He has lived in Kentucky, 
Iowa, New York City, Boston, 
Montana, New Mexico and Ari-
zona, and has held more than 50 
part-time jobs, including dish-
washer, Everglades tour guide 
and carnival employee. 
Asked if he might return to 
Kentucky for another job some-
day, he laughed and said, "Let's 
just quote Happy Chandler (who 
once said, 'Every Kentuckian is ei-
ther going home or thinking 
about it.')." 
Nevertheless, Offutt said the 
Iowa post is "a big door to a lot 
more doors" of opportunity for a 
writer and a teacher of writing. 
Offutt, who lives in his native 
Haldeman {pop. 200), has enjoyed 
great acclaim since his first book, 
Kentucky Straight, a collection of 
short stories, was published in 
1992. In 1996, Granta, an interna-
tional literary magazine, selected 
him as one of America's 20 best 
young authors under age 40. 
He said he is working on an-
other novel and on a non-fiction 
book "about the concept of home." 
"I'm writing short stories all the 
time," he added. 
The Iowa Writers' Workshop, 
founded in 1936, enrolls 100 stu-
dents (about 4 percent of those 
who apply) in a two-year master's 
degree program. It is generally 
coupled with Stanford Universi-
ty's Wallace Stegner Fellowships 
as the nation's pre-eminent writ-
ing program. 
;tilt'rank Conroy, an author and 
'tii;r:-ciirector of the Iowa Writers' 
Workshop, called Offutt "ab-
solutely brilliant" with "writing so 
clear and focused." 
~nroy was Offutt's teacher 
when he was a student at Iowa. 
"When I read his application 
(in 1988), I said, 'This kid is good. 
He can go someplace,'" Conroy 
said. "He did good work here, and 
as he got out, his writing got 
stronger and stronger." 
· Conroy said the length of Of-
futt's appointment at Iowa is in-
definite. But the expectation is Of-
futt will be there for at least two 
years. He will teach one semester 
a year, offering two courses - a: , 
workshop in which students' writ- I 
ing is analyzed and a seminar on · 
the forms of fiction. 
The workshop's permanent 
faculty are Conroy; novelists 
Ethan Canin, James Alan McPher-
son and Marilynne Robinson; and 
poets Jorie Graham, Marvin Bell 
and James Galvin. McPherson and 
Graham are Pulitzer Prize win-
ners. 
Conroy said Offutt will join 
another visiting professor who 
has not been announced yet. 
Offutt's hiring at Iowa also 
drew plaudits from another for-
mer teacher, Marc Glasser, a pro-
fessor of English and associate 
vice president for academic affairs 
at Morehead State. 
"We are very pleased to have 
had Chris at Morehead State, even 
though it was for a brief time," 
Glasser said. "We recognize that 
he will be moving on to one of the 
very finest .... programs in cre-
ative writing. As always, we wish 
Chris the very best. His success 
has been spectacular.'' 
Acclaimed· 
author Chris 
, Offutt has 
I, been hired as visiting· 
professor at 
the Iowa Writ-
ers' Work-
shop. 
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Big part 
of area's 
,history 
• • 1s tone 
By,WILLJAM KELLY 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
-- TOLLER HOLLOW - The 
Kinney brothers never left the 
farm where they grew up. 
Charley Kinney was a 
bachelor who lived in a tiny · 
house across the creek from 
his brother, Noah. 
Both were just · a stone's 
throw from the old log house 
where the Kinneys spent their 
boyhood. . . 
Charley died in April 1991, 
a few months before his broth-
er. 
He was best known for his 
homemade puppets and for 
his skill as a mountain musi-
cian. . 
In the 1970s and '80s, 
Noah, who played guitar, and 
Charlie, an accomplished fid-
dler, would hold Sunday mu-
sic festivals in their barn, 
drawing spectators from as 
near as the next hollow and as 
far as Europe. · 
They were featured on 
American and British televi-
sion for their musical and 
artistic talents. 
"The Kinney farm was a 
cultural mecca, with different 
meaning for different people," 
saiciAiloan Swam.....curator_ of 
the Kentucky Folk Art Center 
in Morehead. . 
To many local people, it 
was a place to come for friend-
ship, storytelling or to get lost 
in a special brand of string in-
strument playing peculiar to 
eastern Fleming and south-
western Lewis counties, 
Swain said. 
"To folk art enthusiasts, 
this place signified hallowed 
ground, as the homeplace of 
two very important artists." 
he said. 
Richard Edgeworth, a 
Chicago art collector who 
bought the Kinneys' work and 
became friends with them, 
bought Noah's house after his 
death. . . 
The house burned Jan. 10 
in a fire that authorities said 
was arson. The only thinirs 
left standing were a gazebo 
and part of a deck that over-
looks a stream that washes 
out of the surrounding hills. 
Edgeworth, who lived in 
the house a few weeks out of 
the year, said he will rebuild 
it, partly because he would 
miss his neighbors if he did-
n't. 
But he knows no one can 
ever bring back the original. 
"Part of Kentucky's history 
will be gone," he said. 
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C?Ilege offers spring 
trip to Quebec City includes round-trip air fare 
IRONTON_ Ohio U . / from Cincinnati to Quebec 
sity Southern Campus i~iver- City,_ two-night stay at the 
sponsoring a group exc . Mamor Victoria Hotel break-
to Quebec City Canadaursrnn fast each day, a sight;eeing 
April 30 through May 2: tour o_f the historic old city 
TJ_u-ee hours of college and airport transfers and 
credit, through Ohi' U . taxes. _ 
•ty . o mver- R • t . d $ s1 ,_WIii be given to all wh _eips ration an 50 de-
part1cipate. 0 posit 1s due by Jan. 30. For 
The price is $349 per I more information, call Steve 
son (double occupancy) pher-h Call at (740) 533-4559 or 
W IC • (800) 626-0513, . 
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WEKU is suffering 
1 
from broken antenna 
By Heather Svokos 
HERAlCH..EADER POP CULTURE WRITER 
If. WEKU-FM is sounding a httle more staticky lately, it's not your antenna. It's theirs. 
On Tuesday, a chunk of the 
antenna, which sits atop a tower 
at Clay's Ferry, broke off and 
tum~led 700 feet to the ground. 
Station manager Tim Singleton 
said he suspects high winds 
caused the daniage. 
The public radio station 
(88.9), which is based at Eastern 
Kentucky University, is now op-
erating at 10 percent power. 
~ince the quality of the sig-
!181 ts degraded, reception in Lex-
ington and other WEKU areas 
- Scott, Woodford, Mercer, 
Powell and Rockcastle counties 
:- will be noisier, and will fade 
m and out a lot. 
Officials are now weighing 
options on how to fix, or patch, 
the problem, Singleton said. , 
One of those options is tri in-
stall a temporary antenna b,! f, 
which workers have fashiolll.d 
out of an old antenna. That in-
stallation would take a few 
weeks, depending on the weath-
er, and should bring the station 
up to 50 percent power. 
Before the 50,000-watt station 
can return to full power, officials 
will have to determine whether 
they can afford to buy a new an-
tenna, to the estimated tune of 
$25,000. 
"Then it's a matter of finding 
the money," Singleton said. If 
WEKU goes that route, it could 
take until the summer to get 
back to normal. 
The antenna problem comes 
at an unfortunate time: the sta-
tion's pledge drive kicks off 
March 19. 
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Group effort needed 
to account for progress, 
KSU president says 
By RICHARD WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky 
State University President George 
Reid said yesterday that accountabil-
ity for improving the school starts at 
the top, in the president's office. 
In his first State of the University 
address, Reid - who became KSU 
president in July- told faculty, staff 
and students that he is willing to be 
responsible for the school's progress. 
But he can't do it alone, he said. 
"All of us, faculty, stall and stu-
dents in addition to the president, 
must be held accountable for the cali-
ber of the work we pmduce," Reid 
said. 
During remarks lasting nearly 45 
minutes, Reid limited his comments 
to his priorities during the remainder 
of his first year. Any long-range pro-
posals, he said, will come from a 
strategic plan being developed by a 
panel of campus and community rep-
resentatives. 
Besides developing that plan and 
increasing overall campus account- 1 
ability, Reid said his other two priori- I 
ties are· completing· his cabinet and I 
improving community relations. . 1 
At one point, Reid hinted that ac- · 
countability at the school had suf-
fered in the past. He made no men-
tion of recurring problems in its ac-
counting system, which has made 
producing a financial statement im-
possible, or probationary status of 
the education department by national 
and state accrediting groups. 
But he said some officials have 
been forced to keep "their linger in 
the administrative dike." 
He also said the school "can no 
longer thrive and prosper on the 
backs of a few people." Personal 
friendships, Reid said, cannot be sub-
stituted for good work. 
"A progressive and healthy Ken-
tuckY State University is bigger than 
any personal regards that we have 
for each other," he said. 
Reid, who came to KSU from a 
vice presidency at Benedict College 
in South Carolina, has named new 
vice presidents for financial, student 
and academic affairs and expects to 
name. a new official for university ad-
vancement by July I. That person 
will oversee alumni affairs, grants 
and· contracts, media relations and 
fund-raising, Reid said. 
A national search is under way to 
fill the post. 
Reid also .said 
he expects his 
cabinet members 
to assemble their 
own supporting 
team members, 
11some of whom 
are already here 
· at KSU and oth-
ers we will have 
to recruit." 
He likened the 
university plan to 
Reid a "road map" to 
guide the school. 
While a panel is developing it, Reid said 
ideas are Welcome from others on the 
campus. "Each of you needs to help us 
develop that plan, because I want each 
of your ideas reflected," Reid said. 
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KSU students protest cafeteria 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HERAlDlEAOER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - New Kentucky State 
University President George Reid told stu-
dents yesterday that he's ultimately responsi0 
ble for any problems there and should be 
held accountable. 
Less than 30 minutes after Reid spoke 
those words, the students tested his resolve. 
Nearly 600 Kentucky State students 
staged a protest and boycott of the universi-
ty's Underwood Cafeteria, complaining of too 
little food to meet student demand and un-
sanitary conditions. 
· .. ,~At'this point, the students are fed up 
witli inferior food and service, and this was 
,'the last resort to have our grievances ad-
dressed," said student government member 
LeSheyl Sowell 
To emphasize their point, student took 
part in a take-out food picnic in front of the 
cafeteria entrance. Sowell and student body 
treasurer Markeith Braden said they spent 
nearly $1,300 for a luncheon of pizza and sub 
sandwiches for residential students. 
Only the roughly 600 students who live in 
the university dorms are required to purchas, 
$500-a-semester meal plans. 
Braden said the student government alsc 
planned to provide dinner for on-campus stu 
dents last night 
Kentucky State budget director Carsor 
Smith confrrmed that students had not usec 
university funds to pay for the take-out meal 
The protest began right after Reid, who ii 
completing his first six months on the job 
gave his first state of the university address 
which many students attended. 
> 
•• ............ ,~(IV' 
Reid expressed surprise over 
the boycott and protest, though he 
said he had talketl with students 
1bout th'ill" complaints last fall. 
"But, frankly, if students are 
his upset about the quality of the 
'ood service, we clearly will have 
n deal with this problem," Reid 
,aid. "They are the consumers." 
Reid met with the student 
;overnment officials for about an 
,ou,;, yesterday afternoon in a 
losed-door meeting. Larry Wat-
on, Reid's executive assistant, 
said afterward the administration 
was confident the problems would 
be resolved. 
Protesting students say prob-
lems, like the cafeteria often run-
ning out of food at peak dinning 
times, are intolerable. 
"If you get there late in the 
evening, there's nothing left. and 
even if you get there early they 
may be nothing left," said senior 
William Rogers. 
Students also complained that 
food has been served on dirty 
dishes, and the cafeteria doesn't 
provide ingredient lists for its of-
,vv_, ... ----, ''II 
ferings to help students with food 
allergies. 
But Kendra Palmer, environ-
mental supervisor for the Franklin 
County Health Department, said 
her office hasn't received any for-
mal complaints about the cafete· 
ria. Health department records re-
vealed no violations in the past 
four years. 
Underwood Cafeteria is man-
aged by Marriott Food Services, 
which is in the first year of a 
three-year contract with Kentucky 
State. Food services director Kem-
ric Thomas declined to comment 
on the students' complaints. 
Student organizers say th, 
timing of the protest was no coin 
cidence, adding that they hav, 
complained in the past. 
"It's a not a slam against Dr 
Reid or Kentucky State," said Ani· 
ta Foreman, student government 
vice president. "But the fact is we 
had no other option to get admin-
istration's attention." 
Freshman Chauncey Brown 
summed up the majority of the 
protesters' feelings. 
"They treat us like we owe 
them something for eating there, 
when really it's the other way 
around." 
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FightatMSU 
draws40-50 
A fight possibly involving 40-
50 people near AD:t:JC l!'-te 
Wednesday night, 1s being 
investigated b:y Morehead State 
University Police. · . 
Richard Green, MSU director 
of public safety, said one person 
was injured and transported ~ 
st. Claire Medic!'-1 Cent'!r 1~ 
Morehead following the met• 
dent. . . 
No other details were 1!D1'1e• 
diately available, pending d 
review of reports from MSU an 
Morehead police ~ho were at 
the scene, Green smd. . 
MSU Police requested assis-
tance from Kentucky St~te 
Police at 11:55 p,m.1 accordmi 
to the commumcations log a 
Post s. It was unclear how m_any 
p~op_le were actually_Qghtmg, 
MSU Police told the KSP, . 
State police sent four units to 
the scene. The incident was h~n-
dled by MSU and city pohce 
before state police arrived, the 
log said. 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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Patton to name msk force 
to focus on teacher training 
• - - # --
By Linda B. Blackford 
and Holly E. Stepp 
HERALD-l.EADER EDUCATION WRITERS 
Gov. ·Paul Patton is expected 
to appoint an 18-member task 
force of legislators and education 
experts to examine teacher train-
ing across Kenlucky and--senlie • 
stage for clianges to be made in 
the 2000 General Assembly, legis-
lators said. · · 
Patton probably will name the 
group in the next two weeks, Sen_-· 
ate Majority Leader David Karein, 
D-Loiiisville, said yesterday_- It 
. will be made up of six senators, 
six.representatives and six people 
appointed by Patton. 
· Karem said the idea emerged 
from discussions about making 
the Education.Professional Stan-
dards' Board an independent enti-
ty. The board, which . overs~ 
certification of teachers, ts a wmg 
of the Kentucky Department of 
Education. 
"We realized it makes sense to 
look at this issue from top to bot-
tom," Karem said. "The idea was 
that we ought to start looking at 
the big issue with a task force 
and come up with something for 
the 2000 session." 
The task force will examine 
issues ranging from higher stan-
dards and better academic train-
ing in college to more accurate 
certification and on-the-job train-
ing for teachers. 
Patton's education liaison, Ed 
Ford, was out of town yesterday 
and unavailable for comment. 
Although the task force mem-
bers have not yet been named, 
Gordon Davies, president of the 
Council on Postsecondary Educa-
tion, said he expected to serve. 
"It is a great thing that the 
governor is forming this task 
force," Davies said. "Teacher edu-
cation is a topic whose time has 
came. And if anything, whose 
time is long overdue." 
Karem said teacher training is 
a ·hot topic in Kentucky and 
nationwide and was heightened 
by a recent Herald-Leader series 
that found that teacher standards 
in college and on the job rank 
among the lowest in the South. 
The Prichard Committee for 
Academic Excellence has already 
formed a group to study teacher 
training. 
Major Issue In legislature 
"There have been a lot of 
questions asked about why 
things aren't changing for the 
better," said Senate Education co-
chairman Lindy Casebier, R-
Louisville. "A lot of teachers have 
not gotten the training they 
need." 
Casebier said he expects 
teacher training to be a majored-
ucation issue of the next General 
Assembly. 
.. This is not the first time a 
governor has attempted to make 
changes in the way the state's 
teachers are trained. 
1n 1993, Gov. Brereton Jones 
appointed a task force, led by 
Ford, who at that time was a 
state senator, to put teacher-
preparation . ind -licensing pro-
grams in line with the demands 
of the Kentucky Education Re-
form Act. 
As chairman of the Senate 
Education Coinroittee, Ford draft-
ed the bill to\ carry out the task 
force's recommendations, which 
included perlodic competency 
testing for teachers to stay li-
censed and a requirement that 
colleges make teacher-preparation 
,programs fully funded. 
When the bill came up in the 
legislature in 1994, the Kentucky 
Education Association, the state's 
teacher union, opposed it, con-
tending that competence assess-
ment was best left to the colleges. 
The bill was approved by the 
House, but died on the Senate 
floor. 
Teacher raises part of Issue 
But legislators say the topic is 
far more timely now, and the cur-
rent president of the Kentucky 
Education Association said her 
organization is ready for discus-
sion. 
Judith Gambill also said she 
hopes that teachers and higher 
education will be represented on 
the task force. 
"There are so many things to 
know that teachers need continu-
ous learning, and we're looking at 
the best ways to do that," she 
said. 
Patton has said publicly that 
improved teacher quality will re-
quire increased teachers' salaries. 
But Rep. Frank Rasche, the 
incoming House education com-
mittee chairman, said that for the 
public to accept teacher pay rais-
es, teachers must be perceived to 
work full-time. 
"And we will have to do a 
better job of weeding out bad 
teachers," said Rasche, D-Paduc-
ah. 
Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Rich-
mond, . one of the authors of 
KERA, said that teacher training 
could be controversial, but "I 
think it's more timely than it was 
in 1994 and we've had more ideas 
that have evolved since then," he 
said. 
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1New state panel '3/ill scrutinize 
Associated Press 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Gov 
Paul Patton is expected to ere'. 
ate a task force to examine 
teacher training in Kentucky 
and come up with recommen-
dations for the 2000 General 
Assembly. · 
The IS-member task force 
would examine issues ranging 
from higher standards and bet-
ter acacfemic training in college 
to more accurate certification 
and on-the-job training for 
teachers. 
The -11roup will probably be 
named m !lie next two weeks 
Senate Majority Leader David 
Karem said Friday. It would be 
made up of six ·senators, six 
representatives and six people 
appointed by Patton. . 
, Karem, D-Louisville, said the 
idea emerged from discussions 
about making the Education 
Prqfessional Standards Board 
an indep7ndent entity. The 
board, which oversees certifica-
tion of teachers,- is part of the 
state Dep,artment of Education. 
"We realized it makes sense 
to look at this issue from top to 
b9ttom," Karem said. "The idea 
iteacher training 
Patton likely 
to crea!e group 
for ma3or study 
was that we ought to start look-
ing at the big issue with a task 
force and come up with some-
thing for the 2000 session." 
Patton's educatioh liaison, Ed 
Ford, was unavailable for com-
ment. · 
This would not be the first 
time a governor has attempted 
to niake changes in the way the 
state"s teachers are trained. 
In 1993, Gov. Brereton Jones 
appointed a task force, led by 
Ford, who at that time was a 
state senator, to put teacher-
preparation and licensing pro-
grams in line with the demands 
of the Kentucky Education Re-
form Act. 
As chairman of the Senate 
Education _ Committee, Ford 
drafted the bill to carry out the 
task force's recommendations, 
which included periodic compe-
tency testing for teachers to 
stay licensed and a requirement 
that colleges _ make teacher-
preparation programs fully 
funded. 
The Kentucky Education As-
sociation, the state's teacher 
union, opposed the bill, con-
tending that competence as-
sessment was best left to the 
colleges. 
The bill was approved by the 
House in 1994, but died in tbe 
Senate. 
But legislators say the topic 
is far more timely now, and the cur-
rent president of the KEA said her 
organization is ready for discussion. -
The KEA's Judith Gambill also said 
she hopes that teachers and higher 
education will be represented on the 
task force. 
"There are so many things to 
know that teachers need continuous 
learning, and we're looking at the 
best ways to do that," she said. 
Patton has said publicly that im-
proved teacher quality will require 
increased salaries for teachers. 
But Rep. Frank Rasche, the incom-
ing House Education Committee 
chairman, said that for the public to 
accept teacher pay raises, teachers 
must be perceived to work full time. 
"And we will have to do a better 
job of weeding out bad teachers," 
said Rasche, D-Paducah. -
Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Richmond, 
one of the authors of KERA, said that" 
teacher training could be controver-
sial, but "I think it's more timely 
than it was in 1994 and we've had 
more ideas that have evolved since 
then." 
THE FLOYD COUNTY TIMES 
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Cumberland College 
presents ''Cyber Chat 99'' 
Cumberland College, Williams-
burg, will hold Cyber Chat 99 on 
Sunday, February 7, from 2 until 4 
p.m. Prospective students can com-
municate on-line with Cumberland 
students, professor, coaches, and 
admissions staff, to learn more 
about the Cumberland experience. 
"Cyber Chat is a great way for 
people to get the feel of the campus, 
who might not otherwise be able to 
visit," said Cathy Cummings, C.C. 
admissions counselor. "Although it 
won't be in person, we want you to 
feel the warmth and friendliness of 
Cumberland," she said. 
There will be separate chat 
rooms for• each different academic 
department, to assist students who 
are interested in chatting firsthand 
with professors. Athletics will also 
have their own room, for students 
who want to chat with coaches. 
To access Cyber Chat 99, -visit 
the Cumberland College website at: 
www.cumber.edu/CyberChat.httn. 
For more information, contact 
the Cumberland College Office of 
Admissions at 1-800-343-1609. 
Cumberland College, located in 
Williamsburg, is a private liberal 
arts. college in its 110th year of 
operation. Cumberland offers four 
undergraduate degrees in 34 major 
fields of study, 30 minors and nine 
pre-professional programs. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Saturday, January 23, 1999 
The right standards 
Davies has a vision for higher education 
The best way to judge Ken-
tucky's universities and com-
munity colleges is not by, how 
much federal research dollars 
they attract or how many stu-
dents they graduate, but by 
how well they prepare their 
students and how effectively 
the schools serve their commu-
nities. 
That is the crux of the mes-
sage Gordon Davies, president 
of Kentucky's Council on Post-
secondary Education, delivered 
in a speech at Centre College, 
and he's right on the money. As 
the state's top-ranking higher 
education official, Davies is in a 
position to turn his vision into 
reality. 
In pushing for his higher ed-
ucation reform package in 
1997, Gov. Paul Patton set a 
goal of having the University of 
Kentucky become one of the na-
tion's top 20 research universi-
ties by 2020. He also chal-
lenged the regional univeristies 
to select academic programs in 
which to excel. 
Davies said comparing Ken-
tucky universities with those in 
other states by the amount of 
federal research money they re-
ceive or the number of gradu-
ates they produce is important, 
but only "as a means to an 
end." 
"Our challenge .is to demon-
strate that the lives of Ken-
tuckians - whether they go to 
college or not - are better be-
cause our colleges and universi-
ties have become stronger, and 
the people more skilled and 
knowledgeable. Our work is to 
help build a better society in 
which we all share," he said. 
Davies said state legislators 
have made "a major, high-risk 
investment" in the state's fu-
ture by putting millions of new 
dollars into the schools and by 
expanding student aid. The 
universiites and community 
colleges must assure a return 
on this investment. 
A new scholarship program 
funded by Kentucky Lottery 
revenue will make it possible 
for all high school graduates 
with good grades to seek a col-
lege education. But getting 
them to school is only the first 
step. Developing programs that 
increase the percentage of 
these students who graduate 
will do· much to increase the 
percentage of Kentuckians 
with college degrees. 
The 1997 reform bill was de- . 
signed to end years of intense 
competition and petty jeal-
ousies between the state's uni-
versities that hampered higher 
education in Kentucky and to 
strengthen the ties between the 
community colleges and techni-
cal schools. The goal was to cre-
ate a more efficient and effec-
tive system of higher education 
that better meets the needs of 
both students and communi-
ties. 
Davies has the experience 
and vision to bring about posi~ 
tive change for higher educa-
tion in Kentucky. The success 
of his work is vital to the eco-
nomic future of this state. 
~ 'f--1~  
1 
'fMI • .J. "f1 / 777 
gram was a major minus for 
Latosha Negrete, a mainstay 
on the Lady Lions' basketball 
team. 
ready to be on their own." 
She hopes to attend UK. Is 
she ready to be on her own? 
"We'll see," she said. · Jim Miller has heard all 
those objections before 
A lo1;1gti~e teacher ~nd cur-
rently mtenm academic dean 
he says _ACC's primary goal i~ 
to provide quality education 
at an ~ffordable price. 
Brandy Brooks of Catletts-
burg said she'll attend More-
head State University if she 
can get a scholarship there. If 
not, she'll go to ACC. 
~dding extras like an ath-
letic program would increase 
that c~st, he says. 
Semors who think of ACC 
as a ~lorified high school do so . 
from ignorance of the range of 
P:0gr'.1ms it offers and the ser-
vices it provides, he said. 
"Everyone says they'll go 
away, but they always end up 
back at ACC," she said. 
For students who don't 
know their career choices 
when they leave high school 
ACC is an excellent choice' 
Miller said, because all th~ 
credits_ for required general 
educat10n courses transfer to . 
any four-year state schools. • j 
Some of the Boyd County 
students agreed with Miller 
that ~CC can be a good fit de-
pending on a student's cir-
cumstap-ces and resources. 
ACC s a good choice for stu-
dents who can't afford to go 
elsewhere, Negrete said. 
Maggard, who plans _to·•. 
start at ACC, says it's ideal ' 
for average students like him. 
The school is a good place 
to start a college career for 
H!l knows ifhe leaves home ' 
for colle&e he wo 't · 
. triite" on lii~t'i:idii~£9!l.£~!l~ 
I 
students not mature enough 
to ):iandle the independence of 
being on their own, said Kelli 
Stidham. 
··"'" I ....,, . . -··-.... u~ ·•ge,,.111'1'_ .,aw_· ay-•,J:l!lss...,.,.,_ . -, ·• ,;,, ,• i,. . ,.. .. • ,-u..a.v,,,, 
partymg 'and·· ban·· out " he · 
said~· ,;::~~~tt~:::1y~-Hr-, .· .. '. , . t~~•,;t-· 
I 
. "A: lot of people have this 
big _idea of going away and 
gettmg away from their par-
ents and being on their own " 
she said, "but they're not eve~ 
He'll stay\~~_ACC just long 
enough to .g1lf~his "head on 
straight" ,,,,.,,J·. 
He slrid t~~;, ~ho~d~'t tak~, : 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Saturday, January 23, 1999 
A.uthor sings the state's 
praises - defensively 
Af 
laimed author Chris Offutt 
leaving Kentucky - again. 
e's headed to the writers' 
haven at the University of Iowa to 
teach. 
In a recent essay about what it 
was like to returri to his Kentucky 
home after 20 years, Offutt gave 
this advice to those who might fol-
low in his footsteps. 
"Tell them it's a big world out 
there .... Never mention museums, 
opera, theater or ethnic restaurants. 
Forget the time you visited a movie 
star in his home, drank a thousand-
dollar bottle of wine or rode all 
over Chicago in a limo. That sunset 
walk across the Brooklyn Bridge 
more t_han a semester. .·•·: ., .. 
• • 1 .,.,..,. ·~,t•;.i • f .·J ·1: .. :.,.:t':'1~~ 
doesn't hold a candle to crossing 
Lower Lick Fork Creek on a one-
man swaying bridge. Fine dining 
will make you fat, but fresh butter 
on com bread will make you cry." 
He mentioned a few things he 
won't miss about the world outside 
of Kentucky: . 
"No more will you need to prove 
your intelligence to bigots. You can 
go ahead and forget all your pre-
. planned responses to comments 
I. about wearing shoes, the movie De-
liverance, indoor plumbing and in-
cest. You don't have to work four 
times as hard because the boss ex-
pects so little. You don't have to 
worry about lying in wait to intel-
lectually ambush some nitwit who 
thinks you're stupid because of 
where you're from." 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Sunday, January 24, 1999 
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Georgetown College 
gets 2 grants 
GEORGETOWN -
Georgetown College has re-
ceived two grants from the 
James Graham Brown Foun-
dation of Louisville, totaling 
$400,000. 
One grant of $350,000 will 
be applied toward renovation 
of the former Cooke Memori-
al Library into faculty offices, 
classrooms and labs. 
The second grant for 
$50,000 will be used for the 
Brown Scholars Program. 
First-year Brown scholars 
are scheduled to visit to 
Washington, D.C. this semes-
ter to examine workings of 
the federal government first-
hand. There are 46 Brown 
scholars attending George-
town. 
Col!ef;(e -gets $400,000 In grants: A--
Lomsv1lle-based foundation awarded Georg t 
$
~§lege two grants totaling $400,000. A gra~t 
0
;;; 
0,000 from the James Graham Brown 
Found~tion _will help renovate the former Cooke 
Memonal Library. With the opening last Au st 
of the $12 million Anna Ashcraft Ensor ~ 
~esource Center, the old library will become ng 
ome to 35 faculty offices, five classrooms two 
l~bs and a C?nference room through a $2.3, mil-
hon ren?vation project. A second grant from the 
foundation for $50,000 will go to the Brown 
fh0\ars Program, which gives students educa-
mna and cultural experiences beyond the class-
room. Georgetown College now has 46 Brown 
scho~s, and first-year scholars will visit 
Washmgton, D.C., this semester. 
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, January 24, 1999 
ACC att.~!!1-Pts to stop 
declinEllff'±eii?ollment 
State'Yide campaign· 
focuses on 3 _areas _.'',\,·.· 
•·~ ,~;,.#•••• ,, s...•......:.....,W ~ .... ••Lh • • ::l 
By KEYIN EIGELBACH ,1; i:;','.(;~)::l'r· ,.,,. '"~-• ' J~~e of 1995 to remove that I Dvorak said so far, so good 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT · ';:!1!,"'"t.di .,·;,":'~•~J obstacle from past students : on ACC's enrollment-boosting 
_ ASHLAN_D __ Over tli:,•_._e_· ·p· as."". 't __ •··six.','· ·y·'~ii'fs•,"e_·.na_ ,_I wanting to return to school. efforts this semester. 
llm As • Interim Academic Dean I The school's goal · was to 
ro . ent at hland CoW7Pi¢1ty .QPll!lge hasl' Jim Miller cited the case of a I have as many students enroll 
decline_d by 31.5 perce~t;_.}Iiii·~'?sJ;of·/wy,, local woman who, because of I this spring as the. 2,075 who 
school m the state system.·.r;.:1:.t;;,,.,':J',:·\,.;i,,l: · 11 d J • A f That slide continued last fall, \',Atii: 2;r41 ' family problems, dro.pped out ' enro e · ast spnng. · s o students enrolling, down 5 percent from fall of ACC .. at the beginning of a Thursday, 2,152 had signed 
semester 1997. ; semester in the 1980s. When up, nearly a 4· percent in-
·Btit through a "statewide cainpaigri and - she learned that debt against crease. 
some intensely locar initiatives ACC offi- her had been forgiven, "she 
cials hope to reverse that trend this semes- was back through our door, 
ter. . . : ... . · . · · · · · .. ·-~ : ready to go," he said: ' 
-~1,I'he ~tate campaign was put together by I The school would attract 
the Kentucky Community and Technical · more students if it had more 
Co1:1ege Sy~tem, the entity created· by the . · fol!-r-year ~rograms, · Dvorak 
legislature m 1997 to encompass 15 technP ,,, said, but with many four-year 
ca_l colleges and 13 community·colleges. ·: .. :, · schools nearby, that fielcl is 
}-That effort included: ·- · . •, · ," .. , already crowded. Students 
.P••· The. "Spring into Action" 'enrollment ' can already earn a four-year 
drive, des1gne~ to persuade students wliii at- , business degree at ACC 
te):t~ed college m 1998 to return for the 1999 through Morehead State Uni-
spnng semester; ....... _·: , : · '· 1· versity. ..-.,." .... ,,. • . . 
-~-~~wide-·ad campaign that ·em- "We have some.•programs. 
ployed television, radio and that will put (students) into 
newspapers. "Two-hundred- the work force at a career 
thousand dollars is how much salary after only· two years," 
more money a person with Dvorak said, citing the 
two years of college earns in school's network ·and informa-
20 years than the average tion systems program. 
high school graduate," said Students do very well when 
one ad. they do transfer from ACC to 
► A collaborative effort a four-year institution, Dvo-
with the Cabinet for Families rak said. 
and Children to get more we!- --- -
fare recipients to go to college. Enrollment at the state's 
Since she came to ACC in community colleges has fallen 
August 1997, President Ange- for five consecutive years. 
line Dvorak said she has fo- In part, that is a conse-
cused on better serving stu- q:iience. of a strong economy, 
dents as a way to stabilize en- s1phonmg off would-be stu-
rollment. dents into the job market. 
She said the college inter- The community colleges al-
viewed about 1,500 students so took an enrollment hit 
in spring 1998 and made some ~h_en t~ir longstanding affil-
changes, including adding 1ation with the University of 
four new degree programs,, re- Kentucky was severed when 
structuring schedules to bet- the. KCTCS was created. 
ter accommodate students· Some prospective students 
who work full time .and start- concerned about accreditation 
ing an on-campus day-care and other questions, and 
center. those disappointed at no 
The school also issued a J b · 
one-time waiver on tuition, onger emg a part of UK, choose to go elsewhere. 
fees and fines incurred before Miller said that situation 
probably had some impact on 
enrollment, but he believed 
KCTCS had weathered that 
storm. 
~;•=111J_1t! c,1~ ~_§heetARCHIVES 
f::/LE CopV ,.,,, . . . 
A sample af recent articles af lhterest ta Morehead State Umvers,tv 
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Lexington HeralcH.eader 
W!(lne~day, January 27, 1999 
lletil'e4 MSU professOr's 
trial del8Yed 
ijicks changes attorneys, Montana ju~ge ~!}ts continuancE 
By TOM L&wla ..... __ ..,;.;._. n~w me~tii.1 eval~~o_n ii{, foca_l lens _in_ Lexingt'!n _on 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT .,... Hicks, with the possibility of April 30 with a prescnption 
··, · · ··· ---- using a.mental defect or dis- nearly_ ide11-tical \Q. __ a_Je11-s_ 
~QZEMAN, Mont .. = Th ease as· e.'defense. · . J ·'-'.>'.: found in Fitch's basement. ; 
trial of a retired. Mcirehea . Hicks .faces one count each --Fitch picked Hicks' picture 
State Universi_ty ~rofessor ac of'ilggravated kidnapping ...:... out of a phc_ito ~eup.. ; T 
cused ofbre~g mto a Boz. potentia)!f.a ~pital offense in· Salvagni _- recently rulf!d. 
man wom3:11 s home Iast Ap Montana.-:'- aggravated bur- th_at ,all. evidence fo~d .m. 
and attacking her with as g),ary and'felony assault. , Hicks Morehead home and-~f-
gun_ has been postponed un · •Bozeman police · 'claim lice.by.Kentucky State _Po~ce 
Apnl 5. . •' , • ;P-,a• .-~• I Hicks posed as ·a .. potential last ¥ay wo?ld be.admissible, 
The trial of Dr. qiar~es ~-i buyerforthehomeof20-year- I at trial_- mcluding a st}m, 
Hicks, 63, of Morehead,· was• old,·Marcie Fitch on April 27. · gun, I!- ,_};_l(!J'.!,tlaneda mdap
1 
withth 
h dul dtobe ·· ·M· .,._, .. ,. · Wh ·' · "d h. ·h k d Bozeman·circ an .co es-sc e . e gm on .... y _m en he got lilSl e, e C O e matching those· worn bf 
Gallatin County (Mont.) Dis- her,1 wrestled her. ·down a•. Fi h' ttack · · · .. :··· , • 
trict Court. But "Judge Mike. flight of iitairs; struck ·lier _o~ ; tc B a . er. . '{,!;; "·, • ,._ -~, --- . --· -··--··· - . · __ . .. - -- . Kentucky State rolice De; 
Salvagni ·granted a·,·continu-, ·the headliiiclfai:e eii.ii'iiiied"a. ·,active Matt_S11.lll"ks. said he 
ance -on Jan. 9 afterc,Hicks, stun gu11. on .her face, chest also roiiiiii a computer disk at 
switched attorneys for a sec- ' · and alrdomen until she_ Hicks' home with hundreds of 
ond time. " '1.l:5 ', ·: 11~i{J ;..;,:~· •knocked it out of his hand,-p!)·· files containing pornographic 
His __ new atto~ey,,~P}.u~ lice said, .. ' :.~:~: .. ··· , : · ·;: material, ~~uding depiction_s· 
Watson ill, has been"on ·tlie Fitch told police her attack- of necrophilia and extreme vi-
case only since December .. er fled when she screamed at olence against women, as well 
·Watson said he had hired new · him to stop·. ·,.' ·· · · :, . · as videotapes of "The Hillside 
expert witnesses to evaluate. On the front law of Fitch's. Strangler" and "The Ted 
so;'lle of the evidence. against home, police found a receipt Bun~y Story.• 
Hicks. . · ~J: · · for an J\pril 25 gasoline pur- Hicks, an MSU employee 
.Watson _did not .. say what chase in Missoula, Mont., on a for 26 years before taking ear-
evidence will b~- revie_wed, but I credit card belonging to Jy retirement in 1997,.had ap- . 
Deputy Gallatin Couno/ Ats Hicks. Transaction r,ecords parently visited family mem-: 
tomey Jdanhe Md etirsen ·tosaid skhe showed the same credit carb~ hers in the Pacirn:. 'i:\vdawest . 
expecte t e e ense ,~, a. had also been used to buy a i~ -before the alleged attack on 
..... , .. Fitch. He has been held in the:._ 
THE' ~OURIER✓OURNAL 
WEDNESDAY, ;JANUARY 2: 1999 
Ex-professor 
ha's trial delayed 
BOZEMAN, Mont. - The 
trial of a retired Morehead 
State University professor ac-
cused of attacking a Bozeman 
woman in her home has been 
postponed. 
Dr. Charles H. Hicks, 63, of 
Morehead, Ky., was scheduled 
to-go on trial Monday, but on 
Jan. 9 Judge Mike- Salvagni 
'· 
granted a miitfnuaitce . until 
April 5 after Hicks switched 
attorneys for a second time. 
Hicks faces charges of ag-
gravated kidnapping, aggra• 
vated burglary and felony as-
sault. 
Bozeman police claim Hicks 
posed as a potential buyer for 
the. home of Marcie Fitch, 20, 
on April 27, 1998. When he got 
inside, he struck her and used 
a stun gun on her, but she 
fought him off, police said. 
On Fitch's lawn, police 
found a gasoline. receipt bear-
ing Hicks' credit-card number. 
Gallatin Comity Jail since:-
l June, - unable .. fo~ake a· ) 
, $200,000 bond, . . .· 
' It is unclear why Hicks< 
again switched attorneys. ,:·, 
Bill Bartlett, the attorney 
whom ·watson replaced, could-:, 
not be reached for comment 
Monday. 
:. : .. 
Lexington Heralc!-1.eader 
Wednesday, January 27, 1999 
··: i 
Individual responsibility still the r~ponsibility of the s~dent-
1 agree with Billy Reed that Kansas adult-athlete to ~ a respons\ble de-
State•s· graduation rate for black, schol- cision toward !hell' own graduati: 
h'p football players is alanning. l do · · Kevin C. 
1
con . :1. ~owever, fee! this_ is a reflection on _Chattanooga, enn. 
their coach or uruvers1ty. _. . . 
It does not take a uruvers1ty to 
graduate players. It si~p_ly takes a 
young man to make a decision on_ what 
is best for his future. Any ?ther vtew of 
it is, in my opinion. •an msult to the 
black, scholarship athletes themselves. 
Though college athletes are often 
referred to as "kids" by coaches and 
sports announcers. they are actually 
autonomous adults, having turned lB 
· sometime early in their colleg~ ~-
I applaud recent' efforts by. uruvers1nes 
and athletic programs to increase t~e 
graduation rates of their scho~h1_p 
athletes. But at the end of the day, it is 
.. ,~, 
THE MOREHEAD NEWS-MOREBEAD,::u:Y_ .. 
TUESDAY MORNING, JANUARY 26, 1999 
Kidnapping 
trial.is 
continued 
.The kidnapping trial of a for-
mer. Morehead State University 
professor has been continued 
again, atler he hired hie third 
. attorney. •· ;•· 
\ : Charles Hicks, 68, hu been 
jailed in Bozeman, Mont. since 
June llt_aft!)r he .allegedly 
· attacked Marcie Fitch, then 20, 
with a etun gun while posing as 
a home buyer in April: .. ·, • 
, Hicks hired Bozeman attor-
ne:r: Herman Austin Watllon Ill 
, on Dec. 21, to replace William 
• Bartlett; Bartlett had been· hired 
, to replace Larry·Gent, .Hick's 
• first Montana defense attomey. 
Ani■tant Gallatin County 
Attomer. Jane Menan said the 
trial wtll probably be held ·in 
early A11ril, The trial will be 
rescheduled at a Jan. 215 hear-
jng, she adclecl. .. '"· .-; ~11.: 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
_'!'!'ednesday, Januilly-27, 1999 
EJ-professor's :trial· 
dela ed mitil April . ··• .. ¥.i ' . . . . . 
-';:A!,Montana judge bs postponed until April 5 
the' trial for a retired Morehead State Qriiv~ity 
professor accused of breaking into a Boffillllll, 
Mol)t, woman's home intApril and attacking her 
with a stun gun. The trial for Charles H. Hicks, 
63, of Morehead, was continued after Hicks 
switched attorneys for a.second time. Hicks faces 
one count each of aggravated kidnapping, aggra-
vated burglary and felony assault. Bouman po-
lice say Hicks posed as a potential buyer for the 
home of 20-year-old Marcie Fitch April 'O. When 
he got inside, he choked her" wrestled her down 
a flight of stairs, struck her on the head and face 
and used a stun gun on her face, chest and ab-
domen until she knocked it 0111 of his hand, po-
lice said Fitch told police her attacker fled when 
she saeamed at him to stop. On the front lawn 
of Fitch's home, police found a receipt for an 
April 25 gasoline purchase in Missoula, Mont, 
on a credit card belonging to Hicks. It .was 
recently ruled that all evidence found in Hicks' 
Morehead home and office-)ly Kentucky State Po-
lice in May would be admissible at trial includ-
ing a stun gun, a Montana map with ·Bozeman 
circled and clothes matching those worn by 
Fitch's attacker. Hicks, a Morehead university 
employee for 26 years before taking early retire-
ment in 1997, has been jailed since June, unable 
to make a $200,000 bond ... ~• 
'Mereen eaid the trial ·was 
continued to give Wataon more 
time to familiarize himself with 
Hick's case. The defense has 
alao .retaiti.ed ~il.UJDero~~ [oren• 
sie experts," whose evaluations 
of. Hicks are still· pending, _she 
added. . .... ,.- · ul 
Gallatin County District 
Judge Mike Salvagni recently 
ruled that all evidence - includ-
ing pornographic materials 
found in Hicks Morehead resi-
dence - can be ueed·ae evi-
dence. -· · . .; ::h-! --:Li;:·.o 
· Mereen said that Judge Sal-
vagni upheld the Kentucky 
State Police search warrant 
which uncovered the evidence. 
~ :; · .. ,. 
THE MOREHEAp NEWS-MOBEIIEAD.JO 
, . , ' 'I . ,4 •• • ., • ·; 
TUESDAY MOR.NJNg. j-ANUARY 28, 1999 
1No ,·rr~~~:f.ii~ 
ifiglit··mctdent · 
, '· There were no arrests in a 
,fighting incident '\Vedneeday 
involving 40-50 peo11le, which 
spilled over onto the· Morehead 
State University campus. . 
Morehead Police .Chief Bob 
Criswell said police responded to 
the incident on Main Street, 
after a b11sineee' window was 
broken out. The police eventual-
ly dispersed the crowd, Criswell 
said.. -. ... ., - ~... ..-, 
While tliere were ho arrests, 
several assault reports were 
taken at St. Claire Medical Cen-
ter, and a .jacket-\vaa repor.-84{ 
, eto1en, Criswell said. , ·. 
, Morehead State University 
Police later requested aeliistance 
from Kentucky State Police at · 
. 11:55 p.m., when th_e lighting 
. started again near ADUC. It 
was unclear how many people 
were actually fighting. . 
· . One peraon was ii:,jured out-
' side of ADUC, MSU Police Chief 
Richard Green said. The inci-
dent was handled by MSU_and 
city police before state police 
arrived. 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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Money OK'd for Morehead's degrees geared 
t.o E.~ Kentucky 
- The graduates from the institute, Eaglin 
said, will most likely fill government jobs in 
rural and city planning, social work and envi-
ronmental management as well as jobs in the 
private sector. 
By Holly E: Stepp 
HERAI.DtEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
~oreh~d State University next year will 
begm off_ermg degrees in a specialized pro-
gram designed to address public policy issues 
in Appalachia. 
The Council on Postsecondary Education 
yesterday unanimously approved more than 
$1.6 million over the n~ three years for More-
head to create an Institute for Regional Analy-
sis and Public Policy. 
. ~ " institute is Morehead's "program of dis-
tinction - the state's name for academic pro-
grams that the regional universities say will 
launch them to national prominence. 
Th~ new money for strengthening-specific 
acadenue programs at the universities was part 
of the higher-education reform act passed by the 
General Assembly in um. The money has to be 
matched by each university dollar for dollar. 
Morehead's institute will offer bachelor's 
~d master's degrees in environmental science, 
b10logy, geography, government social work 
and sociology with special emphasis on the 
problems of :Eastern Kentucky. 
"This is a program that will reach across 
academic fields to prepare students for the jobs 
needed in rural Kentucky," said Morehead Pres-
ident -Ron Eaglin 
Last year, the council approved nearly $10 
million for "programs of distinction" at Eastern 
Kentucky, Murray State and Western Kentucky 
universities. 
The council gave $6 million to UK and U of 
L for 15 "programs of excellence." An addition-
al. $100 million in matching funds have been al-
located to two universities. 
Two remaining universities have to submit 
proposals for the special funding. 
Northern Kentucky University has said it 
would submit a proposal that will create a spe-
cial center to booot math and science programs 
in elementary and secondary schools. Kentucky 
State University is still in the process of identi-
fying its program. 
Council members questioned how Morehead 
would determine if the institute is sucx::essftth-
Morehead officials said they expected to 
produce 25 to 50 bachelor's degrees and six to 
10 master's degrees a year. 
"We believe that our graduation rates and 
employment rates will show the success of the 
program," :Eaglin said. "It's ambitious but very 
doable." · 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, Ja~ary 25, 1999 
MSU fol1lms to exDIOre_the future of 
. -- -- teacher education· . I • - • 
7-part series b~gins Friday? "!ith first 4 programs 
airing live on KET 
By TOM LEwls the 21st Century: A Morehead 
• OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT State University Symposium 
on the Future of Teacher Edu-
, MOREHEAD - One criti- cation" will involve national, 
cism of Kentucky's education state and regional educators 
reforms this decade has been I and private citizens in a se-
that college teacher-education ries of public forums over 
programs have been slow to I three months. 
prepare new teachers for the The first four two-hour pro-
changes they will find in the ' grams are tentatively sched-
state's public schools. 1 uled to air live on Kentucky 
Oh Friday, Morehead State . Educational Television. 
University will launch a sev- "It is important that teach-
en-part series of public pro- · ers and those who educate 
grams designed to get at just them be prepared for the new 
what the teachers of tomor- millennium," said MSU Presi-
row need to be learning as the dent Ronald Eaglin. "We hope 
college students of today. this series will provide some 
"Teaching the Teachers for insights that will help teach-
ers be even better at\their jobs 
of preparing students of the 
future.• 
Symposium topics will in-
clude the forming of new al-
liances in elementary, sec-
ondary and postsecondary ed-
ucation; changing standards, 
competencies and assess-
ments for evaluating student 
learning; broadening public 
engagement in the teaching 
and student-learning debates; 
and coping with the chal-
lenges of preparing students 
for a world of diversity and 
technological innovations. 
The symposium will begin 
with a national perspective 
and focus on state, regional 
and local issues later in the 
series, said Dr. Michael Seel-
ig, executive assistant to 
Eaglin. 
Among those scheduled to 
take part in the symposium 
are Dr. Donald ~- Langen-
berg, chancellor at the 13-in-
stitution University System of 
Maryland and president of 
the National Association of 
System Heads. He will kick 
off the series Friday. 
Other speakers include Dr. 
Gordon K Davies, president 
of the Kentucky Council on 
Postsecondary Education; Dr. 
Wilmer Cody, state education 
commissioner; Dr. Robert 
Sexton, executive -director of 
the Prichard Committee for 
Academic Excellence; and Dr. 
Susan Leib, associate com-
missioner for the state's Office 
of Teacher Education and 
Certification and executive 
secretary of the Education 
Professional Standards 
Board. . .. 
Rounding out the series 
will be newspaper editors and 
editorial writers, public school 
superintendents, principals 
and teachers and MSU facul-
' ty members. . . , , .. 
After the seven programs, a 
task force will review Meire-
THE-COURIER-JOURNAL 
head State's teacher-educa-
tion policies and procedures. 
But Ea~lin said he hoped the 
symposmm had a positive im-
pa~t beyond the MSU campus. 
. Morehead State recog-
mzes the need to educate it-
self, share what it has learned 
and participate as an active 
member in a statewide part-
nership to produce the best 
teachers possible'for the com-
monwealth," he said. 
TIJESDAY,_J~NLJARY 26, _ _!.999 
Cumberland College gets $750,000 grant 
· WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. - Cumberland College. will receive a 
$750,000 challenge grant from the Kresge Foundation of Troy, Mich . 
. The want will be used by the private liberal-arts college to build a 
.$3 milhon men's residence hall. To qualify for the gift, the school 
must raise the remaining money for this project and for a $4 million 
fineartscenterb,YJan.J,2000. '. . : .. · ... ;,--:,., ·.. . 
· The college still has about $1.6 million to raise toward the $7 mil· 
liongoalforthetwoprojects.- .. c • ---· •• 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Tuesday. January 26, 1999 
State._to heip teachers re-take test: The· 
Education Professional Standards Board will pay 
to help teachers re-take the'National Board teach-· 
ers exam if they.failed it.the first.time around. .. 
The standards board voted yesterday to provide 
the $275 fee per test. The national board test 
requires a full year of work followed by a rigor• 
ous exam. Teachers who pass the exam and get 
!13tional ~a certification are considered to be 
m the top tier of the teaching profession and 
receive a pay ~ :Th~ deadline for people to re-
take the exam 1s Fnday. For information, contact 
Marcia Seiler at the Professional Standards Board 
at (502) 573~.. • . .. . __ _ 
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A LOOK AHEAD TO THE YEAR-2000" .. 
~: Colleges will 
:.~ work to meet 
,~ students' needs · 
~. " . '• 
·· ;~·- Esch week The Courier-
; Journal will explore issues 
that emerge as we en ter the 
next mlllennium. 
i:'. 
. By MiCHAEL JENNINGS 
• The Courier-Journal 
':.: 
· The American university of 
.. the next centuJY won't be a ·. 
'" secluded. grove of academe 
populated chiefly by full-time 
students who enroll immedi-
ately after they finish high 
school.· . s 
... It won't force students to 
,. conform to its rigid schedule, 
• .c ·cram them into lecture halls, 
Is 'The'Grealest• 
really the greatest? 
· ., Sinai°we're In the home-
town of Muhammad All, It 
aeems like a· riaiural question: 
' · Who IS the best athlete of the 
• 20th centiiiy? Is "The Greatest'' 
, :really Ilia greatest? Or is It 
: · Michael Jordan? Or Louisville's 
· 6wn swimming sensation and 
, ;Olympian Mary T. Meagher ·'!·:: 
· Plant? Is It a home run king like 
' Mail< McGwire (or Babe Ruth)? 
. ·•Tovote, i::ali 582·7085; long-
distance i::allars can dial · 
1 (800)7654011 and ask for 
extension 7085. Or e-mail us at 
cjnews@louisv02.gannett.com. 
Or check our Web site:•. , 
~.c-j2Q00.corn :• 
. i, ~e:~0:.\:a~:;w~~ta:3°0~ Jt~};•:'"·-,~:k,, .. ;"j,;,:<:'. 
: brand students as failures if ::•:be to help.people ;,nilerstand 
~ they don't finish within four ·' the difference between 
:.; to six years. · · thei:n;. .. _,,_ .. ~• .-:• ;,. ·· ~ ... · · 
. . Many universities have Sh~~aker arid'Davies pre-
~: already stopped operating .· BY_KEITH WIUJAMS, THE COURIER✓OURNAL. dicteduniversitieswillincreas-
;" !fitethat: They package-and Metropolitan College recruHer George Miller, center, talked .last ·-1ng1y provide"lifefong oppor-
- if necessary, export- class- spring wtth James Goodman and his mother, Debra Wolfe;:\:-' . · !unities for people to retool 
~ .. es and other services to con- · · ' . ··-- •s_, · themselvesfQraJoborrefresh 
, , form to students' timetables; Jefferson Technical ·college a college campus will never their minds and spirits.· : . 
· · !: They askwhat students, busi- swiftJy put together . a disappear. But Davies said '. i•rt•s in the·interest cif sod-· 
:~nessesandcommunitiesreal- plan for what has become .that experience has already-· eiy.to create.this- seamless 
.. ; ly ,need, and reshape them- · Metropolitan College· - a ceased to bethe normi, ·, · weti ·of educational opportu-
~: selv~_lh !ilfhl of the an'!Wf:r!i. novel.academic enclave for Of the roughly 15 million - nity that goes from the very 
·· Un~vers1ty of Lou1sVJlle students whose .class sched- people enrolled m American" basic·to the -most sublimely 
:-: Presid~t · John Shumaker's ules aretailoredaroundtheir mstitutions of higher educa- .,-advanced and makeit_poss1-
' ~.:. vision' )>J tlie university -of night~shiftjobs as_ package lion, he said, perliaps 3.5 mil-· ·hie.for peo!)le to plug m and 
, .. the ·future resembles ·an· handlers for United. Parcel lion'fit the traditional_mo,del take.full ai:lvantage of it.at 
•'.'.' academic ·shopping mall, Service .. The arrangement of full•lill!e student:'::'._,.\;:~-? ':whllte\ier period.of their life 
·• Students will be able to stop proved crucial to UPS' deci- Others m the college popu• .. theyflnditnecesstiryandcon-
. "' inforwhatevertheyneedthen sion to cominil"to an $860 lation, he said, ".nave the'' venient~• Shumaker'said, ·-
. ~·-and-come back when their ·million expansion:· of its much more difficult·experii·,,:: Davies said whafJte calls 
'.:?·desires and needs change;;'.'·_-· national" liub !at Louisville· · ence.of bjlgging groceries hi ·•\the·:!fupside,dowif· degree" 
'c~-· "We 'ilre becoming more International Airport. Krogers and rusliing ove~ tc> might lielp_people make the 
·:' flexible,.more nimble, more · NKU and the• three thelocalmetropolitanuniyel"'. •.most:rof· lifelon1f'learning 
•" ?"~alive fa re~ognizing that it ·· Northern Kentuck.v branc~es sity ot com_munity coll~e;-:=.-::• ·, oppiirtiipities. U11de! ~ con-
JS m our best mterest and that of the Kentucky Community .or of working and proVJdmg :_: cept,-. college.level sfuilents 
,.;_, of society to provide educa- and Technical College child care and then heading··:·wolild first learn-job-related 
; ;'lion any time, any place, in System offered to recruit and off :to college." ., .. :,;;;"-,, .,.•,·; skills;then move onto the lib-
. ·. any modality that reflects the train workers for GE Car.ital · Market forces and distance- · eral arts, after life had dee!)-
; needs of the consumers,'' he Information Techno ogy· _learnin~ technology will ened their range of experi-
.. said. -. • , · ,· -- Systems. The company took make high-quality education ences arid capacity for reflec-
Shumaker believes .l:I ofL ·up the offer, announcing-in .accessibletomoreAmericans. tion."/;,:';;i.c;,,,:, · .. . · 
represe!',IS the wave of the !'lovemberthatitwouldmove . ·at a reasonable .c~~J.:.· ... ·1:1e'salso,mullingthenotion 
-,•_future··m several respects, its headquarters and other Shumaker ·and DaVJes ofasabbaticalforeverybody . 
... including -welcoming stu- ·operations , ;_.lo ·Northern·' .. believe. Shumaker· ·s!lid_' ~lt's good_forcollege profes-
:..: dents who.may take a decade·. Kentucky.-,~ .,. '"·. "'··'· , · . ·-Kentucky's , evolvmg sors to take a· year off occa-
., or more to earn: a degree. •:r: · . In,, ·maey. · .. respects,. Commonw_ealth Virtual ·i•sionally_to renew tliemselves 
, ;· think.we're adding value to Shumaker· said; American University - which will"pro-ci-inteUectuany,-he' said, -why 
· _:, people's"lives by niakirig it· universities in the next-cen- vide college-level classes via ·- shouTdn't other people have 
_. possible for them to study in;:. tuzy will continue'along the' ;,satellite links and computers the same opportunity?·<' · 
.... ways that might have been • same trajectory they have fol- •. -will make the state a leader,, · . "Hislilea: Every seven years, 
,-considered unconventional lowed since the end of.World . in this educational treli<l:.-a f. ' 'all"·'working Kentuckians, 
. ;, 30 years ago,'' he said. . ; .. War II, when they were .chal- But Davies warned that stu-· ""inchiding·'· · : homemakers, 
·, . U ·-of:· L and Northern lenged · to accommodate dents may go astray as they .. ,.would receive a year's free 
-~- Kentucky University recent- hordes .of returning service- become inundated with "•tuition_ at· a Kentucky state 
; :, ly made. the sort of quick men. · . options and information:•.' c; ;,university or its eguivllient at 
responses to economic needs Shumaker and Gordon "There will be access to the ·. a private Kentucky. college. 
·.'.that some educators believe Davies, president of the best that is.thought and.said, Tliey could, if they wished, 
will increasingly characterize Kentucky Council . on , .. but there will also be some take a course or two at a time 
public universities. Postsecondary ·· Education, pretty bad things out there," for several years, "and by the 
Ayearago, U ofL,Jefferson believe demand for a tradi- he said. "And a major func- time you're done, you've 
Community College and tional, four-year program on tion of education is going to earned it again." 
The Daily lndeperidenC Ashland; Kentucky, Monday, January 25, 1999 
KSU president optimistic 
about university's future 
Management of budget is 1st priority 
FRANKFORT (AP) - De- probation, that status could mother a public-school 
.spite obstacles - · and there be in jeopardy if problems cit- teacher. Despite the formida-
. are many - the president of ed by the National Council for hie administrative challenges 
Kentucky State University Accreditation of Teacher Edu- facing him, he still makes 
says he's optimistic that the cation are not resolved by time for the students. . 
school will prosper:· next year. The sho_rtcomings Kenneth "Jai" Baker, a ju-
George Reid, 53, hired as include a failure to monitor nior from Anchorage, Ala., 
president last summer, calls and advise students on their and _a member of the football 
his job "one of the plum presi- progress, and' providing poor- team, said Reid has shown 
dencies in the country, · bar ly planned field experiences considerable support for the 
none," and he hopes his for students. team. "He even prays with us, 
tenure in the $120,000-a-year Reid env1s1ons a new win or lose." 
post will be long and success- strategic plan developed with- And while many students 
ful.· in a year by representatives of are enthusiastic about him, 
Reid said he won't com- the . faculty, staff, students faculty members appear non-
ment on past controversies at · and alumni. committal. "They haven't re-
the historically black school "We need a plan that takes ally formed an opinion either 
:_ those include such issues us from where we are at the way," said Charles Bennett, 
as infighting among the re- present time, which is not a the faculty representative on 
gents; racial divisiveness bad place to be, to a better, the board of regents. 1 •. among faculty, staff and stu- higher level of development.. "From II!Y.. ·own perspec-
denj;s; and indirect threats to And we need to do that not by tive," he added, "I think he's 
either close the school or turn happenstance, not by fortu- got a great deal of energy, a 
it into a community college.. itous chance," Reid said. . . .. great deal of charisma." 
ie'.,;,_·t"I can't speak· t1>·the past; More than 2,200 students Reid acknowledged to The 
"''liuITcan speak to what I want were enrolled in. the fall at Courier-Journal that he's con-
' to· do for the future," said KSU. Reid said a two-year cerned by the results of a sur-
•·::,Reid. :i,,; • . .,_ :, -. • ... • . · drop in enrollment has been vey conducted last year for 
f:'. .. ·· Those problems are worth halted but the school needs to Frankfort 2020, a group of 
,.!4:wi!lling on only if_ they won't keep the students it already business people. · -l' •·'-' ·--· • 
t~g~.aw!lY, h!J.~aid,f~)/,,-,i·:,· •, . '. has: · · ·-, .. ~ :J<·:. ·. ·>:.,,:~,/ :.:-{~ . It found that people consid- , 
re,.,.Eutting together:.a team to He also wants more ac- er the universij;y a community · 
k,fielp"·'inanilge the· university's. countability_ to be built: into asset, but one that is under-
·:_$_~2.4:milliqn'._ budgetjs:Reid's ~U, and much more aggres;' utilized;' . '.':·'·.' 0 ' •. • -~·~:·' 
•~;;· 'µ_i'st pr,!o~ty,. he. s_ai<b _. ,.;.,,.....- sive effort t~_ raise private . He s_ays ~f d · Uke ~a se~n 
;,Other'·.pnonties · mclude money. : -,. '· , ·"·"'·"'"~ the un1vers1fy'.s relationship 
. •·r~ctifyiiig' problems'. in: the" aec': Last year's private gifts to- with Frankfort 'grow. · 
counting system, getting the taled "less than $100,000," he , Meanwhile, he and his fam-
·: education. department off pro.- said. ~ · .. · ·ny are settling ·in. His wife, 
'""]?iitioii" with · an 1i'ccrediting Reid, who came ··to KSU Mae, has bought Kelly's Gar-
r:ragency, and developing a riew from Benedict College in den, a · popular downtown 
!'; i(trategic plan for th!) school. _South Carolina, comes from restaurant, and the couple's 
f 1:::'.''And although tl(e · school's several generations of educa0 two daughters - Vivian, 14, 
.education department is still tors - his late father was a and Rhea, · 12, attend local 
· -fully accredited, despite the college professor and his schools. ' 
~--pt ~..._ -:. . .... :{ .~ 
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U of L lags on goals 
for black students 
If meets just 4 
. of 8 objectives 
state mc1;ndates 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
reached 16.2, up two-tenths of a 
percentage point -from the pre-
vi~tJ;:irlck said u of L probably- ''We've_ got every 
sacrificed some African-American institution in the 
enrollment because it has trans-
ferred remedial education to Jeffer- state of Kentucky 
son Community College. And he 
said u of L faces stiff competition . at ou·r back door 
from other Kentucky schools for recru•it•ing,''.' 
Louisville's African-American high 
school graduates. . · - -
LEXINGTON, Ky:-The Univer- "We've got every institution .in Ralph Fitzpatrick, adviser 
sity of Louisville is falling short of the state of Kentucky at our back : to U of L's president 
its state-assi~ned objectives for en- door recruiting," he said. ., ... 
rolling, retaining and graduating ln the 17 years since the Ken- , . : - -
African-American students from tucky higher-education system be-. __ . _ __ <;,_ . . . .... 
Kentucky. gan holaing schools accountable- · · .,:•---" -·_,:: .,_ ·:., _ _. 
That means it must convince a for their success in attracting Afri- is trying to i;airi eligibility through 
t t ·tt th t ·t · king can-American students and· em- . a recount of its Jl!Ofessiomtl staff. s a e-commi ee a 1 is ma r,toyees, no school that has askecl · Council President Gordon Davies good-faith efforts to reach those 
ri
oals. Without a waiver for good- . or a waiver has been denied 'iL - said his staff Is looking for ways to 
· h ff · "II I b bl t Universities that meet five of the revise the equal opportunity p_ro-- ait e orts, it wi no e a e O eight goals can get waivers at their cess by rewarding schools that pro-
request new cjegree programs in trustees' request; schools that meet gress; rather than punishing tliose 
l999- fewer goals must also plead their .. that don't::•',_- · ,. ,- · .1, . · - . 
A report yesterday to the Council cases to the council's Committee In other matters at yesterday's 
on Postsecondary Education shows on Equal Opportunities. · ;';, · : · council meeting, held at Marriott's 
-that in 1997-98 U of L made prog- Under somewhat relaxed.- stan- Griffin Gate Resort:. • ,,; · - . , 
ress on only four of eight state- dards approyed !II July 1997, ,a ■ Morehead -State· i:iniversity 
mandated measures of success in Kentucky umvers1ty can meet the won approval-to draw $2.63 million 
educ~ting and _employing African stand~rd for enrolling African- by-the year 2000 from the state's 
Amencans._ •... , , . -, , American . U!)dergraduate~ •from Regional University . Excellence 
Ralph Fitzpatrick, who advises Kentucky if its numbers increase · Trust Fund for an-Institute for-Re-
U of L President John Shumaker by:as much as one studenf.fnim gional-Analysls and Public Policy. 
on minority affairs, told the council yea_r t~ year. Tbat arrangeme_1_1tre- "Through.instruction, research and 
•.ata meeting·in Lexington that:the mams m force, howe.ver, only,n,the _ public. S)lrvice,c.th_e,..i!151ifl!t!l. "111 
.university bad '-'always considered enrollment · of Afncan-Amencan: work .with other-:umvers1hes tm 
ourselves tci be at the forefront:of Ken.tuckians a~ -all the schools ·col; _ .Kentucky and nelgbboriiig states to 
'.this movement".for recruiting and lechvely remruns at 7.3 percent-9f address economic:and oilier issues 
• retaining African Americans. Yel'it the!r total enro!Jment or higher.-:-'- ·.affecting Eastem·Kentuckyand Ap-
has fallen short of state standards a f1gu!e match1!1g th~ percenta~e __:palaclJi!ijj);:'t-,,c.&'~,;,_;,-~;,<r:·. ,-
inthatarea for two years ina row. •Of Afnc_an Amencans_m the statef . : .111!.Tbe"'council_ gav!) .universities 
' ·western "Kentucky University population. -. · · · and-:coll_eges ~Ut!i(!nty to .resolve 
. and Northern Kentucky University· Th~ council was told yes!erd_ay appeals of.their IDllial rulings on 
·. must also obtain waivers to get -thatfive of the 14 state_ com1!1umty state resiilency for, students. Tbe 
,. new degree programs Like U o(L coll!)ges must seek waivers if ther. council's staff hairpreviously han-
t~ey made progress o~ only_four.of i~~:~t::,~~::~~on~~!~~~e d~~/uc~ a~~~ :-: 25_ ~~;_3_0 a 
eight measures, and any university ineligible for new programs be- Y • . 
that succeeds _on -fewer than six cause no school can-obtain waivers f. •Tb~ council sh_ortenfed the ti!"e 
must seek a waiver; ;· · .. _ . f .. · "f . h .. or addm!! two u1!1ts o non-native . . . . . . . or two years 11_1 a row 1 1t soug1 t a language instrucllon tQ the state:s 
. F1tzpatnck sa1~ U ~f L will bll!le new program ID the first of those . pre-college cu_rriculum. The re-
, !Is case f~r a w1a11ve.r ID pa_rt on its years. , ; · -_ , _ - qtiirement will take effect in 2004, 
1Dcrease m Afncan-Amencan _ en- Commumty colleges are evaluat- · instead of 2008 as previously 
rollment as a percentage of tot~ ed (!n only four stan~ards, and only planned. Davies 'said 2008 was 
undergraduate enrolll)lent. U of Ls Lexmgton Co111J11umty College sue- "simply too far out there_, .. in 
count of black undergraduates de- ceeded on. all four. O1!e ~f: the view of the changes in the world 
creased by 16. But because overall schools so ,far found. mebgible, and in this nation's economy." 
enrollment shrank, the percentage Prestonsburg Co111J11umty ·College,_ , , , 
,··-• 
A .sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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Seminars to explore changes 
in. te~cher training 
- - . - ---
Morehead 
• spon~_onng_ 
lecture:series 
Associated Press 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - More-
head State University will spon-
sor lectures on teacher training 
to lay the groundwork for 
changes in how iL prepares 
Kentucky teachers. . .. 
Ron Eaglin, the school's 
president, said the seven-part 
symposiums will be for 40 
Morehead teachers who will de-
termine in May what should be 
done with the university's 
teacher-prep prograµi. . -· ' 
"MeaningfUI change" 1s the 
ultimate goal, said Harold 
11Bud" Harty, dean of More~ 
head's College of Education 
and Behavioral Sciences. 
Halfy said the school may 
change· the emphasis of the 
teacher-training program to in-
clude higher admission stan-
dards, more classes~ _subjec~s 
that future teachers will teach, 
and more university-led train-
ing for teachers already in the 
classroom. . 
Both Harty and Eaglin said 
they expect changes by next 
fall. . 
Donald Langenberg, chancel-
lor of the 13-school University 
System of Maryland and an ad-
vocate of stronger teacher-edu-
cation programs, will speak at 
the first seminar tomorrow. 
Eaglin said the symposiums 
grew out of his own frustration 
with the lack of academic pro-
gress by children in many East-
em Kentucky classrooms. 
--,
0 1 think we have.been doing 
a good iob with preparing 
teachers,' Eaglin said. "But 
there are still pockets in our 
community where ... students 
(in kindergarten through high 
school) are falling behind." 
Eastern Kentucky students 
consistently score lower than 
students in other regions on 
state and national tests. 
Teacher education has be-
come a hot topic in Kentucky. 
Last fall, the state Department 
of Education reorganized to 
sharpen its focus :on.classroom 
"--- -·- -- . 
teaching. The Prichard Com-
mittee bas formed: a citizen 
group to study teacher training. 
Gov. Paul Patton is expected 
to appoint a legislative .task 
force to set a teacher-education 
agenda for the 2000 General 
Assembly. -· -~~-. - .. 
Morehead State is the first 
university in recent years fo 
take such a public step·to redo 
its education program. . 
· In 1986, the University of 
Kentucky and the University of 
Louisville chose to create five-
year teacher-preparation pro-
grams. Students there spend 
' -
four years earning a bachelor's 
degree in the subject they will 
teach and a fifth year earning a 
master's degree m teaching or 
education. · . 
U of L has eliminated its 
bachelor's degree in education 
and now offers only a master's 
degree in. teaching. UK still of-
fers a bachelor's degree-in edu-
cation. . . ·· 
Bob Sexton,. executive· direc-
tor of the Prichard Committee 
for .Academic .Excellence, said 
he was encourai:ed by · the 
amount of attention given ,to 
the 'state's teachers. 
~ - -· - -· ----:--; ..... -
"As, we move forward to 
boost student achievement, it is 
becoming increasingly · clear 
that what goes oh in the class-
rooms is the most important," 
said Sexton, who will speak at 
one of the seminars. . 
Sexton said Eaglin's support 
for improving teaching was 
critical. 
"These ideas have been per, 
cola.ting for a while, but col; 
leges of education can't do it 
alone," Sexton said "The 
presidents have to make teach• 
ing and teachers a priority." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL 
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Alabama educator 
coming to Kentucky 
The Education Department 
announced yesterday that the 
teacher-training director for. 
the Birmingham; Ala., school 
district will become head of 
the state's curriculum develop-
ment division. 
Linda Houghton will over-
see the department's eight re-
gional service centers as well 
as the agency's curriculum of. 
fice. Her salary is $91,163.· 
Education Commissioner 
Wilmer Cody said Houghton 
"has the skills to respond to 
the aggressive agenda I have 
laid out for the office and the 
department" on improving 
teachers' knowledge of the 
subjects they teach. 
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, January 27, 1999 
Report: U of L falling short 
on state-assigned:· objectives 
University must increase its black enrollment 
. LEXlliGTON CAP) - The 
University of Louisville isn't 
meeting state-assigned objec-
tives for enrolling, retaining 
and graduating black stu-
dents from Kentucky, accord-
ing to. a report. , , . 
A report made Monday to 
the Council on Postsecondary 
Education indicated the uni-
versity showed progress in 
1997-98 on only four of eight 
state measures of success in · 
educating and employing 
blacks. 
The university must con-
vince a state committee it is 
making good-faith efforts to 
reach the goals, or it will not 
be able to request new degree 
programs in 1999. Any uni-
versity that. meets fewer than 
six of the measures must re-
quest a waiver to ask for new 
programs. 
Western Kentucky Univer-
sity and Northern Kentucky 
University also must· obtain 
waivers to get new degree pro-
grams. Both made progress on 
only four of the eight mea-
sures. 
Universities that meet five 
of the eight goals can get 
waivers at their trustees' re-
quest. Schools that meet few-
er goals also must appeal to 
the council's Committee on 
Equal Opportunities. 
Ralph Fitzpatrick, who ad-
vises UofL President John 
· Shumaker on minority af-
fairs, told the council the uni-
versity had "always consid-
ered ourselves to be at the 
forefront of this movement" 
for recruiting and retaining 
blacks. However, the univer-
sity has fallen short of- state 
standards in that area for two 
consecutive years. · · . 
· Fitzpatrick said UofL will 
ask for a waiver partly based 
on its increase in black enroll-
ment as a percentage of total 
undergraduate enrollment. 
The university probably 
sacrificed some black en-
rollment because it trans-
ferred remedial education 
to· Jefferson Community 
College. · 
Ralph Fitzpatrick 
Advisor to 
the University of 
Louisville prsident 
UofL's count of black un-
dergraduates decreased by 16. 
But because overall enroll-
ment shrank, the percentage 
reached 16.2, up two-tenths of· 
a percentage point from the 
previous year. 
Fitzpatrick said the univer-
sity probably sacrificed some 
black enrollment because it 
transferred remedial educa-
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Thursday, Jan_u!''l'_2_8, 1999 
tion to Jefferson Community 
College. And he said UofL 
faces stiff competition. from 
other Kentucky schools for 
Louisville's black high school 
graduates. . 
"We've got every institution 
in the state of Kentucky at 
our back door recruiting," he 
said. · 
In the 17 years since the. 
Kentucky higher-education-
system began holding schools: 
accountable for their success 
in attracting black students, 
· and employees, no school that 
has asked for a waiver has 
been denied it. .. 
Under somewhat relaxed 
standards approved in July 
1997, a university can meet 
the standard for enrolling 
black undergraduates from 
the state if its numbers in-
crease by as few as one stu-
dent froin year to year. How-
ever, that standard remains 
in force only if the enrollment 
of black Kentuckians at all 
the schools remains collective-
ly at 7 .3 percent of their total 
enrollment or higher - a fig-
ure matching the percentage 
of blacks in the state's popula-
tion. . 
Community colleges are 
evaluated on only four stan-
dards. The council was told 
Monday that five of the 14 
state community colleges 
must seek waivers if they de-
sire degree-program approval. 
Bu~lne~ fraternity launched at UK: The 
Umvers1ty of Kentucky has a new fraternity: 
Alp~a Kappa Psi, the business fraternity that 
calls itself the oldest and largest in the nation. 
The UK chapter has 60 charter members and is 
ope~ to all of the university's students, said its 
pres1~en~ Bryan Kraemer. "We do a lot of net-
working at professional developmen~" Kraemer 
ad~ed. "In February, 12 or 15 of us are going to 
C1!icago for leadership training and conferences 
with other fraternity members." The organization 
also expects to bring in guest speakers and con-
duct resume workshops and other events 
throug~out the year. Dues are $30 a semester for 
the national chapter and $50 for the local chapter. 
The local dues have been suspended this semes-
ter because the chapter successfully raised 
eno~gh money to waive the fees. For more infor-
~tl?n, call Kraemer at 276-1115 or e-mail him at 
aura1d2@aol.com. 
nl/SU Cli/j 
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HERALD-l.EAOER FRANl<FORT BURfAU ~'f'::' ' '. ~ .•. 
· FRANKFORT - Gov. Paul Patton, 
saying that "teaching is the most important 
element of successful learning," created an 
18-member task force yesterday to improve 
the quality of teaching iri Kentucky. · · :.\ 
\•.·. The -Commonwealth Task Force on 
T~cher Quality is to ~e issues' rajig-
ing from higher standards and better. acad-
emic training _iri · college to more accurate 
certification an.a ·.on-the-job· training for 
teachers. It' is to I113Ke° recommendations. to 
the 2000 General Assembly. - - ·-. 
, ,,_, 'The task force· will be·made up)>f'six 
people appointed by.' Patton, silcseriiifors 
and six representatives: ,. 
Patton and Senate President Larry 
Saunders, D'.Louisville,. made their appoint-
ments yesterday. House Speaker Jody 
Richards, D-Bowling Green, said he will an-
nounce his choices today. 
Patton's appointees are Judith Gambill 
of Ashland, president of the Kentucky Edu-
cation Association; Gary S. Cox of 
Lawrenceburg, president of the Association 
of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Uni-
versities; Gordon Davies of Frankfort, pres-
id81Jt o~ ~e. C.ilnndl <J_n P.O..S~l!Q!.l!"Y Edu-
cation; Ed Ford of Cynthiana, Patton's edu-
cation liaison; Helen W. Mountjoy of Utica, 
chairwoman of the state Board of Educa-
tion; and Bob Babbage, former secretary of 
state and unsuccessful candidate for gover-
nor against Patton in the 1995 Democratic 
ppmary, ·•·.~:L ;,,, • e • ~;-- -~• • ./, ••(.' 
... Saunders appointed Senate Majority 
Leader David Karem, D-Louisville, as chair-
man. His other appointees were Sens. Bob 
Jackson, D-Murray; Lindy Casebier, R-
. Louisville; Gerald Neal, D-Louisville; Vernie 
McGaha, R-Russell Springs; and Robert 
Stivers, R-Manchester. Jackson and Case-
bier are co-chairmen of the Senate Educa-
tion Committee. . • ~i::C 
Patton said .io an 'executive order that 
the task force will meet at least once a 
month and seek public testimony. It is to 
report to the governor and legislative lead-
ers by Nov. 15. The governor ordered all 
state agencies, including the state Depart-
ment of Education, to assist the panel. 
Saunders said Kentucky teachers "do a 
good job now. This will help them do a bet-. 
ter job." . 
He also said he was especially pleased 
that Gambill was named to the panel to 
represent teachers. 
1, ,._ ""...,,._,, "'-' 1 u.._,....,, u u ,._ , 1 .,._,,--, I I UJ71 ~Vf""II I I .C.:.V, I VVV 
T~clier training will gef scrutiny :::Or::~;;~ 
· - - to suggest changes 
ByTOM LOFI'l.JS 
and LONNIE HARP 
The Courier.Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - An 18·. 
member task force created by 
Gov. Paul Patton will examine 
teacher training in Kentucky 
and recommend changes to the 
2000 General Assembly. · · 
Patton's executive order cre-
ating the Commonwealth Task. 
Force on-Teacher-Quality says 
its goal is to determine "how 
teacl!ers may be better educat· 
ed and students better served." 
In November, Education 
commissioner Wilmer Cody 
proposed a package of id_eas (or 
improving _t~acher, q~ahty, in-
cluding ramng minimum ad-
missions· standards for teach~r-
education programs and requir-
ing new elementary tea~hers to 
have some course work in math . 
and science. 
Teacher q_uality has been. a 
major issue in several states in 
recent years. The Kentucky 
.- panel that regulates _teacher 
\t certification has pronnsed an 
; ambitious agenda to _make the 
l state's training more ngorous. 
!
. . Cody has made_ b_eefed-up 
academics a top pnonty. State The order requires the task force to recommend.legjslation 
by Nov. 15. It also must meet at. 
least once a month and take 
testimony from experts frOIJ! 
Kentucky and other states. 
. The order mises the profile 
of teacher-training as an issue 
before the General Assembly. 
I 
test scores show teachers need, 
to have a better command ~f 
, the subjects they teach if 
I schools are to reach their long-
I term improvement goals, he 
I said, •~ 1 " n·· 
An ~!fort to improve the 
quality of teaching has ·been . 
building momentum . recei:itly. 
In July the Prichard Comnnttee 
for Academic . Excellence 
formed. its own panel to pro• · 
pose changes in_teacher educa: 
.lion. 
· .· · The Education Departme?t 
I has targeted· middle schools in 
particufar, where scores are the 
lowest across the sta~e and, 
teachers often lack maiors or 
even courses in the subjects 
Sttidy-:~a,s·/ 4 
- • A. - ~ , • _"II; __ - I -
S:- .,,...,caUoo.evidence uzyey_ •·· ,- . 
training needs reform 
.-,,,: : \ ... , ··-. -- .. 
ASSOCIATED PRESS •• ,·· . ; ' • • 
,:a::wASHINGTON :._ Four' out 
offive U.S. teachers say they're 
not·.ready to-teach in.today's 
classrooms: More·. than a third ~y 
they_ either don't have degr~ 1~ 
the subjects they teach or d1dn t 
SP.\md enough time training in 
thein, says a survey released yes-
te!;day by the Education Depart-
ment.- · , • 
···The survey, answered by 
3160 teachers nationwide, asked 
kindergarten through 12th grade 
teachers. about,their,college stud-
ies, :professional certificates, on-, 
the-job training and support from 
parents and colleagues. 
, ~hese findings are particular-
ly unsettling given the increasing 
diversity of · our nation's stu-
dents," said Martin Orland of the 
department's National Center for 
Education Statistics. 
Overall, 38 percent had bache-
lor's or master's degrees in a spe-
cific field, 37 percent had majored 
in .general education and 18 per-
cent had degrees in such subjects 
as.math education. 
,,-.After .graduation, the teachers 
were inore likely to be trained in 
state or district curricula,(81 per-
cent) than in special education (48 
~~9 or. bilingual and d_i".ersity 
~lication (31 ~J},:, __ 1:1 
: they teach. · - . h 
In his executive order, wh1_c 
was issued yesterday, Patton in-
dicated that he wanted to see 
the . task force • explore · both 
teacher- preparation· and the-
training required of teachers ~-
rel!dY on the job. · .. ,,, · 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Friday, January 29, 1999 
· "Of the teachers who- had a 
s~ education or bilingual stu-
dent in their class, about 20 per-
cent felt well-prepared to teach 
them. Although 78 percent of 
teachers reported training in tech-
nology, 20 percent felt "very well 
pr~!)~ed" to use it in their class-
rooms. 
{The survey illustrates the 
neei:1 to change how teachers are 
trained for changing classrooms, 
said .Education Secretary Richard 
Riley. c~ , .. i(} :- · • · 
" 'One-shot' workshops .... car-
ry_: little relevance to tea~h~~• 
work in the classroom," said Ri-
ley; adding that he ~11 present 
details of President Clinton's pro-
posals for change in a speech next 
month in Long Beach, Calif. . 
· ·.•Teacher education and pro-
fessional development programs 
are not addressing the realities 
found in today's classrooms," Ri-
ley said. 
-The department mailed out 
the surveys early last year, and 
about· 92 percent of those asked 
responded. The typical margin of 
error for the questions asked was 
plus or minus 3 percentage points, 
Orland said. · 
The findings echo those of a 
1993-94 teacher survey, with little 
change in teachers' attitudes. 
.. But in 1998, new teachers 
were more likely to have majored 
in an academic field, to have had 
In a separate executive orde_r, 
the governor named these ~IX 
people to the task force: Judith 
Gambill, of the Kentucky Edu' 
cation Association;. Gary Cox, 
of the Independent Colleges 
and Universities; Gordon _Da-
viess, director of the Council. on 
Postsecondary Education; Ed 
Ford deputy secretary of Pat-
ton's' executive cabinet; Helen 
Mountjoy, chairwomai:i of the 
state Board of Education; and 
Bob Babbage, a former state 
auditor, secretary of state and 
chairman of the Kentucky 
Democratic Party. , · · .. 
Later yesterday, Senate 
President Larry Saun!lers, D· 
Louisville, appointed these se?• 
ators to the task force: David 
Karem D-Louisville; Bob Jack· 
son, D:Murray; Lindy Caseb_ier,. 
R-Louisville; Gerald Neal, D• 
Louisville; Vernie McGaba, R-
Russell · Springs; and Robert . 
Stivers, R-Manchester. ., . .,,' 
Saunders· appointed Karem 
as the panel's _co-ch~- The 
other co-chairman will be a 
· House member. House Spea\(er 
Jody Richards, D,Bowhng 
Green said he would complete 
his list of appointments today. 
training· especially designed for 
new teachers and to have smaller 
class . sizes than their peers in 
1994, said survey "'researcher 
Becky A. Smerdon. ., . 
Those changes "reflect .. the. 
, change in focus from student 
· standards to teacher standards. 
States such as Florida now have 
incentives for teachers ' seeking 
better credentials 
Last week, Clinton proposed 
spending more than $245 ·million 
to hire new teachers, train teach-
ers· for impoverished school dis-· 
tricts and recruit teachers for ar-
eas heavily populated by Native 
Indians. Congressional Republi-
cans started hearings on teacher 
quality this week and will pro-
duce proposals by spring. 
But the survey contradicted 
other concerns. For _example, 98 
percent of teachers who respond-
ed said they have full state certifi. 
cation. One percent reported using 
the emergency teaching certifi-
cates that Clinton criticized in his 
State of the Union address. 
.-.-:.•~ 
:t1?,.-,· 
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Virtual:U. 
Program shows Internet's potential for 
.. : e~panding educ_a:tion~J ·opvortunitie~ ___ _ 
- - ~-"·--- -· Students· will be able to tak~ Another potential problem is 
When a then-newly elected ard b 
Gov. Paul Patton asked the . courses via satellite, over the cheating. Safegu s must e 
presidents of Kentucky's state Internet and· through interac- in .place to assure that the per-
universities to find ways they · tive- television. ; "· son on the computer is the stu-
could better work together, the . Soon, they won't even have dent who enrolled for the class, 
most innovative idea the presi- to go outside to get their books "Students who .take courses 
dents· cmp.e· u~ with was ~he or cl~s. reading materials. . via the Internet also are miss-
creation of·a "virtual universi- --Within t\yo years, ~ere ~I ing out on another important. 
ty" that w~ui'd' USEi'tecfuiology ., .. be_ a_ Co=,o~weajth_Yirtual L,1- aspect. of their educations: The 
to enable Kenutckians to .. earn .. brary; whicli means anyb8dy m ,·;.fnteriictfon:with".other~.tliafoc~ 
coilege .· credit .withoiitc;·_ever:'.'1 the ~tate '\Vho l!as a~ss -~ ./l.,,·. : 'curiio1i" college'~caropuseii:.The 
leaving 'fhe comfort \1ff"fheirs~ · computer will be able to get any I interpersonal· skills .. learned, in 
homes. · ;.,r,-;,, '.'~;;7,:,-:,.;;-:.-0,)'0:::0",'.~➔ information from any universi-_ -~hes'e soc1'_"_1 •_se,ttin __ ·gs·· 'can b_eJ0 USt 
•• -· ........... ~-~-."I.;.-,., ___ .,• .••• ' ..... ,;;.&--.J •. ~ i:11 
As it turned out; the gi;iver- ty library in the state. , · · . as _importimt filr su.ci:e~s~fn. the 
nor's vision for higher educa- Nine pilot programs, includ. workplace as the knowledge 
tion extended beyond that of" - ing firefighter certification; re- gained from textbooks and lee-
the presidents, but the idea of habilitation counseling and tures. >,-- -:c:;:·:; -..... -; :-;.;._ · · 
havi~g stu~e1;1-ts·. earn · _college nursing education, will be of- ~.-And Co~o~wealth _Virtual 
credits by sitting a_t th~ir com- •, f.ei:eq. th!"!)l.)-gh t'1e.~Common- University will. never . even 
puters_ a~ holll:e was not aban- . wealth Virtual University's -h~ve a basketball team, much 
doned'. __ Its an i_de~ that has the first semester:~ .. :-~~'?.>.?·;;,,::;•-i/f:;t~;~ less one ·that wins-a-national 
potential-of openmg the doors .,.·Th b'." __ ,_,-~'.tJ}t':·rurii(k'' 
of educational :opp~~unity to. • i:Iis ~h;,;~e~iise~!)f.,·\'{i~--CO~,, championship .. ,,.,..:,_"; - '·;,. · -~· '.O 
thousands of.Kentuckians who --;.aroil ····bli. ti•.. "·'· ··· ..... ibl · · · bl._. · ·, · ··, d. .. ,:,'.,,1 " y o ga ons · are una e are una e to atten : res .... ar d -· • ,' - · · ... "" · 
classes ~on camp~e!!,_-; ;-;-•~--::;. .... ___ .. . to_ atteIJ. .. c~~se.,s. on campuses 
"Th .fir t ·1·· ·-----~- ·" · ·····n t will be able to complete courses e s cassesmapo ... 
program called 9o=onwealth via the Internet.·In a state with 
Virtual 'University will be- of- one of the nation's lowest per-· 
fered this fall under a coopera- centages of adults with college 
tive program ·operated by West- educations, any effort to get 
ern Kentucky University, East- more residents to attend col-
em Keiituclcy tJniiersity; Mur- : lege should be applauded. 
ray State University, the Uni- · Of course, not all .courses are 
versity of Louisville and· the. suitable .for Internet instruc-
University of Kentucky. tion those that require labora-
Some college students will be I tori;s or field work for exam-
3:b~e to r~gister for_class~s, par- ' pie. While some n~sing cours-
t1c1pate m class disc:w;;s1on, do es could be taken via the Inter-· 
homework, pay tmt10n and • hand · 
take tests .. without ever·leavirig_.- net, ot:t1ers require s~on m-
their computer cii'·stepping foot struction on proper procedures: 
inside a univ:ersity. -~- · · 
Georget.ownpublic radio 
In. a Dec. 12 _editorial, the Herald-
Leader criticized Lexington public ra-
dio for not running uninterrupted cov• 
erage of the House impeachment pro• 
ceedings .. • .. . 
This. was follo~ed on Dec. 26 by 
two letters from staff at WMKY and 
WEKU in which references were made 
to "Lexington's three public radio sta-
tions;" references which excluded 
WRVG-FM, Georgetown College's new 
50,000-watt public radio station. This 
exchange in Lexington's only newspa-
per warrants our response. 
First, WRVG management chose to 
air hourly rather than live, uninterrupt-
ed coverage because we knew that oth-
er broadcast outlets, such as C-Span, 
would do so. We also believed that 
since we are a music-intensive station, 
our public-radio listeners would not 
welcome or expect such roverage. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Friday, January 29, 1999 
Having said this, WRVG is commit-
ted· fo timely, accurate and thorough 
coverage of national and local news: Jn. 
deed, 89.9, WRVG, Georgetown College 
Public Radio, is the only station in the 
Lexington market; commercial'or pub-
lic, with a full-time news staff in Wash-
ington. • • · · 
Our bureau provided hourly cover-
age of the impeachment proceedings 
throughout the process. Further, we 
aired the,only locally produced conf• 
mentary on the outcome of the im• 
peachment vote. 
Second, WRVG-FM joins WUKY 
and WEKU as the only public radio 
stations that cover the Lexington metro 
market in its entirety. While Charles 
Compton's letter suggests that More-
head State University's WMKY is a 
Lexington station, in reality, its signal 
only penetrates the fringe of the local 
market. 
In short, the only public station in 
the Lexington market that produced all 
of its Washington and local coverage of 
, the_ impeachment process was the mar-
'. k'et's third, and ·newest public station 
.:_ 89.9 WRVG-FM. · ·· 
·' -.:. 1 .. ,.... •·: Wllllam GIiiespie 
- • t<· , , ~ • General Manager 
GeoQ!etown College Public Radio 
GeoQ!etown 
' . Tuellday, Jan. 118, 1891/UN'I · 
TSlJ-~oui,j:f~.g~~~Jriostly 
. Wfil\e,.ft~t~IDity 
, .. 
• 1y- •": 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Students at historically 
black Tennessee State University are trying to organize 
~- -
i'.fThegroup will need about 50 members with . 2s· 
grade•point averages to gain a charter next year. The 
natfonal'fraternity will be on campus next week to}et 
the process in.motion. . . ,· , ,,, .. , .. ;:.:--
. ·-rn:.a: similar move,, the predominantly wh11e national 
a local chapter ofa mostly white fraternity. • · 
Sigma Pi ·would be the first predominantly white 
fraternity at TSU, where 16.4 perc~nt of undergraduates 
are white. ,:--: -:.;;,:·_--: : •• · · :'"' . 
The school is . striving for an equal balance . of black 
and white· students by, the year. 2000, and school officials 
say the addition of _a predominantly.white soc,i~I grou~ 
could bring_that gci,~l\yithili reach.:. .Z-):..it ! .. :\'.. 
. soro_rity P_hi •Sigma Sigma ~ill be _o~ campu~ in Febru~~ 
,h~.sell itself to students and admmist!.'!1~~-,,., ::.._;~:; 
i It,won;t be easy. An altempno form a'.wh,te.sor<m~ 
' called ~igJfla :'§lgm~' Sigma failed ~~ause ,there;,"(~~ 
only JS stude~t~ se9ous •?Dul orga~1~ng, Curp said.:, Ji. 
"Though some. wony that TSU's 1denuty as a histon• 
cally black college ma}'b~'oo~~r?mised, _f~t_ernities li~e , 
Sigma Pi may help TSlJ.recrmt and retam more wh!te 
students_," -Sara E;:·~~ di~;to.~~:~yt~}nor~~~·student-
affairs, . .told The Tennessean, ·- .u_ ... ,. · : "'- .· · , -<. -
Some students,tiope this effort wtll.co),lapse, too. , f:-. 
~ ·"It's talcing away our heritage,11 said 1<elvonn~"~~--;~-
~ ~r;~a blade TSU f~es~.--~· ::It'.~-- ta_-~!'~ ·_aw~_,,.?,9r~~~d1~~-. 
I• n'· •~ ·1:_' . t...,, ~-1.;,~ • . . t;;·-· ..._:r_~.:.i~ ..... _.-,f;{J.· 1· .,, 10n.. . . ... •· ~-:· -:: . :f~ · .. -. ~ •-..--=;':l. _ .,, ., 
. h . d' . ·. ..,,- .. ~,-- -- ~-1· "' . But ot ers 1sagree.. -r:---r.·:--_..,.. .•. ,:. --~--- ""' .. ~= .. -..:_-;;.,.,,.,;. ,~ 
That's not_ th~- driving issue f9r- -~C:5 ',~~~~.-lk , 
----~-... '!•~p~•~.h·.--,-,."":~ ,. ,,. ,. - ·:.._:. '•";..c,.:,.. 
'. ''My liasic opinion is tliat on· white campuses _1!1,er,' 
are black fraternities and-sororities, and I don'.t S\"';"!h)'.; . 
• it .would' be a -gonflict,'~ said'',';'.illiam Prate:,_:ac."l!'ita;· 
TSU sophomore, ' . ,.-,".:.~:--: .-:J. cc,_<, ;'L,+l. !: 
·TSU's seven-black:sororities and frat_e":,'ll"'!~c:lq·,s,n_o · 
. exclude ·people b_ecause of race; . .in ·,the .early .. :1990s .. , ... 
white ·woman joined the trad/Jionally-black.;,,~ __ ,,, , 
seven of them~ - interested in .starting up •a.· 
chapter of the national fraternity .. , :- 'j- ; ;,._,._ , . ,_.._. • 
'.:Eric-Parker, a white-TSU freshman, said he and ·his 
.friends:,g_ecid7d_.)1,1; August to1'Start: a ;fraternity that· 
anyonecouldJ~Hn. ___ .-- ·:· • ,1 -~ .,r:,7~:.~LJ 
"I don't want to-change TSU," Parker said. "But I 
want every sii/de_n( (~:_have the opportJnify to.join a 
historically blac~ 2~~-istorically white fraternity and pis~ 
which.one is .. best for them." .,,,. · t J. • · • · • 
_Q~~.lUio.:.. ~,::_ -~::':l~~-~j;t-~-~~(-- ~ __ 
a;;: j/lsoN RI~~ :~r:? .. ~.' .7: 
• , __ .-J/ ~I cf~-. ; ! .:,.,. ': 
~ ~-~91<8 }~".:'"~- ~~-~ ,4!• .... -~, --~-
·BOWLIN_G ~R~E~,,.:, K{':{~). ;~ .. 
West~r_n Kentuc'k'f:~n!Y~!ty/p~f.~r 
Stan .Cooke,will.be0tlie1.fil!t to'adm_i_t_. ibat he .·is·rlot a 'tethflOlif ··~rd.:~~~;~:•;.'{'t.~:: 
' --,,1-,, .--,~, •-·v ~ ..... ~i .. 
~lit .pjo~e t~.i!~;/i,~g~J1Hearii' !ll\ickly. 
This fall, he.-w,ll be one or- the first 
professors invoived Jn ·a ··pilot ,.p_rograni 
called, the Commonwealth Viriual~Uni• 
versity. •· ; . ~t-c:.r., . . .-?':~-,--
'This is . . . the most exciting thiµg I. 
have been a part of in my 25 years al 
this university," Cooke,said. ,. '"-; ... 
• . • , • -1-,i-...,_;, ·•-)~-f~,· 
Created with the Pl•~aie. "of the ,1997 
Kentucky. Postsecond_ary cEducationi_ 1!'1-
provement Act, the _Commonwealth"Vir• 
tual University is dei;igned:.t({~llow in-, 
st"!gtjim and learning,_af'a~y,cfini, an9° 
any place· using i:lis'tanf'O .. education .. tech: 
1 . -- • . , .... p.- •• ,,'1: .... ,,. r.:1, - ,., no ogy. :.: ·. -:.: A';"V,:'-~;,-;/.~ ---~i-i, ':-~
4 
Students will. be, ~hie· to)ak¢ 'i;ourses 
via . satellite, ove1c.: e,'.,:liitemet.: and 
thrmig!!__interactiYe. e '' ~,._ ,=- r.:-·. --_i ,· 
"For students who can't-get to a cam-
pus like. older students who are-already 
working and those with'family obligat/ons 
and so forth, this will'allow _them.to get 
access to higher education opii:ortunities 
either at their· computer at-'lio!"e. or at 
work. or at. least ~I. a site.-.very __ near 
them," said·Lany F6wler, a dii-eCtor for 
special programs for the Council on 
Postsecon_daiy Ed~~ti~n: 
· Tu-■y, Jan, 29, 1999/KENTUCKY Nl!W l!RA 
'That is the whole Idea.· We want to 
reach people wh<> deserve an education 
but for .whom it .isjust logistically yery 
difficult if not impossible." 
Staning , nex~ semester, some_ college 
students will be able to register fqr sla.ss· 
es, _particiPfl!~.-.!~;--j~lass di~~~~!_:-~ 
homework, · pay ltrit1on and · take .. tests· 
without' ever leaving"1heir compu·tei- of:.; 
stepping foot inside· a university. ,'.,... .,£ 
'. Soon, they won't even have. to go 
outside to get their books or class read• 
ing materials. 
"Within two )'ears, we will · have a 
Commonwealth, .. V.irtual .Library, which 
means anybodyi.,,Ln. ,t_lJ.!:. s_tate who has 
access to a computer- will be able to get 
any information froin ,.a_~y university li-
brary in the stite~,..Olqke_s?id. '.'We can 
S~IJ.d)~. '-'199.~Y ... cl!ipligiting, thiilgs like 
books and journals_ and spend more. 
r ll_!9i\:ey:upgrijdirlg"ini& system: - '· t . 
]'!Je_ i~~~ .ip(~~ is amazing." 
Nfue . pµot'. programs, including lire• 
fighter cerilficaiion,. rehabilitation coun-
seling and" nursing education, will be 
offered thrciugli·the Commonwealth Vir• 
tuaJ'.p_l_!_iversjty•~:first semester .... 
1 
Cooke is head of the master's degree 
in speech ~angua~:_j,~thol~ program. 
. Eastern Kentucky University, Murray 
State University, the University of Louis-
ville, the , University of Kentucky and 
Western will share cour,;e work delivery 
responsibilities for this degree, which will 
be delivered entirely through distance 
learning technologies. . ... 
~ ---- • . ~<-•;. ~ -~ . . .-•. 
'!This is designed J11ainly. for .. i~ose 
speech therapists wha'jre already wor~-
ing in public sch°'?ls'Jmd. n~d to up-
grade their ~red_~noals_0by0 gettmg a mas-
ter's degree,' . ~?k~ ~~d .. 1 n (~- .. --! _ -: 
, ,His first cou,;e;. wl)fch 5'-il( in~lu?e up 
to. 20. stud~nt,;, .w.i!!?..!r!~ud,;_ .£1~-
through Western's )!ll_~r,acuv~ .J~lev1S101_!_ 
---,---- . . - ~-
studio and the Internet .. · _;j •i-1': '·' 
"Most of the class will lie tlirough 'the 
Internet, but once a month' or _so I can 
conduct class in these interac!lve studios, 
which every campus has,'.'. h~ said. 'The 
students go to the unive~iy•_clos<:5t to 
them, and .1 can. see_ ~~it'.:!!': ;~nd. \Dier-, 
act with them there. .. '""''Z :, . : . ' '. 
"'· -· ...P.""'", : .. -
"We can also 1;;& -1hro'ugii' the chat 
Jines over the Internet, Research has 
shown that th'ese classes help __ studen!5 
who would normally · not; raise the,r 
hands in front of peers fri-, a classroom 
not hesitate to contribute }R~Jugh the: 
[ntemet." ~-- _ ... · ': 
Registration for the fall sem_ester class-
es will begin in July, Cooke said.. :· · 
i -~·i 
Mo.9r:e is accused 
of;sending ·~''"1'~h 
vulgar:co ~i _, mmen..., 
~j . ,t~] 
By MIC~!, JE:~INGSX~¥ 
TheCouner-Jolimal ··,~it•~ 
'.{~it1/{f4§7~~~~~i~fl 
slgned ;Ifalit~~t'/f; u'/;~~:~ 
ty:of to.~~~'.s College,of:Arts; 
and S.~•el!~:~er he was'ac-.! 
~ o(re~t~:Sen"'·.,•o~) 
scene comment'?i--".~ • ·• airport. ._,,; .,,.;,:.-.u!r,-Jo,.,the j 
,.Moore '4,j& 'till''-;,-?@l'-~~) -.Lili- , , , -~' tola 
univers!ty officiltls\Vednesday: · 
that he_,~_:atso taking leave 
from· ~;\!l!l!es as a',biology 
profe~~t-!J.lltil the fall:'-Moore, 
who lt~_Jiljen dean or-u of L's 
large~ ~allege since April 1997, 
could':i!~ffbe reached.!or co_ m-
ment~~rdav -'"'"-""'~\ . ,'.:tMOQ ,.,_ __ .,,;__&.t'<a-'.;.;•1 
-lii~o1d~~S~fiiesila1<1 
witlil 11arassr·~,.3~~ea. 
·
1
- · .- .. ng_~communica-
1ons, a lnisdemeani>r punish-
able.by~ to90 days injaiJ.; 
. M_p_ore ~ lawyer, Bob Steven~ 
~\I, ,~d ,Moore .. was ·released • on- ·.Ids'. own.... . . .. ; 
Moore ·.··:ptead~~~t 
W:edne~~y 111\d ts;clue-tq,:.,q>- ; 
~ before Diatrict Judg€Ke 
~ · Delahanty.l for a pretrial 
~~d~ce Feb. 17, Stevenson 
S81 • V.M 
~cCording Ji>; Jeffe~o-;;-'.'Dis• 
ourt records, Moore ·is 
~ccused of.rep~atedly entering 
.. vulg!l,r,,a_nl)Oyt.!lg and .... p"or-
nographic· content'-'.oiF · · ·, ' 
comment car•-' b'·.:..· ,~up_ort · . ... e,ween· last 
March_ .23.:;and :'.J~i 2r.:·.T!ie, 
chards w~re allegedly- mailed to 
t e Regional Airport i\utliority 
~ l~ft a~ Loui~-~~!,!R!em~J~n-
~an: 21, M;;;~~~1c1-:;;::"'c1 edly videotaped mi· Wll!I a eg-_ mgoutcom-
ment cards and putting them in · 
I He \;UUMICM-.JUUMl'll"IL 
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: -.. a-drop box atilie airport .•. ~ 
: =Airport s~kelrwoman·Rande 
. Swann sa1d.-.airport officials 
were refraining from comment-
. ';._ii!g on the casejif'the request 
of Louisville.'ppl!ce. She said 
city _an~ airp~rt"police we~ in-
v_estigatin" further. .&:<ii ·"""'st· ··.- 1>,.,.,, .. ,ii1"1'='_ c-<>,,.-, -~;_ e11_eDSO)bSa11 .;madie;hail: 
-:nor:yet-':"seen\i't&eitiivld · · • 
"against>Moore;\?'and::tliat ~~m: 
he does he wilEassuriiif.Moore, 
! can a'ppealt.tiii. constitutionalj 
'guarantees of free ressio11;, ·:1 
!l, orf~
811
. ptesd_JdYffl.e~!)it:'..shu::: e ... e .... y -that·, 
Moore~i>ffe'mi bis i · · iMilit''J 
~!s_l!!tlon is dean 1:ner· ~ 0 
C
rovollt, -::.:Oral · Garrison · 
earned ofl!i;llmst and:SUm:· 
moned·~ii!l:~~~discuss it:J;'And 
w~ 'IICC!!P!eil_;,(the •.resignation) 
with regret but.understanding" 
Shumafcerisai!!,. "He just said 
he thciuglttit~Jn the best in-· 
Jf!,rest,of;hiiii]lilil·.his family ,i 
-~;the.uhl~rslty,'\!iat:he.:te.?1 
·~!~~~~-~~·-1~~~·~~--~ 
_;:,.,shumaker'saii-MoorJ;'ir~~~ 
w:ed professor, would ·also be . 
replaced_ lmmediately_in a biol,. 
~ class he was teaclling. ·• t Would .... ~ .. --. - . . --"\. · . -~"•_,p_remature· to:,: 
speculate~ t··about·"•whether • 
Moore col!lil resume foai:hing if · 
he were convicted of the misde-
: if,(-" j •·l f ~ _, ·/ 
,.a.-·"' a..-~ .•. 
~--=~~ ~--,:-t 
.,;;;;·11%'r.r.harge, Shumaker~ 
~re is tbei_,second ~-
ranking U oft.official to resjp 
~hi!! facing a crijninal cbarg_e 
sinl:I!-·· Shu_niakei:. took .over:as 
p~dent.in July 1995. In.Janli, 
l
ary:199~, _a. U of.L vice.,,ji~!-
dent.;tres1gt1ed after::.,11e1•··· i C~¢,d'in•tjiiµledj~ii_ffi-,.. l 
I ll!i:<f spouse aliuse. ,,. . ~~ 
I :~h~aker,said he., kne~ot 
noeyidenceihatMoore had en;, 
, llaged in 5!1Slllcicius cir trueateiil 
UJg•behavtor before.or since,lil 
I 
iil~ Jlie_-_U~f L1flf,.,,ttv;~Hiij 
·SIil. _d lie,11111111,liot~· 1ii-1'ii!M: 
Moore's 'case or•tlie o·""~~"?"J, - . . ' ' ._.i, .• ....,, 
pres11!ent'&,-f._ .. tbat_} ·:~. ,, ~ § -- •?' - • ,~,ll. ':n 
U of L _ileeded 0 io alter, ffi:e. '. 
ployment:prpcedures, wl1Jeh bi· 
-~:~~~P!~~!f~~-
' '.'lndact, .1ii:i:both:-afes;~I 
think the system:workelliis-itls 
supposed.towork/'.he.said:/ ', 
. =-~!l!;J~_.c:a_m1r~~ !]'af:Il~in~ · 
',19.1i II/! l!it.enm semor~ce pr_esi., 
Ji:lent and provo!rl at.tlie l,fnlvet- . 
l :.5fty:_cif Akton~,_it:·~1·t~k;;{;}i•t:.~~\iil' 
. Shirley Wdllhiigw; im~ . 
ctate dean, will oversee the Col-
lege of Arts.and'Sciences· until 
· a 1~rmanent· replilcenient: c*. be·found. Shumaker said ·a: na'-
. tional search ·for a new-adeap, . 
will start intmediately. ,',c·•·1· 
: f ~ "• • .. •• M ' • fJ:4/, \ 
j- J. rl .,~!. ';.1...l .::.\.~-~ · 
